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Groupware is fast becoming an important part of the 
computing world. This thesis reviews past history and 
research in which a group oriented spreadsheet is shown to 
have a real purpose in today's business world. A group 
oriented spreadsheet was implemented using a public domain 
package called The Spreadsheet Calculator. Spreadsheet 
users and programmers tested the implementation. The 





Interactive Groupware systems differ from traditional 
software systems in that users access common areas 
concurrently. With today's software and hardware 
technology, this objective can be met and the group 
spreadsheet can become a reality. 
1.1 Groupware 
Computer software has typically been oriented towards a 
single user. This is fine for small, more specific tasks, 
but in today's world most problems are solved by group 
collaboration. Groups can be difficult to work with because 
of typical human factors, both good and bad. Groupware can 
fill this gap using both the strengths of the computer with 
the effectiveness of the group. The idea of group software 
is good but many obstacles still exist. 
"Groupware" is defined as "computer-based systems that 
support groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) 
and that provide an interface to a shared environment" 
[Ellis91]. The terms "common task" and "shared environment" 
are critical to this definition. A common task means all 
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users are working on the same problem toward the same goal 
in a shared environment. This concept separates groupware 
from past typical uses of computer software. 
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is another 
popular term, used interchangeably with groupware, to refer 
to group applications study. CSCW's basic purpose is to 
look at how groups work and seek to discover how computers 
and other technology can help improve this work [Greif88]. 
Groupware is an idea which is still evolving. This is best 
illustrated by Jonathan Grudin in his review of both the 
European and the United States version of CSCW conferences. 
Two such conferences were held in the fall of 1990. Each 
has its own view of how CSCW should be developed and used. 
Most of Europe seems to lean toward customized, in-house 
use, whereas the United States leans toward the packaged 
off-the-shelf variety of products [Grudin91]. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents a history of Groupware. 
Chapter 3 discusses past studies and work done in Groupware. 
Chapter 4 discusses the purpose of this thesis. 
Chapter 5 describes the plan for implementation of the Group 
Spreadsheet. 
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Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the Group 
Spreadsheet. 
Chapter 7 states the results of the implementation. 




Research in Groupware has been active during two time 
periods of history: the early period, which lasted from the 
early 1960's until the mid 1970's, and the present day 
period, which started in 1984. The following is a brief 
description of these periods of time. 
2.1 Early History in Groupware 
Groupware has its origins in the 1960's and early 1970's. 
Douglas C. Engelbart, in the early 1960's, created a 
laboratory at Stanford Research Institute [Johansen88]. Its 
purpose was to explore the use of computers to augment the 
human intellect with a particular interest in high-
performance teams. In the late 1960's the Office of 
Emergency Preparedness was testing a computer-supported 
group system for responding to national crises [Johansen88]. 
In the early 1970's the Institute for the Future (IFTF) was 
conducting field tests of computer-based conferencing for 
energy researchers, geologists and NASA teams [Johansen88]. 
The New Jersey Institute of Technology began work in the 
mid-1970's on an experimental environment that would allow 
research on computer-support groups [Johansen88]. 
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All of these earlier studies had limited success. The goals 
were met but other problems arose. Hardware was found to be 
limiting and slow. Software tools were available, but on a 
very limited basis. The systems became expensive and 
undependable. Funding was eventually dropped because of 
these problems. 
2.2 Current History in Groupware 
A new push of research and interest in groupware began in 
1984. A group of researchers, organized by Irene Greif, 
then of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and 
Paul Cashman of Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), met at 
Endicott House, MIT's retreat center [Johansen88]. Their 
goal was to organize research performed within Groupware for 
use by other researchers. Later, in the fall of 1986, this 
became a reality when the first major research conference 
was held in Austin and nearly 300 people attended 
[Johansen88]. Today conferences are held annually, both in 
Europe and the United States, with interest steadily 
increasing. These conferences provide the vast majority of 
the information concerning research in the field today. 
Many topics within Groupware are presented during these 
conferences with some of the successes discussed in the next 




As the name suggests, Groupware, short for group software, 
has been used experimentally in many group situations. Most 
Groupware systems have been used only experimentally because 
of their many complications. Past work in Groupware has 
concentrated on solving these difficulties, which centered 
on the maintenance of a shared environment. 
Groupware can be classified into three basic areas: 
(1) electronic messaging, (2) software extensions and 
(3) collaborative/shared workspaces. These areas tend to 
overlap, but for the most part, all have clear, independent 
definitions. The following brief history will cover the 
past work done in these three areas. 
3.1 Electronic Messaging 
Electronic messaging includes electronic mail, computer 
conferencing and voice mail. The basic idea is exchange of 
messages. The first two differ in that electronic mail is 
sent to an individual electronic mail box, whereas computer 
conferencing is sent to a central, shared area. Electronic 
mail deals with text only; voice mail deals with voice only. 
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All communication is done asynchronously, meaning the 
sending and receiving of messages is done independently. 
Although each handles messages a little differently, the 
idea is still the same. These types of systems are fast, 
effective and relatively inexpensive, making them the most 
popular type of groupware on the market today. 
3.2 Software Extensions 
Software extensions offer an added feature to already 
existing products. For example, a word processor or a 
spreadsheet would provide a groupware capability beyond the 
original purpose of the package. These types of packages 
are starting to show up on the market today. 
Information Lens [Malone86] and Object Lens [Lai88] are both 
good examples of software extensions. Each supports group 
work within hypertext, object-oriented databases, electronic 
messaging and rule-based agents. They both provide a 
framework for software extensions which could be used by 
other general purpose software. They achieve their sharing 
of knowledge through message passing and file transfers, 
which can be asynchronous or synchronous. Traditional 
software packages may become group oriented implementing 
message passing and file transfer extensions. Users would 
share information by means of folders which contain messages 
or files passed by other users. This permits the sharing of 
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knowledge with others, but the burden of accessing the 
information rests on the user instead of the software. 
3.3 Collaborative/Shared Workspaces 
Collaborative/shared workspaces tend to follow more closely 
the ideas of true groupware. These enable the users to work 
interactively sharing data, text, graphics and other 
information in remote or local locations. These also are 
the most difficult to understand and implement. They are 
usually synchronous because of the constant sharing of 
information. These products have not been seen very much on 
the market because they are usually written for specific 
groups of users. These groups tend to be in small, closed 
environments and composed mostly of researchers. There has 
been a substantial amount of research done in this area as 
shown by the following examples. 
3.4 Implementations 
DistEdit [Knister90] is used to build interactive group 
editors for distributed environments. It can support 
different editors simultaneously with a high degree of 
fault-tolerance against machine crashes. Users take turns 
making changes while other users observe the changes 
concurrently. Very little change is required of the 
original editor's code, and performance is very acceptable. 
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The project was considered a success, but because multiple 
users could not concurrently update a file, the project fell 
short of true concurrent groupware. 
MMConf [Crowley90] and Rendezvous [Patterson90] both attempt 
to create synchronous multi-user applications out of 
previously considered single-user applications. Both 
systems use the following three basic strategies: (1) the 
sharing of underlying information, which is known to each 
individual application, must be spread to other running 
copies of the application; (2) the sharing of views of the 
screen shown to each user must be constantly updated; and 
(3) the sharing of access of databases and any other files 
needed to run the application must be accomplished. If 
these three basic goals are accomplished, then an individual 
application can be used as a groupware application. Both 
MMConf and Rendezvous had good success with achieving their 
original goals. Each expressed problems with windowing 
systems and sharing of resources. The authors concluded 
that a possible solution to these problems would be future 
improvements in both the software and hardware areas. 
3.5 The Spreadsheet 
Finally, Nardi and Miller confront distributed problem 
solving in spreadsheet development [Nardi90]. Their 
results, not totally surprising, showed that group 
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collaboration was the norm when using spreadsheet software. 
This is because the problem solving needed to produce a 
spreadsheet is distributed among users who know the domain 
well and can build most of the model, and more sophisticated 
users whose advanced knowledge is used to enhance the 
spreadsheet model or to help the less experienced user 
improve spreadsheet skills [Nardi90]. No system was 




PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The purpose of this thesis is to follow up on the research 
done by Nardi and Miller. Their research found a need for a 
group oriented spreadsheet, which will be implemented within 
this study. 
The main obstacle to a spreadsheet being used within a group 
environment is having a shared work area containing the data 
and calculations. As mentioned earlier, this is a common 
groupware problem. This study will attempt to solve this 
problem while allowing all users to work concurrently. 
There has not been much success with this in past groupware 
implementations because of the obvious complexities of the 
problem. 
4.1 Concurrency 
Concurrently accessing a shared work area is the primary 
problem this study must address. True concurrency is 
achieved when any user at any time can see and make changes 
with a minimum amount of concern for the actions of other 
users. Past systems allowed one user to control the entire 
screen while other users were locked out. Once the 
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controlling user released control of the screen, then other 
users could attempt to make changes. This meant that only 
one person at a time could make a change. This is not truly 
a group environment but a multitasking system controlled by 
whoever is presently changing the screen. This presents 
problems if interaction between users is required for a 
particular change. The current study plans to implement a 
concurrent environment as closely as possible. 
4.2 Categorization 
A group spreadsheet can be categorized as an extension or 
enhancement to an already existing package. This will be 
true of this study as well, except that this implementation 
will be synchronous, real-time. The obstacles presented by 
this latter factor also make this a collaborative/shared 
workspace problem. The resolution of these problems will 




The following describes the tools and design used for the 
implementation of the group spreadsheet. A detailed 
implementation plan is also described based on the chosen 
design. 
5.1 Tools 
The software and hardware tools available in the early days 
were often insufficient to handle the typical groupware 
system. The hardware was usually not fast enough and the 
software lacked some of the sophistication needed. With 
advancements in both areas, implementation becomes more of a 
reality today. The following tools will be used for the 
implementation of the group spreadsheet. 
5.1.1 System 
A Sun 386i workstation networked with other Sun machines, 
using TCP/IP protocol, will be used for this study. Sun 
runs a Unix-based operating system which enables the use of 
sockets. Sockets allow for communication between programs 
which enables the system to have distributed capabilities. 
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5.1.2 The Spreadsheet Calculator 
The Spreadsheet Calculator (sc), a public domain package 
written by James Gosling, will be the spreadsheet used as a 
basis for this implementation. SC is based on rectangular 
tables much like a financial spreadsheet. When invoked it 
presents the user with a table organized as rows and columns 
of cells. Each cell may have associated with it a numeric 
value, a label string, and/or a formula, which evaluates to 
a numeric value or label string, often based on other cells. 
5.1.3 Language 
SC is written in the C programming language. This makes C 
the natural choice of language for the implementation of the 
group sc. Curses is the screen utility used to draw and 
perform all screen manipulations. Past programmers have 
noted some shortcomings of curses, but these should have no 
ill effects on the final implementation. Curses is also 
found on most Unix systems and, therefore provides a good 
degree of portability and a certain degree of 
standardization. 
5.2 Design 
There are a couple of different approaches to the design of 
a solution to this problem. The first might be every time a 
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version of the sc program is started, it would set up 
communication with any other running version. This could 
possibly work, but a communications nightmare would soon 
arise. Figure 1 shows this possible configuration with each 
box representing a running version of sc and the arcs 
representing communication links between the programs. 
Program 1 Program 2 
I 
I 
Program 3 Program 4 
Figure 1: Communication links between all running programs 
A second solution would be to establish communication links 
to other running versions of sc until basically a token ring 
is developed. This could also work, except it would open 
the door for unnecessary message passing. For example, 
Program 1 could send a message to Program 4 but it would 
have to pass it through either Program 2 or Program 3. 
Program 2 and Program 3 may have no interest in the message 
but still have to pass it. Figure 2 shows this possible 
configuration. 
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Program 1 Program 2 
Program 3 Program 4 
Figure 2: Communication links using a 
Token Ring configuration 
Finally, a master sc program could act as a controller for 
all the other programs of the spreadsheet, basically a 
master/slave relationship. Figure 3 shows this 
configuration. 
Program 1 Program 2 
MASTER 
Program 3 Program 4 
Figure 3: Communication links using a 
Master/Slave configuration 
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This idea seems to be the most reasonable because it allows 
for the shared work space to be controlled by one program. 
This is important because the control of programs 
concurrently working with the shared work space is the most 
pressing problem. One program controlling the access of the 
other programs to the shared work space would simplify the 
problem significantly. 
This study will use the third methodology presented which is 
the master/slave configuration. 
5.3 Implementation Plan 
A few terms need to be defined in order to describe the 
implementation plan. First, a "process" will refer to a 
single running version of the sc program. Secondly, when 
one or more processes are active, this will be called a 
"session". The master process must always be running before 
a session is started. For the rest of this study, a process 
will refer to a user or slave process and a master process 
will be identified as such. With these key ideas in mind, 
the following steps must be taken to complete the 
implementation: 
(1) The master process will create a table to keep 
track of each active process. This table will be 
controlled by the master process only. 
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(2) Each process must establish a communication link 
with the master process. This allows for sending 
and receiving of messages during a session. 
(3) Each process must allow for constant screen 
updates. These updates will reflect the activity 
of the other processes. 
(4) The master process must provide a locking 
mechanism. This will allow for individual cells 
of the spreadsheet to be protected. This 
protection is needed when a process is making a 
modification to a cell. No other process will be 
allowed to change that cell at that particular 
time. The cell will be unlocked once the 
modification is complete. This is the same idea 
commonly used in parallel computing for protection 
of data within the critical section. [Perrott87] 
(5) Each process will have a warning mechanism. This 
will alert a process if another process is 
modifying a cell which affects other cells. This 
is only a warning device and not a locking device 
of those other cells. 
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Once these changes are implemented, the following objectives 
must be achieved: 
(1) More than one process can access the spreadsheet 
at the same time. 
(2) Current activity is displayed immediately to all 
other processes. 
(3) Locking mechanisms, to prevent two or more 
processes from modifying the same block at the 
same time, are working. 
The implementation will be considered a success if these 




The implementation of the group spreadsheet is the main 
objective of this thesis. The following chapter describes 
the implementation in detail. 
6.1 The Master Table 
The master table is the key structure for the master process 
to keep track of all other processes. Figure 4 shows the 
actual C structure used in the implementation. 
struct user array { -
int id; 
char ids[10]; 
int user count; 
int user1MAX USERS] ; 
char lock[MAX USERS] [5]; 
int lock row[MAx USERS] ; 
int lock-col [MAX-USERS] ; 
char lock type [MAx USERS]; 
char lock-effect [MAx USERS] [40]; 
} u; - -
Figure 4: Master Table structure 
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MAX_USERS can be any number the programmer wishes it to be. 
This limits the number of processes that can join a session 
at one time. 
The master process uses each field in this table as part of 
the tracking mechanism. Each process has a copy of this 
table and can access it at any time. The master process' 
copy is the most critical table. The other process' copies 
are used only for their internal purposes. The following 
section will describe the purpose of each field. 
6.1.1 Field Description 
The id field is used by each process to hold its user 
number. Numbers are given to all processes by the master 
process when they are started up. The user number 
identifies a particular process for as long as it continues 
to be joined into the session. 
The ids field is used to hold a string version of the 
process number. This is needed to avoid having to convert 
the integer value of the id field to a character value every 
time a message is sent. This attempts to speed up the 
message sending. 
The user_count field keeps count of the number of processes 
going at a particular time. If this field reaches zero 
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after at least one user has joined the session, then the 
master ends the session completely. 
The user field is the first array within the table. This is 
used by the master process for each process' communication 
link to the master. This is what the master process must 
use for any outgoing messages or must check for any incoming 
messages. Each process uses the first iteration of its copy 
to hold the master process' communication link to them. 
The lock field is also an array which is used by the master 
and all other processes. The master checks this field if a 
lock is requested to see if another process has a lock on a 
requested cell. The master marks this field as locked when 
it allows a process to modify a cell requested. The master 
marks the field as unlocked once the process has completed a 
change, while each process uses this field to display the 
present status of the other processes. 
The lock_row field is an array that identifies the row of 
the presently locked cell of a particular process if one 
exists. This is used by the master along with the lock col 
field to determine what cell is locked. This is used by the 
processes to display row locked. 
The lock_col field is an array that identifies the column of 
the presently locked cell of a particular process if one 
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exists. This is used by the master along with the lock_row 
field to determine what cell is locked. This is used by the 
processes to display the column locked. 
The lock_type field is an array which identifies what type 
of lock is on a particular cell. There are two types of 
locks allowed on any cell. The first type is a numeric lock 
which means the cell is locked for a numeric change. The 
second type is a string lock which means the cell is locked 
for a string or label change. This does allow for the same 
cell to be modified at the same time by two separate 
processes if one has a numeric lock and another has a string 
lock. Only the master process uses this field. 
The last field is the lock effect field which is also an 
array. This field contains the other cells that could be 
affected by the cell that is locked. For a string lock this 
is always null, but for a numeric lock it varies from zero 
to infinity. 
6.2 The Communication Link 
The communication link between the master process and each 
slave process allows for the message passing to take place. 
This link is created by using sockets which allow unrelated 
processes on the same or different machines to exchange 
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information on Unix systems [Sobel189]. This provides the 
system with distributed capabilities across other machines. 
The following is a scenario of how a link would be 
established between the master and a slave process: 
(1) The master process establishes a well known 
address which it always checks for any requests. 
(2) The slave process makes a request to the well 
known address to create the communication link. 
(3) The master accepts the request if there is an 
available place in the master table. 
(4) The master updates the master table with the new 
process and sends the new process the latest 
spreadsheet information. 
The master process continues to perform these functions 
until the session is ended. 
6.3 The Screen Update 
Constant screen updating is handled by each slave process. 
The master process does not handle any screen manipulations 
within any of the other processes. The reasoning behind 
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this is because it is possible for each process to be 
brought up on a different machine of which the master knows 
nothing of the screen interactions. 
Each process, when it joins a session and is accepted by the 
master, brings up a screen similar to the one in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: Sample Initial Screen 
This initial screen is very similar to the original sc 
screen except for the upper portion labeled "OTHER USER 
ACTIVITY" and the identification of the process as "USER 0". 
This other user activity area (OUAA) is where the other 
processes can be observed locking, updating and unlocking 
cells of the spreadsheet. This is where the constant screen 
updating needs to take place. For example in Figure 5, the 
OUAA indicates there is another process working called "USER 
1" with no cells locked. 
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The screen displaying and manipulations are all handled by 
curses. Curses is a screen handling utility provided for C 
under the Unix operating environment. It has good 
portability and compatibility within the Unix environment. 
It is an older screen handler and comes with its problems, 
but it does a sufficient job of screen handling for this 
project. 
All the information for the screen updating is provided for 
within the master table, of which each process has a copy. 
This copy is updated via the message passing set up earlier 
with the master. This allows for the master process to not 
concern itself with each individual process' screen. 
6.4 The Locking Mechanism 
The locking mechanism is the key to allowing multiple 
processes to share the same work area. In this case, the 
spreadsheet has a common area that all the other processes 
can see and update. Obviously, two different processes 
cannot update the same cell at the same time in the same 
mode. The locking mechanism will prevent this. 
The master table contains some fields used exclusively for 
locks. The lock field of the master table identifies 
whether a process has a cell locked. The lock row and 
lock col fields identify which cell is locked. The 
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lock_type field identifies what type of lock and the 
lock effect field tells of any possible effects of the cell 
locked. With these definitions in mind the following 
strategy is used by the master process for locking cells: 
(1) A process makes a request to the master to lock a 
particular cell. 
(2) The master receives the request. 
(3) The master checks the lock field for all the 
processes to see if any locks are found. 
(4) If a lock is not found then go to step (10). 
(5) For each lock found by the master a comparison is 
done to see if the requested cell matches any of 
the locked cells. 
(6) If there is not a match then go to step (10). 
(7) If there is a match found then the master checks 
to see if the lock_type requested is the same as 
the lock_type of the locked cell. 
(8) If the lock_types do not match then go to 
step (10). 
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(9) If the lock_types are the same then a denial of 
the request is returned to the requesting process 
because that means a process already has a lock on 
the cell. The master goes to receive the next 
request. 
(10) The master locks the cell requested. An 
acceptance of the request is returned to the 
requesting process because no other process has 
locked the cell. The master sends messages to the 
other processes alerting each one of the newly 
locked cell. The master goes to receive the next 
request. 
These steps comprise the main purpose of the master process. 
The only other things the master performs is the acceptance 
of communication, the saving of the spreadsheet and the 
ending of a process. 
6.5 The Warning Mechanism 
The last step in the implementation is to set up the warning 
mechanism. The warning mechanism alerts each 
process of the possible effects of the locking of cells by 
other processes. The warning mechanism is not handled by 
the master process but by the other processes. This is 
because the master is not concerned with the effects of 
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locking a cell. The individual processes are very much 
concerned with this and therefore handle the problem 
locally. 
The warning mechanism was implemented in the following way: 
(1) A message is received from the master process 
about a cell being locked by another process. 
(2) The effects of the locked cell are determined 
based on the spreadsheet information the process 
has. 
(3) The effects are held in the lock effect field of 
the process' copy of the master table. 
(4) The effects are displayed along with the user 
number and the cell locked in the OUAA. 
Figure 6 shows an example of the warning mechanism. 
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John ???M*iMOO 200.00 300.00 600.00 
Kathy 200.00 400.00 600.00 1200.00 
Tom 300.00 600.00 900.00 1800.00 
TOTAL 600.00 1200.00 1800.00 3600.00 
Figure 6: Example of the Warning Mechanism 
Figure 6 shows that another process called "USER 1" has a 
lock on the cell "B2", which contains "100.00", with the 
lock indicated by the shading of the cell. The message of 
"B6,E2,E6" under "CELLS AFFECTED" means "B2" somehow affects 
these cells. Any of the cells listed under "CELLS AFFECTED" 
could be changed by "USER 0", but a warning has now been 
made of possible side effects. Basically this means, "USER 
0" can change the listed cells at their own risk. 
For further examples of how the group sc interacts with the 




The Group Spreadsheet Calculator (gsc) system, once 
completed, was subjected to testing by both typical 
spreadsheet users and programmers. The concept this system 
presented was so different from other typical systems that 
the test results, although successful, were a little hard to 
understand. Reasons for this were mostly related to the 
groupware concept. Users reported that they were not 
accustomed to other users concurrently editing their data. 
This is why only the above two groups were chosen to test; 
other users would be trying to grasp too many other concepts 
to provide any valid results. 
7.1 Test Methods 
The methods of testing consisted of allowing the users to 
perform modifications to the gsc in both the same location 
and separate locations. The same location allowed for both 
audio and visual communication between users. Separate 
locations did not allow any communication, except through 
the use of the gsc. This determined if sufficient 
information was available to each user on the screen only. 
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Users made various conflicting modifications which tested 
the locking and warning mechanisms. Each user was directed 
to modify the same cell simultaneously and observe who 
received control of the cell. This determined that the 
locking mechanisms were working. Warning mechanisms were 
also observed for possible side effects when modifications 
were made. This determined the usefulness of the warning 
mechanism. 
7.2 Test Results 
The three criteria for success of the gsc were met with very 
few problems. Test results showed very few problems with 
the implementation. The most severe problem was simply the 
newness of the idea of how groupware works. 
The gsc system allowed all users to work concurrently with 
no real programming problems. Some confusion resulted 
initially with the information presented to the user. Once 
a better understanding of this information was gained by the 
user, all communications appeared to work as planned. 
The new display added for the group spreadsheet was also 
successful. The major drawback was that the users found it 
a little confusing for the locked cells to be shaded, as 
opposed to the active cells. This would be difficult to 
resolve any other way unless color or blinking were used. 
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All other information and displays shown were found to be 
sufficient. 
The locking mechanisms worked basically as planned. On one 
occasion apparently a message packet was lost but it could 
never be recreated. Other than this one unexplained error, 
the system appeared flawless in meeting its original 
objectives during all tests. 
7.3 Feedback From Users 
The group idea spawned many new ideas from the users that 
tested it. Basically every user had the same response, "The 
idea is great but ... ". Most of the ideas were very 
relevant and could be implemented with varying amounts of 
difficulty. Some of the ideas were as follows: 
(1) Locking of the cells affected by a currently 
locked cell or a little more warning when 
modifying those other affected cells. 
(2) User activated locking an area of the spreadsheet 
while working on it so no other user could modify 
the part of the spreadsheet the user had locked. 
(3) Put up another window which would allow for more 
detailed communication between users. 
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(4) Change the way of indicating which cell was 
blocked for easier identification. 
(5) Have a complete lock out of all other users for 
certain modifications. 
The above suggestions lead into just a few of the ideas for 




Groupware offers the potential of group oriented software 
for group oriented problems. The spreadsheet has been 
determined by Nardi and Miller to be a group effort. The 
present project has implemented such a group spreadsheet, 
with results which may indicate a bright future for 
Groupware. 
The main drawback to the concept of Groupware is that users 
are not accustomed to it. The testers in this study 
consistently expressed uncomfortable feelings with other 
users manipulating their data at the same time. This could 
be viewed either as something users will get used to, or as 
a complete stopping point for Groupware. 
8.1 Future Work 
One of the limitations of the sc implementation used in this 
study is the communication routines. These routines were 
implemented using sockets which are not very portable across 
other systems. Other, more portable communication routines 
would help ensure the success of group oriented systems. 
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Also, this implementation allowed only one spreadsheet at a 
time to be modified by many users. Some users indicated 
interest in modifying multiple spreadsheets. Allowance of 
more than one spreadsheet to be modified by many users would 
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APPENDIX A 
































































User 0 edits cell at AO while user 1 
is blocked from changing the field. 
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User 0 has completed the change at cell AO 






















































































User 0 edits cell at B2 while user 1 
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User 1 edits cell at E6 while user 0 










































User 0 has completed the change at cell B2 










































User 1 has completed the change at cell E6 
with user a also updated. 
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APPENDIX B 
Group Spreadsheet Calculator Code Listings 
The following modules compiled and linked together under a 
UNIX environment comprise the final implementation of the 
group spreadsheet. Sc.c is the main controlling module. 
Cmds.c . 50 
Crypt.c 78 
Gram.c 82 
Gram.y . . . 109 
Help.c .. · 119 
Interp.c · 123 
lex.c 161 
Range.c · 172 
Sc.c . · 178 
Sc.h 197 
Sc1.c 202 













extern void exit() i 
#else 
extern int exit(); 
#endif 




if (currow >= MAXROWS - 1 I I maxrow >= MAXROWS - 1) { 







for (curcol = 0; curcol <= maxcol; curcol++) { 
register struct ent *p = tbl[currow - 1] [curcol]; 
if (p) { 
register struct ent *n; 
n = lookat (currow, curcol); 
} 
copyent ( n, p, I, 0); 
} 
for (curcol = 0; curcol <= maxcol; curcol++) { 
register struct ent *p = tbl[currow] [curcol]; 
if (p && (p -> flags & is_valid) && !p -> expr) 
break; 
} 













for (currow = 0; currow <= maxrow; currow++) { 
register struct ent *p = tbl[currow] [curcol - 1]; 
if (p) { 
} 
} 
register struct ent *n; 
n = lookat (currow, curcol); 
copyent ( n, p, 0, 1); 
for (currow = 0; currow <= maxrow; currow++) { 
register struct ent *p = tbl[currow] [curcol]; 
if (p && (p -> flags & is_valid) && !p -> expr) 
break; 
} 
if (currow > maxrow) 
currow 0; 
insertrow(arg) 
register int arg; 
{ 
} 
while (--arg>=O) openrow (currow); 
deleterow(arg) 




erase=area(currow, 0, currow + arg - 1, maxcol); 
currow += arg; 
while (--arg>=O) closerow (--currow); 
sync_refs() ; 
insertcol(arg) 
register int arg; 
{ 
} 
while (--arg>=O) opencol(curcol); 
deletecol(arg) 
register int arg; 
{ 
flush saved () ; 
erase-area (0, curcol, maxrow, curcol + arg - 1); 
curcoI += arg; 





register int arg; 
{ 
} 
valueize_area(currow, 0, currow + arg - 1, maxcol); 
colvalueize(arg) 
register int arg; 
{ 
} 
valueize_area(O, curcol, maxrow, curcol + arg - 1); 
erase_area (sr, sc, er, ec) 
int sri sc, er, ec; 
{ 
} 
register int r, C; 



















> er) { 
sri sr er; er= r; 
> ec) { 









sri r <= er; r++) { 
(c = SCi c <= ec; C++) { 
P = &tbl [r] [c] ; 
if (*p) { 
free_ent(*p) ; 
*p = 0; 
} 
valueize_area(sr, sc, er, ec) 
int sr, sc, er, ec; 
{ 
register int r, C; 
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} 











(sr > er) { 
r = sri sr er; er= r· , 
(sc > ec) { 
c = SCi sc eCi ec= Ci 
(sr < 0) 
sr o· ,
(sc < 0) 
sc o· ,
(er >= MAXROWS) 
er = MAXROWS-l; 
(ec >= MAXCOLS) 
ec = MAXCOLS-li 
(r = sri r <= er; r++) { 
for (c = SCi C <= ec; C++) { 
P = tbl [r] [c] ; 
} 
if (p && p->expr) { 
efree(p->expr) ; 
p->expr = Oi 
} 
p->flags &= -is_strexpri 
pullcells(to insert) 
int to insert; { -
register struct ent *p, *n; 
register int deltar, deltaci 
int minrow, mincol; 
int mxrow, mxcoli 
int numrows, numcols; 
error ("No data to pull")i 
return; 
} 
minrow = MAXROWS; 
mincol = MAXCOLS; 
mxrow 0; 
mxcol = Oi 
for (p = to fixi Pi p p->next) { 
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} 
if (p- >row < minrow) 
minrow p->row; 
if (p- >row > rnxrow) 
rnxrow = p->row; 
if (p->col < mincol) 
mincol = p->col; 
if (p->col > rnxcol) 
rnxcol = p->col; 
} 
numrows = rnxrow - minrow + 1; 
numcols = rnxcol - mincol + 1; 
del tar currow - minrow; 
deltac = curcol - mincol; 
if (to_insert == Irl) { 
insertrow(numrows); 
deltac = 0; 
} else if (to insert == ICI) { 
insertcol(numcols) ; 






(p = to_fix; p; p = p->next) { 
n = lookat (p->row + deltar, p->col + deltac); 
(void) clearent(n); 
copyent( n, p, deltar, deltac); 
n -> flags = p -> flags & -is_deleted; 
colshow op () { -
} 
register int i,j; 
for (i=O; i<MAXCOLS; i++) 
if (col hidden[i]) 
break; 
for(j=i; j<MAXCOLS; j++) 
if (lcol hidden[j]) 
break; 
j - - ; 
if (i<MAXCOLS) { 
} 
else 
(void) sprintf(line,"show %s:", coltoa(i»; 
(void) sprintf(line + strlen(line) ,"%s",coltoa(j»; 
linelim = strlen (line); 
error ("No hidden columns to show"); 
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rows how op ( ) { -
} 
/* 
register int i,j; 
for (i=O; i<MAXROWS; i++) 
if (row hidden[i]) 
break; 
for(j=i; j<MAXROWS; j++) 
if (lrow_hidden[j]) { 
break; 
} 
j - - ; 
if (i<MAXROWS) { 
} 
else 
(void) sprintf(line,"show %d:%d", i, j); 
linelim strlen (line); 
error ("No hidden rows to show"); 
* Given a row/column command letter, emit a small menu, 
then read a qualifier 
* character for a row/column command and convert it to 'r' 
(row), 'c' 
* (column), or 0 (unknown). If ch is 'pI, an extra 





error ("%sow/column: r: row c: column%s" , 
(ch ' i' ) ? "Insert r" 
(ch 'a' ) ? "Append r" 
(ch 'd' ) ? "Delete r" 
(ch 'p' ) ? "Pull r" : 
(ch 'v' ) ? "Values r" 
(ch ' z' ) ? "Zap r" : 
(ch -- ' s ' ) ? "Show r" : "R" , 




case 'r' : 
case ' 1 ' : 
case 'h' : 
case ctl(f) : 
case ctl(b) : return (' r' ) ; 
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case ' c' : 
case ' j , : 
case 'k' : 
case ctl (p) : 
case ctl (n) : return ( , c' ) ; 
case 'm' : return ((ch == 'p' ) ? 'm' 
case ESC: 
case ctl (g) : return (ESC) ; 












struct ent **p; 
c; 
i; 
if (rs > maxrow) maxrow = rs; 
if (maxrow >= MAXROWS - 1 I I rs > MAXROWS - 1) { 
error ("The table can't be any longer"); 
return; 
} 
for (i = maxrow+1; i > rs; i--) { 
row_hidden[i] = row_hidden [i-1] ; 
} 
for (r = ++maxrow; r > rs; r--) 
0) ; 
for (c = maxcol + 1, P = &tbl [r] [0] ; 
if (p[O] = p[-MAXCOLS]) 
--c >= 0; p++) 
} 
p[O] -> row++; 
p = &tbl [rs] [0]; 
for (c = maxcol + 1; --c >= 0;) 






register struct ent **p; 
register c; 
register int i; 
if (r > maxrow) return; 
p = &tbl [r] [0] ; 
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} 
for (c=maxcol+l; - - c>=O; ) { 
if (*p) 
} 
free_ent (*p) ; 
*p++ 0; 
for (i = r; i < MAXROWS - 1; i++) { 
row_hidden[i] = row_hidden [i+l] ; 
} 
while (r<maxrow) { 
} 
for (c = maxcol+l, p = &tbl [r] [0]; --c>=O; p++) 
if (p[O] = p[MAXCOLS]) 
p [0] - > row - - i 
r++; 
p &tbl[maxrow] [0]; 













struct ent **p; 
c; 
lim = maxcol-cs+l; 
if (cs > maxcol) maxcol = cs; 
if (maxcol >= MAXCOLS - 1 I I cs > MAXCOLS - 1) { 





(i = maxcol+l; i > cs; i- -) { 
fwidth[i] = fwidth[i-l]; 
precision[i] = precision[i-l]; 
col_hidden[i] = col_hidden[i-l]; 
/* fwidth[cs] = DEFWIDTH; 
precision[i] = DEFPREC; */ 
for (r=O; r<=maxrow; r++) { 
p = &tbl[r] [maxcol+l]; 
for (c=lim; --c>=O; p--) 
if (p[O] = p[-l]) 
p[O]->col++; 












register struct ent **p; 
register struct ent *qi 
register C; 
register lim = maxcol-cs; 
int ii 
if (lim < 0) returni 
for (r=Oj r<=maxrowj r++) 
if (q = tbl [r] [cs]) { 
} 
free_ent (q) j 
for (r=Oj r<=maxrOWj r++) { 




for (c=limj --c>=O; p++) 
if (p [0] = p [1] ) 
p [0] - >col- - j 
p[O] OJ 
(i = cS; i < MAXCOLS - 1 j i++) { 
fwidth[i] = fwidth[i+1]; 
precision[i] = precision [i+1] j 





int rowinc, colinci 
{ 
register struct ent *p; 
int r, C; 
if (VALID_CELL(p, currow, curcol)) { 
r = currow + rowincj 
c = curcol + colinc; 
if (r >= 0 && r < MAXROWS && 
c >= 0 && c < MAXCOLS && 







if (lVALID CELL(p, currow, curcol)) { 
switch-(rowinc) { 
case -1: 









switch (coline) { 
case -1: 
while (lVALID_CELL(p, currow, curcol) && 




while (lVALID CELL(p, currow, curcol) && 









/* clear line */ 
switch (rowinc) { 
case -1: 










switch (colinc) { 
case -1: 













if (IVALID_CELL(p, currow, curcol» { 
currow rowinc; 





register int i; 
if (w > COLS - RES COL - 2) { 
error("Format too large - Maximum 
RES COL - 2); 
} 
w = COLS-RESCOL-2; 
} 
if (p > w) { 
} 
error(IIPrecision too large"); 
p = w; 
for(i = c1; i<=c2; i++) 








propagation == 10 && 
calc order == BYROWS && 
Inumeric && 




tbl_style == 0 
%d", COLS -
return; /* No reason to do this */ 
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(void) fprintf(f, "set"); 
if (!autocalc) 
(void) fprintf(f," !autocalc"); 
if(propagation != 10) 
(void) fprintf(f, "iterations %d", propagation); 
if(calc order != BYROWS ) 
(voId) fprintf(f, " bycols"); 
if (numeric) 
(void) fprintf(f, " numeric"); 
if (prescale != 1.0) 
(void) fprintf(f, " prescale"); 
if (extfunc) 
(void) fprintf(f, " extfun"); 
if (! showcell) 
(void) fprintf(f, " !cellcur"); 
if (! showtop) 
(void) fprintf(f, " !toprow"); 
if (tbl style) 
(voId) fprintf(f, " tblstyle = %s", tbl_style == TBL 
? "tbl" 
"latex" 
"tex" : "0" ); 
} 
(void) fprintf(f, "\n") ; 
printfile (fname, rO, cO, rn, cn) 
char *fname; 






int fieldlen, nextcol; 
register row, col; 
register struct ent **p; 
char ch, lin[100]; 
if (strcmp(fname, curfile) 0) { 
(void) move (0, 0); 
(void) clrtoeol (); 





"Confirm that you want to destroy the data 
base: (y, n) ") ; 
} 
(void) addstr (lin); 
(void) refresh(); 
ch = nmgetch(); 
if (ch != 'y' && ch != 'Y') 
return; 
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f = openout(fnarne, &pid); 
if (f==O) { 
error ("Can't create file \"%s\"", fnarne)j 
returnj 
} 
for (row=rOjrow<=rnj row++) { 
register c = OJ 
if (row_hidden[row]) 
continuej 
pline[plinelirn=O] = '\0' j 
for (p = &tbl [row] [col=cO] i col<=cni 
fieldlen) { 
p += nextcol-col, col = nextcol, c += 
nextcol = col+lj 
if (col hidden[col]) { 
fieldlen = OJ 
continuej 
} 
fieldlen = fwidth[col] j 
if (*p) { 
char *s; 
while (plinelirn<c) pline[plinelirn++] 
plinelirn = Cj 
if ((*p)->flags&is valid) { 
(void)sprintf -
(pline+plinelirn,"%*.*f",fwidth[col] , 
precision [col], (*p) - >v) j 
, ,. , 
plinelirn += strlen (pline+plinelirn)j 
a blank field */ 
&& 
} 
if (s = (*p)->label) { 
int slenj 
char *start, *lastj 
register char *fpj 
struct ent *ncj 
/* Figure out if the label slops over to 
slen = strlen(s) j 
while (slen > fieldlen && next col <= cn 
! ((nc = 
lookat(row,nextcol»->flags & is valid) && 
! (nc-=->label» { 
if (!col hidden[nextcol]) 




if (slen > fieldlen) 
slen = fieldlen; 
/* Now justify and print */ 
start = (*p)->flags & is leftflush ? 
pline + c 
: pline + C + 
fieldlen - slen; 
last = pline + c + fieldlen; 
fp = plinelim < C ? pline + plinelim 
pline + c; 
while (fp < start) 
*fp++ = I I; 
while (slen- - ) 
*fp++ = *s++; 
if (! ((*p) ->flags & is_valid) 






while(fp < last) 
*fp++ = I I; 
if (plinelim < fp - pline) 
plinelim = fp - pline; 
pline[plinelim++] = I\n'; 
pline[plinelim] = 0; 
(void) fputs (pline, f); 
eloseout(f, pid); 
tblprintfile (fname, rO, cO, rn, en) 
char *fname; 




register row, col; 
register struct ent **p; 
char coldelim = DEFCOLDELIM; 
char ch, lin[lOO]; 
if (strcmp(fname, curfile) 0) { 
(void) move (0, 0); 
(void) clrtoeol (); 
(void) sprintf (lin, 
I I 
I I 
"Confirm that you want to destroy the data 
base: (y, n) II) ; 




ch = nmgetch () ; 
if (ch 1= 'y' && ch 1= 'Y') 
return; 
f openout(fname, &pid); 
if (f==O) { 
} 
error ("Can't create file \"%s\"", fname); 
return; 
if ( tbl_style == TBL ) { 
fprintf(f,".\\\" ** %s spreadsheet output 
\n. TS \n" , progname) ; 
fprintf(f,"tab(%c);\n",coldelim) ; 
for (col=cO;colc=cn; col++) fprintf(f," n"); 
fprintf (f, ". \n") ; 
} 
else if ( tbl_style == LATEX ) { 
fprintf(f,"%% ** %s spreadsheet 
output\n\\begin{tabular} {",progname) ; 
for (col=cO;colc=cn; col++) fprintf(f,"c"); 
fprintf (f, ,,} \n") ; 
coldelim = '&'; 
} 
else if ( tbl_style == TEX ) { 
fprintf(f,"{\t%% ** %s spreadsheet output\n\\settabs 
%d \ \columns\n", 
progname, cn-cO+l); 
coldelim = '&'; 
} 
for (row=rO; rowc=rn; row++) { 
if ( tbl_style == TEX ) 
for 
} 
(void) fprintf (f, "\\+"); 
(p = &tbl [row] [col=cO]; colc=cn; col++, p++) { 
if (*p) { 
} 
char *s; 
if «*p)->flags&is_valid) { 
} 
(void) fprintf (f,"%.*f",precision[col], 
(*p) - >v) ; 
if (s = (*p)->label) { 
(void) fprintf (f,"%s",s); 
} 
if ( col c cn ) 
(void) fprintf(f,"%c",coldelim); 
if ( tbl style LATEX) { 




else if ( tbl style == TEX ) { 
(void) fprintf (f, "\\cr"); 
} 
(void) fprintf (f,"\n"); 
if ( tbl style == TBL ) 
(void) f~rintf (f,".TE\n.\\\" ** end of %s spreadsheet 
output\n", prognarne); 
else if ( tbl style == LATEX ) 
(void) fprintE (f,"\\end{tabular}\n%% ** end of %s 
spreadsheet output\n", progname); 
else if ( tbl style == TEX ) 




struct enode * 
copye (e, Rdelta, Cdelta) 
register struct enode *e; 
int Rdelta, Cdelta; 
{ 
register struct enode *ret; 
if (e==O) { 
ret = 0; 
} else if (e->op & REDUCE) { 
int newrow, newcol; 
ret = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned) sizeof 
(struct enode)); 
ret->op = e->op; 
newrow=e->e.r.left.vf & FIX ROW? 
e->e.r.left.vp->row : 
e->e.r.left.vp->row+Rdelta; 
newcol=e->e.r.left.vf & FIX COL? 
e->e.r.left.vp->col : 
e->e.r.left.vp->col+Cdelta; 
ret->e.r.left.vp = lookat (newrow, newcol); 
ret->e.r.left.vf = e->e.r.left.vf; 
newrow=e->e.r.right.vf & FIX ROW? 
e->e.r.right.vp->row : -
e->e.r.right.vp->row+Rdelta; 
newcol=e->e.r.right.vf & FIX COL? 
e->e.r.right.vp->col : 
e->e.r.right.vp->col+Cdelta; 
ret->e.r.right.vp lookat (newrow, newcol); 
ret->e.r.right.vf = e->e.r.right.vf; 
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} else { 
ret = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned) sizeof 
(struct enode)); 
ret->op = e->opi 
switch (ret->op) { 
case 'v': 
{ 
int newrow, newcoli 
newrow=e->e.v.vf & FIX ROW? 
e->e.v.vp->row : 
e->e.v.vp->row+Rdelta; 










case 'f I: 
lookat (newrow, newcol); 
e->e.v.vf; 
ret->e.o.right = copye (e->e.o.right,O,O); 
ret->e.o.left = 0; 
break; 
case '$': 
ret->e.s = xmalloc((unsigned) 
strlen(e->e.s)+l); 
default: 
(void) strcpy(ret->e.s, e->e.s); 
break; 
ret->e.o.right = copye 
(e->e.o.right,Rdelta,Cdelta); 








* sync refs and syncref are used to remove references to 
* deleted struct ents. Note that the deleted structure 
must still 
* be hanging around before the call, but not referenced by 
an entry 






register struct ent *p; 
sync ranges(); 
for (i=O; i<=maxrow; i++) 
for (j=O; j<=maxcol; j++) 
if «p=tbl [i] [j]) && p- >expr) 
syncref(p->expr) ; 
syncref(e) 




else if (e->op & REDUCE) { 
e->e.r.right.vp = lookat(e->e.r.right.vp->row, 
e->e.r.right.vp->col) ; 
e->e.r.left.vp = lookat(e->e.r.left.vp->row, 
e->e.r.left.vp->col); 
} else { 



















register int r1; 
register int r2; 
r1 = currow; 
r2 = r1 + arg - 1; 
if ( r1 < 0 I I r1 > r2) { 
error ("Invalid range"); 
return; 
} 
if (r2 > MAXROWS-2) { 






while (r1 <= r2) 





register int c1j 
register int c2j 
c1 = curcol; 
c2 = c1 + arg - 1; 
if (c1 < 0 I I c1 > c2) { 
error ("Invalid range"); 
return; 
} 
if (c2 > MAXCOLS-2) { 




while (c1 <= c2) 
col_hidden [c1++] 1-, 
showrow(r1, r2) 
int r1, r2j 
{ 
} 
if ( r1 < 0 I I r1 > r2) { 
error ("Invalid range"); 
return; 
} 
if (r2 > MAXROWS-1) { 
r2 = MAXROWS-1; 
} 
FullUpdate++; 
while (r1 <= r2) 
row_hidden [r1++] 0; 
showcol(c1, c2) 
int c1, c2; 
{ 
if (c1 < 0 I I c1 > c2) { 
error ("Invalid range"); 
return; 
} 
if (c2 > MAXCOLS-1) { 





while (c1 <= c2) 
col_hidden [c1++] = 0; 









while (*fname && (*fname 
blanks */ 
fname++; 
, ')} /* Skip leading 
if (*fname != 'I ') { /* Open file if not 
pipe */ 
*rpid = 0; 
return (fopen(fname, "w"}}; 
} 
fname++; /* Skip */ 
if ( pipe (pipefd) < O) { 
} 
error("Can't make pipe to child"}; 
*rpid = 0; 
return(O}; 
deraw () ; 
#ifdef VMS 
fprintf(stderr, "No son tasks available yet under 
VMS--sorry\n ll } ; 
#else /* VMS */ 
if «pid=fork () } 
child */ 
{ 
O} /* if 






(void) close (pipefd[l]); 
(void) dup (pipefd[O]) ; /* connect to pipe 
(void) signal (SIGINT, SIG_DFL) ; /* reset 
(void) execl (II/bin/sh ll , "sh", "-C", fname, O); 
exit (-127); 




*rpid = pid; 
f = fdopen (pipefd[l], "w"); 
if (f == 0) 
{ 
} 
(void) kill (pid, -9); 
error ("Can't fdopen output"); 
(void) close (pipefd[l]); 
*rpid = 0; 
return(O)i 









(void) fclose (f); 
if (pid) { 
} 
while (pid 1= wait(&temp)) /**/; 
(void) printf("Press RETURN to continue "); 
(void) fflush(stdout); 
(void) nmgetch(); 
goraw () ; 
copyent(n,p,dr,dc) 
{ 
1) ) ; 
} 
register struct ent *n, *p; 
int dr, dc; 
if(!nl I !p){error("internal error");return;} 
n -> v = p -> v; 
n -> flags = p -> flags; 
n -> expr = copye (p -> expr, dr, dc); 
n -> label = 0; 
if (p -> label) { 
n -> label = (char *) 
xmalloc «unsigned) (strlen (p -> label) + 
(void) strcpy (n -> label, p -> label); 
} 
write fd (f, rO, cO, rn, cn) 
register FILE *f; 
int rO, cO, rn, cn; 
{ 
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register struct ent **p; 
register r, c; 
(void) fprintf (f, "# This data file was generated by 
the Spreadsheet H); 
(void) fprintf (f, "Calculator.\n"); 
(void) fprintf (f, "# You almost certainly shouldn't 
edit it.\n\n"); 
print options(f); 
for (c=O; c<MAXCOLS; c++) 
if (fwidth[c] != DEFWIDTH I I precision[c] != 
DEFPREC) 
(void) fprintf (f, "format %s %d 
%d\n",coltoa(c),fwidth[c] ,precision[c]); 
} 
for (c=cO; c<cn; c++) { 
if (col_hidden[c]) { 
(void) fprintf(f, "hide %s\n", coltoa(c)); 
} 
} 
for (r=rO; r<=rn; r++) { 
if (row hidden[r]) { 
(voId) fprintf(f, "hide %d\n", r); 
} 
} 
write_range (f) ; 
if (mdir) 
(void) fprintf(f, "mdir \"%s\"\n", mdir); 
for (r=rO; r<=rn; r++) { 
} 
p = &tbl [r] [cO] ; 
for (c=cO; c<=cn; c++, p++) 
if (*p) { 
} 
if ((*p) - >label) { 
edits(r,c) ; 
} 
(void) fprintf(f, "%s\n",line); 
if ((*p)->flags&is_valid) { 
editv (r, c); 
(void) fprintf (f, "%s\n",line); 
} 
writefile (fname, rO, cO, rn, cn) 
char *fname; 
int rO, cO, rn, cn; 
{ 
register FILE *f; 




if (Crypt) { 
return (cwritefile(fname, rO, cO, rn, cn»; 
} 
#endif 1* VMS *1 
} 
if (*fname == 0) fname = &curfile[O]; 
(void) strcpy(save,fname); 
f = openout(fname, &pid); 
if (f == 0) { 
} 
error ("Can't create file \"%S\"", fname); 
return (-1); 
write_fd(f, rO, cO, rn, cn); 
closeout(f, pid); 
if (!pid) { 
} 
(void) strcpy(curfile, save); 
modflg = 0; 






register FILE *f; 
char save [1024] i 
if (*fname == '*' && mdir) { 
(void) strcpy(save, mdir)i 
*fname = 'I'; 
(void) strcat(save, fname) i 
} else { 
} 
if (*fname == 0) 
fname = &curfile[O]; 
(void) strcpy(save,fname); 
#ifndef VMS 




#endif 1* VMS *1 
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f = fopen (save, "r"); 
if (f==NULL) { 
} 
printf("Can't read file \"%s\"\n", save); 
exit(l) ; 
error ("Can't read file \"%S\"", save); 
return; 
if (eraseflg) erasedb (); 
loading++; 
while (fgets(line,sizeof line,f)) { 
linelim = 0; 
} 
if (line[O] != '#') (void) yyparse (); 
--loading; 
(void) fclose (f); 
linelim = -1; 
modflg++; 
if (eraseflg) { 
} 
(void) strcpy(curfile,save); 
modflg = 0; 
EvalAll () ; 
erasedb () 
{ 
register r, C; 
for (c = 0; c<=maxcol; c++) { 
fwidth[c] = DEFWIDTH; 
precision[c] DEFPREC; 
} 
for (r = 0; r<=maxrowi r++) { 
register struct ent **p = &tbl [r] [0] ; 
for (c=O; c++<=maxcol; p++) 
if (*p) { 
if «*p)->expr) efree «*p) -> expr); 
if «*p) ->label) xfree «char *) «*p) -> 
label)) ; 
xfree «char *) (*p)) i 
*p = 0; 
} 
} 
maxrow = 0; 














{error ("At colunm A"); break;} 
while(col hidden [curcol] && curcol) 





while (--arg>=O) { 
} 
if (curcol < MAXCOLS - 1) 
curcol++i 
else 






while (--arg>=O) { 
if (currow < MAXROWS - 1) 
currow++i 
else 













{error ("At row zero"); break;} 






* Show a cell's label string or expression value. May 
overwrite value if 
* there is one already displayed in the cell. Created from 
old code in 
* update(), copied with minimal changes. 
*/ 
showstring (string, leftflush, hasvalue, row, col, nextcolp, 


















register int nextcol 
register int fieldlen 
char field[1024]; 
int slen; 
char *start, *last; 
register char *fp; 
struct ent *nci 
to display */ 
or rightflush */ 
is there a numeric value? */ 
spreadsheet location */ 
value returned through it */ 
last column displayed? */ 
value returned through it */ 
screen row and column */ 
*nextcolp; 
*fieldlenp; 
/* This figures out if the label is allowed to 
slop over into the next blank field */ 
slen = strlen (string); 
while ((slen > fieldlen) && (nextcol <= rnxcol) && 
! ((nc = lookat (row, nextcol)) -> flags & 
is_valid) && 
! (nc- >label)) { 
if (! col hidden [nextcol]) 
fieldlen += fwidth [nextcol] i 
nextcol++; 
} 
if (slen > fieldlen) 
slen fieldlen; 
/* Now justify and print */ 
start = leftflush ? field field + fieldlen - slen; 
last = field+fieldleni 
fp = field; 
while (fp < start) 
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*fp++ = I I; 
while (slen- -) 
*fp++ = *string++; 
if ((! hasvalue) I I fieldlen != fwidth[col]) 
while (fp < last) 
*fp++ I; 
*fp = 0; 
#ifdef VMS 
mvwaddstr(sc_wn,r, c, field); 1* this is a macro 
*1 
#else 








register struct enode *e; 
{ 
I A, • 
Iml: 
PV: 
if (e==O) return 0; 
switch (e->op) { 
case I + I : case I_I: case 1*1: case III: case , g..., • o • case 
case 1<1: case 1=1: case 1>1: case 1&1: case I I I: case 
case I-I. case 'k': case INDEX: 
case REDUCE I 1+1: case REDUCE I 1*1: case REDUCE I la l : 
case REDUCE I lSI: case REDUCE I MAX: case REDUCE I MIN: 
case ACOS: case ASIN: case ATAN: case ATAN2: case CEIL: 
case COS: case EXP: case FABS: case FLOOR: case HYPOT: 
case LOG: case LOGIO: case POW: case SIN: case SQRT: 
case TAN: case DTR: case RTD: case RND: case FV: case 
case PMT: case HOUR: case MINUTE: case SECOND: case 
MONTH: 
case DAY: case YEAR: case NOW: case STON: case EQS: 
case LMAX: case LMIN: case NVAL: case LOOKUP: 
return (NUM); 
case 0 SCONST: case 1#1: case DATE: case FMT: case 
STINDEX: 
case EXT: case SVAL: case SUBSTR: 
return (STR) j 
case If I : case I?I: 
return(etype(e->e.o.left)) ; 
case O_VAR: { 
register struct ent *Pi 
P = e->e.v.vpj 
if (p- >expr) 
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} 
return(p->flags & is_strexpr ? STR 
else if (p->label) 
return (STR) ; 
else 
return (NUM) ; 
} 
default: 

















int Crypt = 0; 




register FILE *f; 
int pipefd[2] ; 
int fildes; 
int pid; 
if (eraseflg && strcmp(save, curfile) && modcheck(" 
first")) return; 
fildes = open (save, 0 RDONLY, 0); 
if (fildes < 0) -
{ 
} 
error ("Can't read file \"%s\"", save); 
return; 
if (eraseflg) erasedb (); 
if (pipe (pipefd) < 0) { 










(void) close (0) ; /* close stdin */ 
(void) close (1) ; /* close stdout */ 
(void) close (pipefd[O]) ; /* close pipe 
input */ 
(void) dup (fildes) i /* standard in 
from file */ 
(void) dup (pipefd [1] ) ; /* connect to pipe 
*/ 
} 
(void) fprintf (stderr, " "); 
(void) execl ("/bin/sh", "sh", 
exit (-127); 
"-c", "crypt" , 0) ; 
else /* else parent 
{ 
(void) close (fildes); 
(void) close (pipefd[l]); 
output */ 
f = fdopen (pipefd[O], "r") i 
if (f == 0) 
{ 
(void) kill (pid, -9); 
/* close pipe 
error ("Can't fdopen file \"%s\"", save); 






while (fgets(line,sizeof line,f)) { 
linelim = 0; 
} 
if (line[O] != '#') (void) yyparse (); 
--loading; 
(void) fclose (f); 
(void) close (pipefd[O]); 
while (pid != wait(&fildes)) /**/; 
goraw () ; 
linelim = -1; 
modflg++; 
if (eraseflg) { 
} 
(void) strcpy (curfile, save); 
modflg = 0; 
EvalAll () ; 
cwritefile (fname, rO, cO, rn, cn) 
char *fname; 
int rO, cO, rn, cn; 
{ 
register FILE *f; 





char save [1024) ; 
char *fn; 
if (*fname 0) fname = &curfile[O); 
fn = fname; 
while (*fn && (*fn == ' I)) /* Skip leading blanks */ 
fn++i 
if ( *fn == 'I' ) { 
error ("Can't have encrypted pipe ll ); 
return (-1) ; 
} 
(void) strcpy(save,fname); 
fildes = open (save, 0 WRONLYIO CREAT, 0600); 
if (fildes < 0) - -
{ 
} 
error ("Can't create file \"%S\"", save); 
return (-1) ; 
if (pipe (pipefd) < 0) { 
} 
error ("Can't make pipe to child\n"); 
return (-1) i 
deraw () ; 
if ((pid=fork()) == 0) 
child */ 
{ 
(void) close (0); 
stdin */ 
(void) close (1); 
stdout */ 
(void) close (pipefd[l)); 
pipe output */ 
(void) dup (pipefd[O)); 
to pipe input */ 
(void) dup (fildes); 







(void) fprintf (stderr, II II); 
(void) execl ("/bin/sh", "sh", 
exit (-127); 




(void) close (fildes); 
(void) close (pipefd[O)); 
pipe input */ 
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f = fdopen (pipefd[l] , "w"); 
if (f == 0) 
{ 
} 
(void) kill (pid, -9); 
error ("Can't fdopen file \"%s\"", save); 
(void) close (pipefd[l]); 
return (-1) ; 
write fd(f, rO, cO, rn, cn); 
(void) fclose (f); 
(void) close (pipefd[l]); 
while (pid != wait(&fildes)) /**/; 
(void) strcpy(curfile, save) ; 
modflg = 0; 
error ("File \"%s\" written", curfile); 
goraw () ; 
return(O) ; 
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#define ENULL (struct enode *)0 
char *strcpY()i 
# line 26 "grarn.y" 
typedef union { 
int ivaI; 
double fvali 
struct ent-ptr enti 
struct enode *enode; 
char *svali 
struct range s rvali 
} YYSTYPEi -
# define STRING 257 
# define NUMBER 258 
# define FNUMBER 259 
# define RANGE 260 
# define VAR 261 
# define WORD 262 
# define COL 263 
# define S FORMAT 264 
# define S-LABEL 265 
# define S-LEFTSTRING 266 
# define S-RIGHTSTRING 267 
# define S-GET 268 
# define S-PUT 269 
# define S-MERGE 270 
# define S-LET 271 
# define S-WRITE 272 
# define S-TBL 273 
# define S-COPY 274 
# define S-SHOW 275 
# define S-ERASE 276 
# define S-FILL 277 
# define S-GOTO 278 
# define S-DEFINE 279 
# define S-UNDEFINE 280 
# define S-VALUE 281 
# define S-MDIR 282 
# define S-HIDE 283 
# define S-SET 284 
# define K-FIXED 285 
# define K-SUM 286 
# define K-PROD 287 
# define K-AVG 288 
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# define K STDDEV 289 
# define K-ACOS 290 
# define K-ASIN 291 
# define K-ATAN 292 
# define K-ATAN2 293 
# define K-CEIL 294 
# define K-COS 295 
# define K EXP 296 
# define K-FABS 297 
# define K-FLOOR 298 
# define K-HYPOT 299 
# define K-LN 300 
# define K-LOG 301 
# define K-PI 302 
# define K-POW 303 
# define K-SIN 304 
# define K-SQRT 305 
# define K-TAN 306 
# define K DTR 307 
# define K-RTD 308 
# define K-MAX 309 
# define K-MIN 310 
# define K RND 311 
# define K-PV 312 
# define K-FV 313 
# define K PMT 314 
# define K-HOUR 315 
# define K-MINUTE 316 
# define K-SECOND 317 
# define K-MONTH 318 
# define K DAY 319 
# define K-YEAR 320 
# define K-NOW 321 
# define K DATE 322 
# define K-FMT 323 
# define K-SUBSTR 324 
# define K-STON 325 
# define K=EQS 326 
# define K EXT 327 
# define K NVAL 328 
# define K SVAL 329 
# define K-LOOKUP 330 
# define K INDEX 331 
# define K STINDEX 332 
# define K AUTO 333 
# define K AUTOCALC 334 
# define K BYROWS 335 
# define K BYCOLS 336 
# define K BYGRAPH 337 
# define K_ITERATIONS 338 
# define K NUMERIC 339 
# define K-PRESCALE 340 
# define K EXTFUN 341 
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# define K CELLCUR 342 
# define K-TOPROW 343 
# define K TBLSTYLE 344 
# define K TBL 345 
# define K-LATEX 346 
# define K TEX 347 
#define yyclearin yychar = -1 
#define yyerrok yyerrflag = a 
extern int yychar; 
extern short yyerrflag; 
#ifndef YYMAXDEPTH 
#define YYMAXDEPTH 150 
#endif 
YYSTYPE yylval, yyval; 
# define YYERRCODE 256 













































# define YYNPROD 157 
# define YYLAST 2665 
short yyact[]={ 
374, 152, 153, 154, 155, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 
163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 373, 170, 171, 
172, 173, 174, 175, 156, 157, 176, 177, 178, 179, 
180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 189, 190, 197, 
187, 188, 194, 195, 196, 192, 191, 193, 46, 128, 
129, 126, 127, 45, 29, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
123, 121, 44, 67, 100, 29, 206, 43, 34, 118, 
119, 120, 102, 117, 89, 26, 26, 26, 26, 272, 
37, 37, 37, 37, 37, 37, 29, 205, 48, 26, 
26, 26, 26, 37, 26, 66, 71, 204, 203, 56, 
124, 55, 122, 115, 24, 142, 198, 141, 31, 32, 
33, 64, 139, 48, 48, 48, 25, 140, 224, 136, 
26, 49, 50, 52, 57, 135, 61, 70, 69, 68, 
63, 77, 47, 84, 76, 404, 403, 114, 210, 211, 
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 219, 22O, 222, 223, 
402, 225, 78, 207, 208, 209, 332, 73, 74, 75, 
330, 150, 329, 141, 142, 29, 328, 88, 139, 137, 
270, 138, 56, 140, 55, 393, 391, 83, 392, 392, 
113, 327, 326, 29, 269, 268, 267, 105, 266, 265, 
106, 264, 107, 113, 263, 262, 29, 261, 260, 259, 
105, 258, 257, 106, 256, 107, 29, 255, 254, 253, 
85, 104, 252, 56, 251, 55, 101, 250, 249, 274, 
142, 221, 275, 248, 104, 276, 247, 246, 245, 244, 
243, 282, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 
293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 30O, 301, 302, 
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 
313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 
323, 324, 242, 112, 325, 113, 241, 240, 29, 30, 
239, 28, 105, 238, 237, 106, 112, 107, 236, 27, 
30, 235, 28, 234, 233, 116, 72, 232, 231, 26, 
26, 26, 26, 283, 283, 230, 104, 36, 229, 113, 
228, 30, 29, 28, 53, 54, 105, 65, 227, 106, 
151, 107, 226, 199, 200, 62, 1, 0, 0, 201, 
202, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 284, 218, 376, 0, 
104, 0, 0, 0, 377, ° , 0, 378, 35, 0, 0, 375, 0, 0, 379, 380, 381, 38, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 0, 0, 382, 0, 383, 0, 112, 60, 
387, 388, 389, 390, 86, 87, 91, 90, 92, 98, 
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 59, 53, 54, 27, 
30, 0, 28, 409, 0, 0, 0, 0, 410, 411, 
412, 0, 112, 0, 111, 108, 109, 27, 30, 413, 
28, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 111, 108, 109, 
0, 3 0, 0, 28, 0, 0, 0, 0, 53, 54, 
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27, 30, 103, 28, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 26, 
26, 26, 0, 0, 0, 103, 0, 0, 0, 110, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° , 0, ° , 0, 
0, 0, 110, 0, 0, 0, 23, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 384, 385, 386, 6, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 
8, 2, 11, 12, 15, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 17, 9, 14, 22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 111, 
108, 109, 149, 30, 150, 28, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
417, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 103, 0, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 111, 108, 109, 0, 30, 149, 28, 
150, 0, 141, 147, 110, 0, 416, 139, 137, 0, 
138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 103, ° , 142, 0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, a, a, 0, 149, a, 150, 110, 141, 
147, 0, 0, 415, 139, 137, 149, 138, 150, 140, 
141, 147, 0, 148, 414, 139, 137, 0, 138, 142, 
140, 0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 
a, 149, 0, 150, a, 141, 147, 0, 0, 148, 
139, 137, 408, 138, 0, 140, 142, a, 0, 0, 
0, a, 0, 0, 0, a, 0, 142, 144, 145, 
146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 
0, 150, a, 141, 147, 0, 148, 407, 139, 137, 
0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 
a, 0, 142, 0, 0, a, 144, 145, 146, 143, 
0, a, 0, a, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 
0, 0, 406, 139, 137, 149, 138, 150, 140, 141, 
147, a, 148, 405, 139, 137, 0, 138, a, 140, 
142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, a, 0, 
0, 0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, a, 149, 0, 150, a, 141, 147, 
148, 0, 401, 139, 137, 142, 138, 0, 140, a, 
0, a, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, a, 149, 
0, 150, a, 141, 147, 148, 0, 400, 139, 137, 
149, 138, 150, 140, 141, 147, 148, 0, 0, 139, 
137, 399, 138, 0, 140, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 144, 145, 146, 
143, 0, 0, a, 0, a, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, a, 148, 139, 137, 398, 138, 
142, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, a, 0, 0, a, 
a, 142, 0, 0, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, a, 150, a, 141, 147, a, 0, 
148, 139, 137, 397, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 396, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, a, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, a, 149, 0, 150, a, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
395, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, a, 0, 0, 
0, 0, a, 148, a, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
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145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 394, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 372, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, a, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 371, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 370, 138, 0, 140, ° , 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 369, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, ° , 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 368, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 367, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 366, 138, ° , 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 365, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
364, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, ° , 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 363, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
362, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, ° , 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 361, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, ° , 
360, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 359, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, ° , 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
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0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
358, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 357, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
356, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 355, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 354, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 353, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
352, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 351, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
350, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 349, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
348, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 347, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 346, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 345, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
344, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
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0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 343, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, a, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
342, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 341, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
340, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 339, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
338, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 337, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
336, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, a, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, a, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 335, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
334, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 333, 138, 
0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, a, 0, 
0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
0, 139, 137, 331, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 148, 0, a, 0, a, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, a, 0, a, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 273, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 
51, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 
271, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 0, 
58, 0, 0, 148, 0, 0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 
145, 146, 143, 0, 0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 
0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 0, 138, 
0, 140, 79, 80, 0, 0, 81, 82, 148, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 142, 144, 145, 146, 143, 149, 0, 
150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 0, 0, 139, 137, 0, 
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138, 125, 140, 0, ° , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 0, 144, 145, 146, 142, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 147, 0, 
0, 0, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 142, 
144, 145, 146, 149, 0, 150, 0, 141, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 139, 137, 0, 138, 0, 140, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 148, 
144, 145, 146, 0, 142, ° , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 142 } ; 
short yypact[]={ 
210,-1000, 29, 29, 29, 29,-195, 50, 50, 50, 
50, 50, 50,-196,-210, 29, 29, 29, 170, 129, 
50, 29,-1000,-1000, 69,-1000, 53,-1000, 59,-200, 
-1000, 68, 67, 66, 38,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
29, 29, 29, 76, 73,-1000,-1000, 29, 53,-1000, 
-1000, 56, 56,-1000,-1000, 56, 56,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
29, -1000, 41, 242, 18, -1000, -155, 37, 242, 242, 
242,-202,-156,-1000,-1000,-1000,-203,-158,-1000,-1000, 
56,-1000,-1000,-1000, 53,-1000,-1000,-1000,-282,-284, 
-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 64, 58, 
2474,-1000,-1000, 242,-285, 242, 242, 242,-1000,-1000, 
-1000,-1000, 242, 242,-1000,-1000,-1000,-160,2474,2474, 
2474,-161,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-171,-192, 242, 242, 242, 
242, 242, 242, 242, 276, 242, 160, 242, 242, 57, 
242,-1000, 282, 278, 270, 268, 265, 258, 257, 254, 
253, 251, 248, 244, 243, 240, 237, 236, 232, 190, 
189, 188, 187, 186, 183, 178, 177, 174, 172, 169, 
168,167,164,162,161,159,-1000,158,157,155, 
154, 151, 149, 148, 146, 145, 144, 130,2439,-1000, 
-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-179,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
70, 70, 11, 11, 11, -1000,2404, 126, 242, 126, 
126, 242,2570,2540, 242, 70, 29, 29, 29, 29, 
147, 147, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 
242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 
242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 
242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 242, 
242,-1000,-1000, 242, 126, 126, 126, 141, 140, 125, 





-1000, 242,-1000, 242,-1000,-1000,-1000, 242,-1000,-1000, 
-1000,-1000,-1000, 242,-1000,-1000, 242,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
-1000,-1000,-1000, 242, 242, 242,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 
-1000,-1000,-1000, 242,-1000, 242, 29, 29, 29, 242, 
242, 242, 242, 135,2474, 134, 934, 899, 864, 829, 
794,757,746,711,109, 95, 94,672,661,626, 
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588,-1000, 242,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 242, 242, 242, 
-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000, 242,2474, 
553, 542, 505, 469,-1000,-1000,-1000,-1000 } ; 
short yypgo[]={ 
0, 72,2470, 116, 104, 348, 0, 216, 17, 326, 
325, 210 }; 
short yyr1[]={ 
0, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 
9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 
9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 
9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 
6, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 3, 3, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 
5, 10, 10, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 
11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 
11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 11 } ; 
short yyr2[]={ 
0, 4, 4, 4, 4, 6, 4, 2, 2, 2, 
3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 4, 4, 2, 2, 
3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 2, 2, 
1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1, 2, 
5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 5, 
5, 7, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 7, 5, 5, 
7, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 9, 9, 9, 
5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 2, 5, 7, 5, 
7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 9, 3, 2, 
2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 
3, 3, 3, 1, 5, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 
4, 4, 4, 3, 1, 3, 3, 1, 2, 3, 
3, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 
1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 
1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 } ; 
short yychk[]={ 
-1000, -9, 271, 265, 266, 267, 264, 268, 270, 282, 
269, 272, 273, 275, 283, 274, 276, 281, 277, 278, 
279, 280, 284, 256, -4, - 3, -1, 260, 263, 36, 
261, -4, -4, -4, 263, -5, 257, -1, -5, - 5, 
-5, - 5, -5, 263, 258, 263, 258, - 3, -1, -4, 
-4, -2, -4, 258, 259, 45, 43, -4, -2, 257, 
- 5, -4, -10, 61, 58, 258, 36, 263, 61, 61, 
61, 58, 258, - 3, -3, - 3, 58, 58, -4, - 2, 
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- 2, -2, -2, - 3, -1, -11, 333, 334, 126, 33, 
336, 335, 337, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 338, 344, 
- 6, - 7 , -1, 285, 64, 40, 43, 45, 258, 259, 
302, 257, 126, 33, -1, 258, 258, 36, -6, - 6, 
-6, 263, 258, 263, 258, - 2, 333, 334, 333, 334, 
339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 61, 61, 43, 45, 42, 
47, 37, 94, 63, 60, 61, 62, 38, 124, 33, 
35, -7, 286, 287, 288, 289, 309, 310, 290, 291, 
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 311, 312, 313, 314, 
315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 325, 326, 322, 
323, 331, 330, 332, 327, 328, 329, 324, - 6 , -7, 
-7, -7, -7, 258, 258, 258, 258, 345, 346, 347, 
-6, - 6, -6, - 6, -6, -6, -6, - 6, 61, - 6, 
-6, 61, -6, -6, 61, - 6, 40, 40, 40, 40, 
40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 
40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 
40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 
40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 
40, 41, 258, 58, -6, -6, -6, -4, -4, -4, 
-4, -4, -6, -1, -4, - 6, -6, - 6, - 6, -6, 
-6, -6, - 6, -6, - 6, - 6, - 6, -6, - 6, -6, 
- 6, -6, -6, - 6, -6, -6, -6, -6, -6, - 6, 
-6, - 6, -6, - 6, -6, - 6, -6, - 6, -6, - 6, 
-6, - 6, -6, -6, -6, - 6, 41, 41, 41, 41, 
41, 44, 41, 44, 41, 41, 41, 44, 41, 41, 
41, 41, 41, 44, 41, 41, 44, 41, 41, 41, 
41, 41, 41, 44, 44, 44, 41, 41, 41, 41, 
41, 41, 41, 44, 41, 44, 44, 44, 44, 44, 
44, 44, 44, - 8 , -6, - 8, - 6 , - 6, -6, -6, 
-6, - 6, -6, -6, - 4, -4, -4, -6, -6, -6, 
- 6, 41, 44, 41, 41, 41, 41, 44, 44, 44, 
41, 41, 41, 41, 41, 41, 41, 41, 44, -6, 
- 6, -6, - 6, -6, 41, 41, 41, 41 } ; 
short yydef[]={ 
36, -2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 21, 23, 0, 30, 
0, 0, 131, 37, 0, 123, 124, 117, 0, 0, 
122, 0, 0, 0, 0, 7, 129, 130, 8, 9, 
11, 13, 15, 0, 0, 18, 19, 0, 0, 22, 
24, 0, 0, 125, 126, 0, 0, 27, 28, 29, 
31, 34, 35, 0, 0, 118, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 10, 12, 14, 0, 0, 20, 25, 
0, 127, 128, 32, 33, 132, 133, 134, 0, 0, 
139, 140, 141, 142, 144, 146, 148, 150, 0, 0, 
1, 103, 38, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 91, 92, 
93, 94, 0, 0, 116, 120, 119, 0, 2, 3, 
4, 0, 6, 16, 17, 26, 135, 136, 137, 138, 
143, 145, 147, 149, 151, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 39, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
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0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 76, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 89, 
90, 95, 96, 121, 0, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 
97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 0, -2, 0, -2, 
-2, 0, 108, 109, 0, 113, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
° , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 88, 5, 0, - 2, - 2, -2, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, -2, 0, 0, ° , 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 104, 40, 41, 42, 43, 
44, 0, 46, 0, 48, 49, 50, 0, 52, 53, 
54, 55, 56, 0, 58, 59, 0, 61, 62, 63, 
64, 65, 66, 0, 0, 0, 70, 71, 72, 73, 
74, 75, 77, 0, 79, 0, 0, ° , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 114, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 45, 0, 47, 51, 57, 60, 0, 0, 0, 
78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 0, 115, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 67, 68, 69, 87 } ; 
/* $Copyright: $ 
* Copyright ( c) 1984, 1985 Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. * All rights reserved 
* 
* This software is furnished under a license and may be used 
* only in accordance with the terms of that license and with the 
* inclusion of the above copyright notice. This software 
may not 
* be provided or otherwise made available to, or used by, 
any 
* other person. No title to or ownership of the software is 
* hereby transferred. 
*/ 
#ifndef lint 
static char yaccpar_rcsid[] U$Header: yaccpar 2.1 86/04/28 
$ U ; 
#endif 
# 
# define YYFLAG -1000 
# define YYERROR goto yyerrlab 
# define YYACCEPT return(O) 
# define YYABORT return(l) 
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/* parser for yacc output */ 
#ifdef YYDEBUG 
int yydebug = 0; /* 1 for debugging */ 
#endif 
YYSTYPE yyv[YYMAXDEPTH]; /* where the values are stored */ 
int yychar = -1; /* current input token number */ 
int yynerrs = 0; /* number of errors */ 
short yyerrflag = 0; /* error recovery flag */ 
yyparse() { 
short yys[YYMAXDEPTH]; 
short yyj, yym; 
register YYSTYPE *yypvt; 
register short yystate, *yyps, yyn; 
register YYSTYPE *yypv; 
register short *yyxi; 
yystate = 0; 
yychar = -1; 
yynerrs = 0; 
yyerrflag = 0; 
yyps= &yys [-1] ; 
yypv= &yyv [-1] ; 
yystack: /* put a state and value onto the stack */ 
#ifdef YYDEBUG 
if( yydebug 
yystate, yychar ); 
#endif 
printf( "state %d, char O%o\n", 
if( ++yyps >= &yys[YYMAXDEPTH] ) { yyerror( 
"yacc stack overflow" ); return (1) ; } 
*yyps = yystate; 
++yypv; 
*yypv = yyval; 
yynewstate: 
yyn yypact[yystate]; 
if( yyn<= YYFLAG ) goto yydefault; /* simple state 
*/ 
if( yychar<O ) if( (yychar=yylex())<O ) yychar=O; 
if( (yyn += yychar)<O I I yyn >= YYLAST ) goto 
yydefault; 
if( yychk[ yyn=yyact[ yyn ] ] == yychar ) { /* valid 
shift */ 
yychar = -1; 
yyval = yylvalj 
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yydefault: 
yystate = yyn; 
if( yyerrflag > 0 ) --yyerrflag; 
goto yystack; 
} 
/* default state action */ 
if( (yyn=yydef[yystate]) == -2 ) { 
if( yychar<O ) if( (yychar=yylex(»<O 
yychar = 0; 
/* look through exception table */ 
for( yyxi=yyexca; (*yyxi!= (-1) I I 
(yyxi[l] !=yystate) ; yyxi += 2 ) ; /* VOID */ 
while ( * (yyxi+=2) >= 0 ){ 
if( *yyxi == yychar ) break; 
} 
if( (yyn = yyxi[l]) < 0 ) return(O); /* 
accept */ 
} 
if( yyn O){ /* error */ 
try again */ 
/* error ... attempt to resume parsing */ 
switch ( yyerrflag ){ 
case 0: /* brand new error */ 




case 2: /* incompletely recovered error ... 
yyerrflag = 3; 
/* find a state where "error" is a 
legal shift action */ 
while ( yyps >= yys ) { 
yyn = yypact[*yyps] + YYERRCODE; 
if( yyn>= 0 && yyn < YYLAST && 
yychk[yyact[yyn]] == YYERRCODE ) { 
yystate = yyact[yyn]; /* 
simulate a shift of "error" */ 
goto yystack; 
} 
yyn = yypact[*yyps]; 
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/* the current yyps has no shift 
onn "error", pop stack */ 
#ifdef YYDEBUG 
if( yydebug ) printf( "error 





with an error shift 




case 3: /* no shift yet; clobber input char 
*/ 
#ifdef YYDEBUG 
if( yydebug ) printf( "error 
recovery discards char %d\n", yychar ); 
#endif 
if( yychar == 0 ) goto yyabort; /* 
don't discard EOF, quit */ 
yychar = -1; 
goto yynewstate; /* try again in 
the same state */ 
} 
} 




if ( yydebug ) printf (" reduce %d\n" I yyn) ; 
yyps -= yyr2[yyn]; 
yypvt = yypv; 
yypv -= yyr2[yyn]; 
yyval = yypv[l] ; 
yym=yyn; 
/* consult goto table to find next 
yyn = yyrl[yyn]; 
yyj = yypgo[yyn] + *yyps + 1; 
if( yyj>=YYLAST I I yychk[ yystate 
yyact[yyj] ] != -yyn ) yystate = yyact[yypgo[yyn]]; 
switch (yym) { 
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case 1: 
# line 146 "gram.y" 
{ let (yypvt [-2] .rval.left.vp, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 2: 
# line 148 "gram.y" 
{ slet(yypvt[-2] .rval.left.vp, yypvt[-O] .enode, 0); } break; 
case 3: 
# line 150 "gram.y" 
{ slet(yypvt[-2] .rval.left.vp, yypvt[-O] .enode, -1); } 
break; 
case 4: 
# line 152 "gram.y" 
{ slet(yypvt[-2] .rval.left.vp, yypvt[-O] .enode, 1); } break; 
case 5: 
# line 154 "gram.y" 
{ 
doformat (yypvt [-4] .ival,yypvt[-2] .ival,yypvt[-l] .ival,yypvt[ 
- 0] . ivaI); } break; 
case 6: 
# line 156 "gram.y" 
{ 
doformat(yypvt[-2] .ival,yypvt[-2] .ival,yypvt[-l] .ival,yypvt[ 
-0] . ivaI) ; } break; 
case 7: 
# line 157 "gram.y" 
{ /* This tmp hack is because readfile 
yyparse. */ 
* recurses back through 
char *tmp; 
tmp = yypvt[-O] .sval; 
readfile (tmp, 1); 
xfree (tmp) ; 
} break; 
case 8: 
# line 164 "gram.y" 
{ 
char *tmp; 
tmp = yypvt[-O] .sval; 
readfile (tmp, 0); 
xfree (tmp) ; 
} break; 
case 9: 
# line 171 "gram.y" 
{ if (mdir) xfree(mdir); mdir = yypvt[-O] .sval; } break; 
case 10: 
# line 173 "gram.y" 








# line 178 "gram.y" 
xfree(yypvt[-l] .sval); } 
{ (void) writefile (yypvt[-O] .sval, 0, 0, maxrow, maxcol); 
xfree(yypvt[-O] .sval); } 
break; 
case 12: 
# line 180 "gram.y" 





# line 184 "gram.y" 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp)->col); 
xfree(yypvt[-l] .sval); } break; 
{ (void) printfile (yypvt[-O] .sval, 0, 0, maxrow, maxcol); 
xfree(yypvt[-O] .sval); } break; 
case 14: 
# line 186 "gram.y" 
{ (void) tblprintfile(yypvt[-l] .sval, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp)->row, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp) ->col, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp)->row, 
case 15: 
# line 190 "gram.y" 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp)->col); 
xfree(yypvt[-l] .sval); } break; 
{ (void)tblprintfile (yypvt[-O] .sval, 0, 0, maxrow, maxcol); 
xfree(yypvt[-O] .sval); } break; 
case 16: 
# line 193 "gram.y" 
{ showcol( yypvt[-2] .ival, yypvt[-O] . ivaI) ; } break; 
case 17: 
# line 195 "gram.y" 
{ showrow( yypvt[-2] .ival, yypvt[-O] .ival); } break; 
case 18: 
# line 197 "gram.y" 
{ hide_col( yypvt[-O] . ivaI )i } break; 
case 19: 
# line 199 "gram.y" 
{ hide_row ( yypvt[-O] . ivaI )i } break; 
case 20: 
# line 201 "gram.y" 
{ copy (yypvt [-1] .rval.left.vp,yypvt[-l] . rval.right.vp, 
yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp,yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp) i } break; 
case 21: 
# line 204 "gram.y" 
{ eraser (lookat (showsr, showsc), 
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curcol)): } break: 
case 22: 
# line 207 "gram.y" 
lookat(currow, 
{ eraser (yypvt [-0] .rval.left.vp, 
break: 
yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp): } 
case 23: 
# line 208 "gram.y" 
{ valueize_area(showsr, showsc, currow, curcol): 
modflg++: } break: 
case 24: 
# line 210 "gram.y" 
{ valueize_area((yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp)->row, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp) ->col, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp)->row, 
(yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp)->col): modflg++: } break: 
case 25: 
# line 214 "gram.y" 
{ fill (lookat(showsr, showsc), 
lookat(currow, 
curcol), yypvt[-l] .fval, yypvt[-O] .fval); } break; 
case 26: 
# line 217 "gram.y" 
{ fill (yypvt[-2] .rval.left.vp, yypvt[-2] .rval.right.vp, 
yypvt[-l] .fval, yypvt[-O] .fval): } break; 
case 27: 
# line 218 "gram.y" 
{moveto(yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp->row, 
yypvt[-O] .rval.left.vp->col):} break: 
case 28: 
# line 219 "gram.y" 
{num_search(yypvt[-O] .fval):} break: 
case 29: 
# line 220 "gram.y" 
{str_search(yypvt[-O] .sval):} break: 
case 30: 
# line 221 "gram.y" 
{go_last():} break: 
case 31: 
# line 222 "gram.y" 







add range (yypvt [-0] .sval, arg1, arg2, 1): } break: 
case 32: 
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# line 229 "gram.y" 
{ add range (yypvt [-1] .sval, yypvt[-O] .rval.left, 
yypvt[-O] .rval.right, 1); } break; 
case 33: 
# line 230 "gram.y" 
{ add range (yypvt [-1] .sval, yypvt[-O] .ent, yypvt[-O] .ent, 
0); }-break; 
case 34: 
# line 231 "gram.y" 
{ del range (yypvt [-0] .rval.left.vp, 
yypvt[-O] .rval.right.vp); } break; 
case 38: 
# line 236 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_var(lv l , yypvt[-O] .ent); } break; 
case 39: 
# line 237 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (If I, ENULL, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 40: 
# line 239 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new range (REDUCE 1+1, yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; -
case 41: 
# line 241 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new range (REDUCE 1*1 yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; -
case 42: 
# line 243 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new range (REDUCE la l , yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; -
case 43: 
# line 245 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_range (REDUCE lSi, yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; 
case 44: 
# line 247 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_range (REDUCE MAX, yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; 
case 45: 
# line 249 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (LMAX, yypvt[-l] .enode, yypvt[-3] .enode); 
} break; 
case 46: 
# line 251 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_range (REDUCE MIN, yypvt[-l] .rval); } 
break; 
case 47: 
# line 253 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (LMIN, yypvt[-l] .enode, yypvt[-3] .enode); 
} break; 
case 48: 
# line 255 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (ACOS, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 49: 
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# line 256 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (ASIN, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 50: 
# line 257 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (ATAN, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 51: 
# line 258 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (ATAN2, yypvt[-3] .enode, 
yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 52: 
# line 259 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(CEIL, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 53: 
# line 260 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(COS, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 54: 
# line 261 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (EXP, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 55: 
# line 262 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (FABS, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 56: 
# line 263 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (FLOOR, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 57: 
# line 264 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (HYPOT, yypvt[-3] .enode, 
yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 58: 
# line 265 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (LOG, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 59: 
# line 266 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (LOG10, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 60: 
# line 267 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (POW, yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-l] .enode); 
} break; 
case 61: 
# line 268 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(SIN, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 62: 
# line 269 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (SQRT, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 63: 
# line 270 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (TAN, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 64: 
# line 271 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (DTR, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 65: 
# line 272 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (RTD, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
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case 66: 
# line 273 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (RND, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 67: 
# line 275 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (PV, 
yypvt[-5] .enode,new(':' ,yypvt[-3] .enode,yypvt[-l] .enode)); } 
break; 
case 68: 
# line 276 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (FV, 
yypvt[-5] .enode,new(': ',yypvt[-3] .enode,yypvt[-l] .enode)); } 
break; 
case 69: 
# line 277 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (PMT, 
yypvt[-5] .enode,new(' :',yypvt[-3] .enode,yypvt[-l] .enode)); } 
break; 
case 70: 
# line 279 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(HOUR,ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 71: 
# line 280 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(MlNUTE,ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 72: 
# line 281 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(SECOND,ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 73: 
# line 282 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(MONTH,ENULL,yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 74: 
# line 283 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (DAY, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 75: 
# line 284 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (YEAR, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 76: 
# line 285 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (NOW, ENULL, ENULL);} break; 
case 77: 
# line 286 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (STON, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 78: 
# line 287 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (EQS, yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-l] .enode); 
} break; 
case 79: 
# line 288 "grarn.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (DATE, ENULL, yypvt[-l] .enode); } break; 
case 80: 
# line 289 "gram.y" 




# line 291 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (INDEX, yypvt[-3] .enode, new_range(REDUCE 
I INDEX, yypvt[-1] .rval)); } break; 
case 82: 
# line 293 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (LOOKUP, yypvt[-3] .enode, 
new range(REDUCE I LOOKUP, yypvt[-1] .rval)); } break; 
case 83: 
# line 295 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (STINDEX, yypvt[-3] .enode, 
new_range(REDUCE I STINDEX, yypvt[-1] .rval)); } break; 
case 84: 
# line 296 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (EXT, yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-1] .enode); 
} break; 
case 85: 
# line 297 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (NVAL, yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-1] .enode); 
} break; 
case 86: 
# line 298 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (SVAL, yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-1] .enode); 
} break; 
case 87: 
# line 300 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (SUBSTR, yypvt[-5] .enode, new(', " 
yypvt[-3] .enode, yypvt[-1] .enode)); } break; 
case 88: 
# line 301 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = yypvt[-1] .enode; } break; 
case 89: 
# line 302 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = yypvt[-O] .enode; } break; 
case 90: 
# line 303 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('m', ENULL, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 91: 
# line 304 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new const('k', (double) yypvt[-O] .ival); } 
break; -
case 92: 
# line 305 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_const('k', yypvt[-O] .fval); } break; 
case 93: 
# line 306 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_const('k', 
(double)3.14159265358979323846); } break; 
case 94: 
# line 307 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new_str(yypvt[-O] .sval); } break; 
case 95: 
# line 308 "gram.y" 
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{ yyval.enode = new ('-', ENULL, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 96: 
# line 309 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('-', ENULL, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 97: 
# line 312 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('+', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 98: 
# line 313 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('-', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 99: 
# line 314 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('*', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 100: 
# line 315 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('I', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 101: 
# line 316 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('%', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 102: 
# line 317 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new (,A" yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 104: 
# line 319 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('?', yypvt[-4] .enode, new(' :', 
yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode)); } break; 
case 105: 
# line 320 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('<', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 106: 
# line 321 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('=', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 107: 
# line 322 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('>', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode)i 
} break; 
case 108: 
# line 323 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('&', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 109: 
# line 324 "gram.y" 




# line 325 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('-', ENULL, new ('>', yypvt[-3] .enode, 
yypvt[-O] .enode)); } break; 
case 111: 
# line 326 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('-', ENULL, new ('=', yypvt[-3] .enode, 
yypvt[-O] .enode)); } break; 
case 112: 
# line 327 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('-', ENULL, new ('<', yypvt[-3] .enode, 
yypvt[-O] .enode)); } break; 
case 113: 
# line 328 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new ('#', yypvt[-2] .enode, yypvt[-O] .enode); 
} break; 
case 114: 
# line 331 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(ELIST, ENULL, yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 115: 
# line 332 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.enode = new(ELIST, yypvt[-2] .enode, 
yypvt[-O] .enode); } break; 
case 116: 
# line 335 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.rval.left = yypvt[-2] .ent; yyval.rval.right 
yypvt[-O] .ent; } break; 
case 117: 
# line 336 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.rval = yypvt[-O] .rval; } break; 
case 118: 
# line 339 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.ent.vp = lookat(yypvt[-O] . ivaI , yypvt[-l] . ivaI) ; 
yyval.ent.vf = O;} break; 
case 119: 
# line 340 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.ent.vp = lookat(yypvt[-O] . ivaI , yypvt[-l] .ival); 
FIX_COL;} break; 
case 120: 
# line 342 "gram.y" 
yyval.ent.vf = 
{ yyval.ent.vp = lookat(yypvt[-O] . ivaI , yypvt[-2] . ivaI) ; 
yyval.ent.vf = 
FIX ROW;} break; 
case 121: 
# line 344 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.ent.vp = lookat (yypvt [-0] . ivaI , yypvt[-2] .ival); 
yyval.ent.vf = 
FIX_ROW I FIX_COL;} break; 
case 122: 
# line 346 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.ent = yypvt[-O] .rval.left; } break; 
case 123: 
# line 349 "gram.y" 
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{ yyval.rval = yypvt[-O] .rval; } break; 
case 124: 
# line 350 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.rval.left = yypvt[-O] .ent; yyval.rval.right 
yypvt[-O] .ent; } break; 
case 125: 
# line 353 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.fval = (double) yypvt[-O] . ivaI; } break; 
case 126: 
# line 354 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.fval = yypvt[-O] .fval; } break; 
case 127: 
# line 355 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.fval = -yypvt[-O] .fval; } break; 
case 128: 
# line 356 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.fval = yypvt[-O] .fval; } break; 
case 129: 
# line 359 "gram.y" 
{ yyval.sval = yypvt[-O] .sval; } break; 
case 130: 
# line 360 "gram.y" 
{ 








# line 375 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(l); } break; 
case 134: 
# line 376 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(l); } break; 
case 135: 
# line 377 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(O); } break; 
case 136: 
# line 378 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(O); } break; 
case 137: 
# line 379 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(O); } break; 
case 138: 
# line 380 "gram.y" 
{ setauto(O); } break; 
case 139: 
# line 381 "gram.y" 
(void) strcpy(s, sl); 
yyval.sval = S; 
} break; 
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{ setorder(BYCOLS); } break; 
case 140: 
# line 382 "gram.y" 
{ setorder(BYROWS); } break; 
case 141: 
# line 383 "gram.y" 
{ setorder(BYGRAPH); } break; 
case 142: 
# line 384 "gram.y" 
{ numeric = 1; } break; 
case 143: 
# line 385 "gram.y" 
{ numeric = 0; } break; 
case 144: 
# line 386 "gram.y" 
{ prescale = 0.01; } break; 
case 145: 
# line 387 "gram.y" 
{ prescale = 1.0; } break; 
case 146: 
# line 388 "gram.y" 
{ extfunc = 1; } break; 
case 147: 
# line 389 "gram.y" 
{ extfunc = 0; } break; 
case 148: 
# line 390 "gram.y" 
{ showcell = 1; } break; 
case 149: 
# line 391 "gram.y" 
{ showcell = 0; } break; 
case 150: 
# line 392 "gram.y" 
{ showtop = 1; } break; 
case 151: 
# line 393 "gram.y" 
{ showtop = 0; } break; 
case 152: 
# line 394 "gram.y" 
{ setiterations (yypvt [-0] . ivaI) ; } break; 
case 153: 
# line 395 "gram.y" 
{ tbl_style = yypvt[-O] . ivaI; } break; 
case 154: 
# line 396 "gram.y" 
{ tbl_style = TBL; } break; 
case 155: 
# line 397 "gram.y" 
{ tbl_style = LATEX; } break; 
case 156: 
# line 398 "gram.y" 
{ tbl_style = TEX; } break; 
} 
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#define ENULL (struct enode *)0 





struct ent~tr ent; 
struct enode *enode; 
char *sval; 
struct range_s rval; 
} 
%type <ent> var 
%type <fval> num 
%type <rval> range 
%type <rval> var_or_range 
%type <sval> strarg 
%type <enode> e term expr_ 
%token <sval> STRING 
%token <ivaI> NUMBER 
%token <fval> FNUMBER 
%token <rval> RANGE 
%token <rval> VAR 
%token <sval> WORD 
%token <ivaI> COL 
%token S FORMAT -%token S LABEL -%token S LEFTSTRING 
%token S -RIGHTSTRING 
%token S GET -%token S PUT 
%token S MERGE 
%token S LET 
%token S WRITE 
%token S TBL -%token S COpy -%token S SHOW -%token S ERASE -%token S FILL 
%token S GOTO 
%token S DEFINE 
%token S UNDEFINE 
%token S VALUE 
list 
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%token S MDIR 
%token S HIDE -%token S SET -
%token K FIXED 
%token K SUM 
%token K PROD 
%token K AVG 
%token K STDDEV 
%token K-ACOS 
%token K-ASIN 
%token K ATAN 
%token K ATAN2 
%token K CEIL 
%token K COS 
%token K EXP 
%token K FABS 
%token K FLOOR 
%token K HYPOT 
%token K LN 
%token K-LOG 
%token K PI 
%token K POW 
%token K SIN 
%token K_SQRT 
%token KTAN 
%token K DTR 
%token K RTD 
%token K MAX 
%token K MIN 
%token K RND 
%token K PV -%token K FV -%token K PMT 
%token K HOUR 
%token K MINUTE 
%token K-SECOND 
%token K MONTH 
%token K DAY 
%token K YEAR 
%token KNOW 
%token K DATE 
%token K FMT 
%token K SUBSTR 
%token K STON 
%token K_EQS 
%token K EXT 
%token K NVAL 
%token K SVAL 
%token K LOOKUP 
%token K INDEX 
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%token K STINDEX 
%token K AUTO 
%token K-AUTOCAL C 
%token K-BYROWS 
%token K BYCOLS 
%token K BYGRAPH 
%token K ITERATIONS 
%token K NUMERIC 
%token K PRESCALE 
%token K EXTFUN 
%token K CELLCUR 
%token K TOPROW 
%token K TBLSTYLE 
%token K TBL 
%token K LATEX 
%token K TEX 
%left '?' ,., 
%left 'I' 
%left '&' 
%nonassoc '<' '=' '>' '!' 
%left '+' '-' '#' 
%left '*' '/' '%' 
%left ,A, 
%% 
command: S LET var or range '=' e 
- - - {let($2.1eft.vp, $4); } 
S LABEL var or range '=' e 
- - - { slet($2.1eft.vp, $4, 0); } 
} 
S LEFTSTRING var or range '=' e - T sIet($2.1eft.vp, $4, -1); 
S RIGHTSTRING var or range '=' e 
- {-slet($2.1eft.vp, $4, 1); } 
S FORMAT COL':' COL NUMBER NUMBER 
- { doformat($2,$4,$5,$6); } 
S FORMAT COL NUMBER NUMBER 
{ doformat($2,$2,$3,$4); } 
I S GET strarg {/* This tmp hack is 
because readfile 
yyparse. */ 
S MERGE strarg 
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* recurses back through 
char *tmp; 
tmp = $2; 
readfile (tmp, 1); 
xfree (tmp) ; 
char *tmp; 
tmp = $2; 
readfile (tmp, 0); 
xfree (tmp) ; 
} 
{ if (mdir) xfree(mdir); 
mdir = $2; } 
I S PUT strarg range 
($3.1eft.vp)->row, 
($3.right.vp)->row, 
S PUT strarg 
0, maxrow, maxcol); 




{ (void) writefile ($2, 0, 
xfree($2); } 






S WRITE strarg { (void) printfile ($2, 0, 
0, maxrow, maxcol); 
xfree ($2); } 





xfree ($2); } 
I S TBL strarg {(void)tblprintfile ($2, 0, 
0, maxrow, maxcol); 
xfree ($2) ; } 
S SHOW COL ' . , COL 
} 
{ 
S SHOW NUMBER ' . , NUMBER 
} 
{ 
S HIDE COL 
{ 
S HIDE NUMBER 
{ 
S COpy range var or range 








hide_col ( $2 
hide_row ( $2 
lookat(currow, 




) ; } 
) ; } 
{ eraser($2.left.vp, 
$2.right.vp); } 
I S VALUE 
showsc, currow, curcol); 
{ valueize_area(showsr, 
rnodflg++; } 






I S FILL nurn nurn {fill(lookat(showsr, 
showsc) , 
lookat(currow, 
curcol), $2, $3); } 
I S FILL var or range nurn num 
- - {fill($2.left.vp, 
$2.right.vp, $3, $4); } 
I S GO TO var_or_range {rnoveto($2.left.vp->row, 
$2.left.vp->col) ;T 
I S_GOTO num 
I S_GOTO STRING 
I S_GOTO 




arg2, 1); } 
Inurn_search ($2) ;} str search($2);} go_last () ; } 






add_range ($2, arg1, 
IS_DEFINE strarg range { add_range ($2, 
$3.left, $3.right, 1); } 
IS_DEFINE strarg var {add_range($2, $3, 
$3, 0); } 
I S UNDEFINE var or range { 
del range($2.left~vp, $2.right~vp); } - I S_SET setlist 
I /* nothing */ 
I error; 
term: var 
K FIXED term 
{ $$ = new_var('v', $1); } 
{ $$ = new ('f', ENULL, $2); 
} 
, + " $4); } 
I 
'@' K_SUM '(' var or range') , 
{-$$-= new_range(REDUCE 
'@' K PROD '(' var_or_range ')' 
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I * I $4) ; } 
I 
I a I, $4) ; } 
I 
I S I, $4); } 
I 
MAX, $4); } 
I 














{ $$ = new_range (REDUCE 
I @ I K AVG I (I var or range I) I 
{-$$-= new range (REDUCE 
I@I K STDDEV I (I var or range I) I 
{ $$-= new_range (REDUCE 
I @ I K MAX I (I var or range I) I 
{-$$-= new_range (REDUCE 
I@I K MAX I (I e I, I expr list I) I 
{ $$ = new (LMAX, $6, $4); } 
I @ I K MIN I (I var or range I) I 
{-$$-= new_range (REDUCE I 
I@I K MIN I (I e I, I expr_list I) I 
{ $$ = new (LMIN, $6, $4); } 
K ACOS I (I e I) I 
{ $$ = new (ACOS , ENULL, $4); } 
K ASIN I (I e I) I {$$ new (ASIN, ENULL, 
K ATAN I (I e I) I {$$ new (ATAN, ENULL, 
K ATAN2 I (I e I, I e I) I { $$ = new (ATAN2, $4, 
K CEIL I (I e I) I 
K COS I (I e I) I 




new (CEIL, ENULL, 
new(COS, ENULL, $4); 
new(EXP, ENULL, $4); 
} 
$4) ; } 
$4); } 
I@I KFABS 1(1 e 1)1 {$$ 
I@I K FLOOR I (I e I) I {$$ 
new (FABS, ENULL, 
new (FLOOR, ENULL, 
I I @ I K HYPOT I (I e I I , e I) I 















K LOG I (I e I) I 
K POW I (I e 
K SIN I (I e 
I I , 
I ) I 
K_SQRT I (I e I) I 
I @ I K TAN I (I e I) I 
I @ I K DTR I (I e I) I 






{ $$ = new (HYPOT, 
new (LOG, ENULL, $4); 
new(LOGIO, ENULL, 
{ $$ = new (POW, $4, 
new (SIN, ENULL, $4); 
new (SQRT, ENULL, 
new (TAN, ENULL, $4); 
new (DTR, ENULL, $4); 
} 
} 
'@' K RTD '(' e ')' 
'@' KRND '(' e ')' 




new (RTD, ENULL, $4); 
new (RND, ENULL, $4); 
, ) , new(PV, 
$4,new(':' ,$6,$8)); 
I '@' K FV I _ 
} 






I '@' K PMT I _ 
} 
, (' e ' , e ' , e , ) , new (PMT, 













K MINUTE '(' e ')' { $ $ 
K SECOND' (' e ')' { $$ 
K MONTH '(' e ')' {$ $ 
K DAY '(' e ')' 





new (DAY, ENULL, $4); 








new (NOW, ENULL, 





I '@' K STON '(' e ')' 
'@' K _ EQS '(' e ',' e ')' { $ $ = new (EQS , $ 4 , 
'@' K DATE' (' e ')' { $$ = new (DATE, ENULL, 
e ')' { $$ = new (FMT, $4, '@' KFMT 
'@' K INDEX 
{ $$ 
, (' e , , , 
'(' e ',' var or range ')' 
new (INDEX, $4, new_range(REDUCE 
INDEX, $6)); } 
I '@' K LOOKUP 
- { $$ = 
'(' e ',' var or range ')' 
new (LOOKUP, $4, new_range(REDUCE 
LOOKUP, $6)); } 
, (' e ',' var or range ')' I '@' K STINDEX 
- { $$ = new (STINDEX, $4, new_range(REDUCE 
STINDEX, $6)); } 
I ' @ , K EXT '(' e 
$6); } 
'@' K NVAL '(' e 
, , , 





new (EXT, $4, 
new (NVAL, $4, 
$6); } 
$6); } 
, @ , K SVAL '(' e ' , e ')' { $ $ new (SVAL, $4, 
'@' K SUBSTR '(' e ' , e ',' e ')' 
{$$ new (SUBSTR, $4, 
new ( , , " $ 6 , 
I 
$8)); } 





(double) $1); } 
I 








new ('m', ENULL, 
new const ('k', 
new_const ( 'k' , $1) ; 
} 
I K_PI {$$ = new const('k', 
(double)3.14159265358979323846); }-
I STRING { $$ 




, ! ' term 
e '+' e 
e '-' e 
e '*' e 
e '/' e 
e '%' e 
e ,A, e 
term 
e '?' e ,., e 
new(':', $3, $5)); } 
I e '<' e 
I e 
I ~ 





'<' '=' e 
Ie'!' '=' e 
('=', $1, $4)); } 
Ie'>' '=' e 
('<', $1, $4));} 
I e '#' e 
expr list: 
$1) ; -} 
e 



















e { $$ 
new s t r ( $1); } 
new (' - " ENULL, 
new (' -, , ENULL, 
new (' + " $1, $ 3) ; 
new ('-', $1, $3); 
new (' * " $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' /', $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' %', $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' A " $1, $ 3) ; 
new ('?', $1, 
new (' < " $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' = " $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' >', $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' &', $1, $ 3) ; 
new (' I " $1, $ 3) ; 
new ('-', ENULL, new 
new ('-', ENULL, new 
new ('-', ENULL, new 
new ( ' # " $1 $ 3)· } , , 
new(ELIST, ENULL, 
new(ELIST, $1, $3); } 
range: 
$3; } 
var ,., var 
RANGE 
{ $$.left = $1; $$.right 




COL NUMBER { $$.vp = lookat($2 , $1); 
'$' COL NUMBER {$$.vp = lookat($3 , $2); 






var or range: 





COL '$' NUMBER {$$.vp = lookat($3 , $1); 
$$.vf = FIX_ROW;} 
'$' COL '$' NUMBER { $$.vp = lookat($4 , 
$$.vf = FIX ROW 
VAR { $$ $1.left; } 
range i $$ = 
$1; } 
var $$.left = $1; $$.right 
NUMBER I $$ (double) $1; } FNUMBER $$ $1; } , - , num $$ - $2; } '+ ' num $$ $2; } 
STRING i $$ = $1; } var 
char *s, *sl; 
sl = $l.vp->label; 
if ( ! sl) 









,"'Z, K AUTO 
I-I K-AUTOCALC 
'!' K AUTO 





, !' K NUMERIC 
K PRESCALE 
, !' K PRESCALE 
K EXTFUN 















numeric = 1; } 
numeric = 0; } 
prescale = 0.01; } 
prescale = 1.0; } 
extfunc = 1; } 
extfunc = 0; } 
showcell = 1; } 
, l' K CELLCUR 
1 
showcell = 0; } 
K TOPROW showtop = 1; ~ 
, !' K TOPROW showtop = 0; 
K ITERATIONS ' =' NUMBER { setiterations($3); 
} 
I } K TBLSTYLE '= ' NUMBER tbl _style $3; K TBLSTYLE '= ' K TBL tbl _style TBL; } K TBLSTYLE '= ' K LATEX tbl_style LATEX; 
} 





char *intro [] { 
" , 
Overview: " , 
" 
A: This overview", 
B: Cursor movement commands", 
C: Cell entry and editing commands", 
D: Miscellaneous commands", 
E: Variable names/Expressions", 
F: Range functions", 
" 
Q: Return to main spreadsheet", 
o 
} ; 
char *cursor[] = { 
" " 
" B: Cell cursor movement (always OK) :", 
" " 
" AN Ap AB AF Down, up, back, forward", 
"AEd Go to end of range. Follow AE by a 
direction indicator", 
" such as Ap or j.", 
" Arrow keys (if the terminal and termcap support 











movement if no prompt active:", 
Down, up, right, left", 
Forward" , 
Back" , 
Forward, otherwise starts/ends a range", 
Up to row 0 of the current column.", 
Down to the last valid row of the current 










Forward to the last valid column of the 
Back then up to the previous valid cell.", 
Forward then down to the next valid cell.", 
Go to a cell. Cell name, range name, 
or a number specify which cell.", 
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char *cell[] = { 
" " 
" C: Cell entry and editing commands:", 
" " 
" Enter a numeric constant or expression.", 
" < Enter a left justified string or string 
expression." , 
" > Enter a right justified string or string 
expression.", 
" e Edit the current cell's numeric value.", 
" E Edit the current cell's string part.", 
" 





, , In numeric mode, a decimal digit, "+", "-" and all start", 
a new numeric constant or expression.", 




D: Miscellaneous commands:", 
" 
Q or q 
S or s 
ESC or AG 
? 
Exit from the session.", 
Save Spreadsheet", 
Abort entry of the current command.", 
Help" , 
char *var[] = { 
" 
E: Variable names:", 
" 
K20 means row 20 and column K.", 
" , 
Expressions:", 






eAe Exponentiation" , 
o 
} ; 
char *rangef[] = { 
" " 





Sum all valid cells in the range.", 






Average all valid cells in range. ", 
Return the maximum value in the 
range. ", 
II @miner) Return the minimum value in the 
range. ", 
II See also the numeric versions of max 
and min. ", 









char **ns = intro; 
help_up=' y' ; 
while«option = pscreen(ns)) != 'q' && option != 'Q') { 
switch (option) { 
} 
case 'a': case 'A': ns intro; break; 
case 'b': case 'B': ns cursor; break; 
case 'c': case 'e': ns cell; break; 
case 'd': case 'D': ns misc; break; 
case 'e': case 'E': ns var; break; 
case 'f': case 'F': ns rangef; break; 
default: ns = intro; break; 
} 
FuIIUpdate++; 
(void) wmove(sc wn,l,O); 








(void) wmove(sc wn,l,O); 
(void) wclrtobot(sc_wn); 
dbline = 1; 
for (line = 0; screen [line) ; line++) { 
(void) wmove(sc wn,dbline++, 4); 
(void) waddstr(sc wn,screen[line)); 
} 
(void) wclrtoeol(sc_wn); 
(void) wmove(sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wprintw(sc_wn,"Which Screen? [a-f, q) II); 
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} 
(void) wclrtoeol(sc wn); 























/* set by math functions */ 
#if defined (BSD42) I I defined (BSD43) 
char *re comp () ; 
#endif -







int quit () i 
#endif 




int 9 type; 




/* g_type can be: */ 
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#define G NONE 0 
must be 0*/ 
#define G NUM 1 
#define G STR 2 
#define G CELL 3 
extern FILE *popen(); 
jmp_buf fpe_save; 
/* Starting value -
int exprerr; /* Set by eval() and seval() if 
expression errors */ 
double prescale 1.0; 
let() */ 
/* Prescale for constants in 
int extfunc 0; /* Enable/disable external 
functions */ 
int loading = 0; /* Set when readfile() is active 
*/ 
double fn1 eval(); 
double fn2=eval(); 
#define PI (double)3.14159265358979323846 
#define dtr(x) «x)*(PI/(double)180.0)) 










answer v1 * (1 - l/p) 
break; 
case FV: 







v1 * v2 / (1 - l/p); 
} 
return (answer) ; 
} 
char * 
dostindex( val, minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 
double val; 





register struct ent *p; 
char *pr; 
int X; 
X (int) val; 
r minr; c = minc; 
p 0; 
if (minr maxr) { /* look along the row */ 
c = minc + x-I; 
if (c <= maxc && C >=minc) 
p = tbl [r] [c] ; 
} else if ( minc == maxc ) { /* look down the column */ 
r = minr + x-I; 
if (r <= maxr && r >=minr) 
p = tbl [r] [c] ; 
} else { 
} 
error ("range specified to @stindex"); 
return(O) ; 
if (p && p->label) { 






doindex( val, minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 
double val; 




register struct ent *p; 
int X; 
X (int) val; 
v 0; 
r minr; c = minc; 
if (minr maxr) { /* look 
c = minc + x-I; 
if (c <= maxc && c >=minc 
&& (p tbl [r] [c] 
} 
along the row */ 
) && p->flags&is_valid 
return p->v; 
else if minc == maxc ){ /* look 
r = minr + x-I; 
down the column */ 
if (r <= maxr && r >=minr 









dolookupn( val, minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 
double vali 







register struct ent *Pi 
V = Oi 
r = minri c = minci 
if ( minr == maxr ) { /* look along the row */ 





if ((p tbl[r] [c] ) && p->flags&is_valid 
if(p->v <= val) { 
p = tbl [r+1] [c] i 
if ( P && p->flags&is_valid) 
V = p->Vi 
} 
else return Vi 
} 
} 
minc maxc){ /* look down the column */ 
r = minri r <= maxri r++) { 
if ( (p = tbl[r] [c] ) && p->flags&is_valid 
if(p->v <= val) { 
p = tbl [r] [c+1] ; 
if ( P && p->flags&is_valid) 
V = p->v; 
} 
else return Vi 
} 
} 
else error(" range specified to @lookup"); 
return Vi 
double 
dolookups(s, minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 
char *Si 




register struct ent *p; 
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} 
v = 0; 
r = minr; c = minc; 
if ( minr == maxr ) { /* look along the row */ 
for ( c = minc; c <= maXCi c++) { 
} 
if ( (p = tbl[r] [c] ) && p->label) { 
} 
if (strcmp(s,p->label) == 0) { 
p = tbl [r+1] [c] i 
xfree(s) i 
if ( P && p->flags & is_valid) 
} 
return (p- >v) i 
} else if minc == maxc ) { /* look down the 
for (r minri r <= maxri r++) { 
if ( (p = tbl[r] [c] ) && p->label) { 
} 
} 
if (strcmp(s,p->label) == 0) { 
p = tbl [r] [c+1] ; 
} 
xfree (s) ; 
if ( P && p->flags & is_valid) 
return (p- >v) i 




dosum(minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 




register struct ent *p; 
v = 0; 
for (r minri r<=maxri r++) 
for (c = minci c<=maxc; c++) 
column */ 
if ((p = tbl[r] [c]) && p->flags&is_valid) 




doprod(minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 




register struct ent *Pi 
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v = 1i 
for (r minri r<=rnaxri r++) 
for (c = minci c<=maxci c++) 
if ((p = tbl[r] [c]) && p->flags&is_valid) 




doavg(minr, minc, rnaxr, maxc) 





register struct ent *Pi 
V = Oi 
count = Oi 
for (r = minri r<=maxr; r++) 
for (c = minc; c<=maxc; c++) 
if ((p = tbl [r] [c]) && p- >flags&is_ valid) { 
V += p->Vi 
count++; 
} 
if (count == 0) 
return ((double) 0); 
return (v / (double) count) ; 
double 
dostddev(minr, minc, maxr, rnaxc) 
int minr, minc, maxr, maXCi 
{ 
double lp, rp, v, nd; 
register r,c,n; 
register struct ent *p; 
n = 0; 
lp = Oi 
rp = Oi 
for (r = minri r<=maxri r++) 
for (c = minc; c<=maXCi c++) 
if ((p = tbl [r] [c]) && p- >flags&is_ valid) { 
v = p->Vi 
lp += V*Vi 
rp += v; 
n++i 
} 
if ((n 0) I I (n == 1» 
return ((double) 0) i 
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nd = (double)n; 
return (sqrt((nd*lp-rp*rp)/(nd*(nd-1)))) i 
} 
double 
domax(minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 





register struct ent *p; 
count = 0; 
for (r = minr; r<=maxr; r++) 
for (c = minci c<=maxci c++) 
if ((p = tbl [r] [c)) && p- >flags&is_ valid) { 
if (! count) { 
} 
v = P->Vi 
count++i 
} else if (p->v > v) 
v = p->Vi 
if (count == 0) 
return ((double) O)i 
return (v) i 
double 
domin(minr, minc, maxr, maxc) 





register struct ent *Pi 
count = Oi 
for (r = minri r<=maxri r++) 
for (c = minci c<=maXCi c++) 
if ((p = tbl [r] [c)) && p- >flags&is_ valid) { 
if (! count) { 
v = p->Vi 
count++i 
} else if (p->v < v) 
} 
v = p->Vi 
if (count == 0) 
return ((double) 0) i 








long time () ; 
static long t_cache; 
static struct tm *tp; 
long tloc; 
if (which == NOW) 
return (double)time((long *)0); 
tloc = (long) when; 
if (tloc 1= t cache) { 
tp = localtime(&tloc); 
tp->tm_mon += 1; 
tp->tm~ear += 1900; 
} 
t_cache = tloc; 
switch (which) { 
} 
case HOUR: return((double) (tp->tm hour»; 
case MINUTE: return((double) (tp->tm min»; 
case SECOND: return((double) (tp->tm-sec»; 
case MONTH: return((double) (tp->tm mon»; 
case DAY: return((double) (tp->tm mday»; 
case YEAR: return((double) (tp->tm year»; 












xfree (s) ; 
return (v) ; 
double 
doeqs(sl, s2) 




if (! sl && !s2) 
return(1.0) ; 
if (! sl I I !s2) I I 
V = 0.0; 
else if (strcmp (sl, s2) 0) 
v 1. 0: 
else 
v 0.0: 




return (v) ; 
} 
/* 
* Given a string representing a column name and a value 
which is a column 
* number, return a pointer to the selected cell's entry, if 
any, else O. Use 
* only the integer part of the column number. Always free 
the string. 
*/ 
struct ent * 




int collen; /* length of string */ 
int row, col; /* integer values */ 
struct ent *ep = 0; /* selected entry */ 
if «(row = (int) floor (rowdoub» >= 0) 
&& (row < MAXROWS) /* in range 
*/ 
&& «collen = strlen (colstr» <= 2) /* not too 
long */ 
&& «col = atocol (colstr, collen» >= 0) 
&& (col < MAXCOLS» /* in range 
*/ 
{ 





return (ep) i 
/* 
* Given a string representing a column name and a value 
which is a column 
* number, return the selected cell's numeric value, if any. 
*/ 
double 




struct ent *epi 
return (((ep = getent (colstr, rowdoub)) && ((ep -> 
flags) & is valid)) ? 
- (ep - > v) : 0) i 
} 
/* 
* The list routines (e.g. dolrnax) are called with an 
LMAX enode. 
* The left pointer is a chain of ELIST nodes, the 
right pointer 








register int count = 0; 
register double rnaxval = 0; /* Assignment to shut up 
register struct enode *Pi 
register double v; 
for (p epi Pi p = p->e.o.left) { 
v = eval(p->e.o.right); 
} 
if (!count I I v > rnaxval) { 
rnaxval = v; count++; 
} 
if (count) return rnaxval; 










register int count = 0; 
register double minval = 0; 1* Assignment to shut up 
register struct enode *p; 
register double V; 
for (p ep; p; P = p->e.o.left) { 
v = eval(p->e.o.right); 
} 
if (!count I I v < minval) { 
minval = v; count++; 
} 
if (count) return minval; 
else return 0.0; 
register struct enode *e; 
{ 
if (e==O) return 0; 
switch (e->op) { 
case '+': return (eval(e->e.o.left) + 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '-': return (eval(e->e.o.left) -
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '*': return (eval(e->e.o.left) * 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case 'I': return (eval(e->e.o.left) I 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '%': { double num, denom; 
num = floor(eval(e->e.o.left»; 
denom = floor(eval (e->e.o.right»; 
return denom ? num -
floor(num/denom)*denom : 0; } 
case ,A,: return 
(fn2_eval (pow,eval (e->e.o.left) ,eval(e->e.o.right»); 
case '<': return (eval(e->e.o.left) < 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '=': return (eval(e->e.o.left) 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '>': return (eval(e->e.o.left) > 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case '&': return (eval(e->e.o.left) && 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 
case' I': return (eval(e->e.o.left) 
eval(e->e.o.right» ; 






ease 'm': return 
ease 'f': return 












{ register r,e; 
register maxr, maxe; 
register minr, mine; 
o . 0) ; 
maxr e->e.o.right->e.r.right.vp -> row; 
maxe e->e.o.right->e.r.right.vp -> eol; 
minr e->e.o.right->e.r.left.vp -> row; 
mine e->e.o.right->e.r.left.vp -> eOl; 
if (minr>maxr) r maxr, maxr minr, minr 




if (etype(e->e.o.left) == NUM) 
mine, mine 
return dolookupn(eval(e->e.o.left), 
minr, mine, maxr, maxe); 
else 
return 
dolookups(seval(e->e.o.left),minr, mine, maxr, maxe); 
ease INDEX: 
return doindex(eval(e->e.o.left), minr, 




ease REDUCE I '+': 
ease REDUCE I '*': 
ease REDUCE IIII 'a': 
ease REDUCE's': 
ease REDUCE MAX: 
ease REDUCE I MIN: 
{ register r,e; 
register maxr, maxe; 
register minr, mine; 
maxr e->e.r.right.vp -> row; 
maxe e->e.r.right.vp -> eol; 
minr e->e.r.left.vp -> row; 
mine e->e.r.left.vp -> eol; 
if (minr>maxr) r maxr, maxr 
if (mine>maxc) e maxe, maxe 
switeh (e->op) { 
minr, minr 
mine, mine 
ease REDUCE I '+': return dosum(minr, 
mine, maxr, maxe); 
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case 
minc, maxr, maxc) j 
case 
minc, maxr, maxc) j 
case 
minc, maxr, maxc) j 
case 
minc, maxr, maxc) ; 
case 









REDUCE '*' : return doprod(minr, 
REDUCE 'a' : return doavg(minr, 
REDUCE ' s ' : return dostddev(minr, 
REDUCE MAX: return domax(minr, 
REDUCE MIN: return domin(minr, 
return (fn1_eval( acos, 
return (fnl_eval( asin, 
return (fn1_eval( atan, 
case ATAN2: return (fn2 eval( atan2, 
eval(e->e.o.left), eval(e->e.o.right»); 
case CEIL: return (fn1 eval( ceil, 
eval(e->e.o.right»); -








return (fn1_eval( exp, 
return (fnl_eval( fabs, 
return (fn1_eval( floor, 
case HYPOT: return (fn2 eval( hypot, 
eval(e->e.o.left), eval(e->e.o.right»); 
case LOG: return (fn1 eval( log, 
eval(e->e.o.right»); -
case LOG10: return (fn1_eval( log10, 
eval(e->e.o.right») ; 
case POW: return (fn2 eval( pow, 
eval(e->e.o.left), eval(e->e.o.right»); 
case SIN: return (fn1 eval( sin, 
eval(e->e.o.right»)j -














temp = eval(e->e.o.right); 






return (finfunc (e->op,eval (e->e.o.left) , 
eval(e->e.o.right->e.o.left) , 
eval(e->e.o.right->e.o.right))); 
case HOUR: return (dotime(HOUR, 
eval(e->e.o.right))) ; 
case MINUTE: return (dotime(MINUTE, 
eval(e->e.o.right))) ; 
case SECOND: return (dotime(SECOND, 
eval(e->e.o.right))); 
case MONTH: return (dotime(MONTH, 
eval(e->e.o.right))) i 
case DAY: return (dotime(DAY, 
eval(e->e.o.right))); 
case YEAR: return (dotime(YEAR, 
eval(e->e.o.right))); 
case NOW: return (dotime(NOW, (double)O.O)); 
case STON: return 
(doston(seval(e->e.o.right))); 
case EQS: return 
(doeqs (seval (e->e.o.right) ,seval(e->e.o.left))); 
case LMAX: return dolmax(e) ; 
case LMIN: return dolmin(e) ; 
case NVAL: return 
(donval(seval(e->e.o.left) ,eval(e->e.o.right))); 











exprerr = 1; 
return((double)O.O) ; 
/* Quiet a questionable 
eval fpe() /* Trap for FPE errors in eval */ { -
longjmp(fpe_save, 1); 
} 
double fnl eval(fn, arg) 






errno = 0; 




double fn2 eval(fn, argl, arg2) 
double (*fn) () ; 




errno = 0; 
res = (*fn) (argl, arg2); 
if (errno) 
eval_fpe () ; 
return res; 
j* 
* Rules for string functions: 
* Take string arguments which they xfree. 




register char *Sl, *s2; 
{ 
register char *p; 
char *argl, *arg2; 
if (lsI && Is2) 
return (0) ; 
argl = sl ? sl : ""; 
arg2 = s2 ? s2 : ""; 
p = xmalloc((unsigned) (strlen(argl)+strlen(arg2)+1»; 
(void) strcpy(p, argl); 
(void) strcat(p, arg2); 
} 
if (sl) 
xfree (sl) ; 
if (s2) 
xfree(s2) ; 








tp = ctime(&tloc); 
tp[24] = 0; 
p = xmalloc((unsigned)25); 
(void) strcpy(p, tp); 







char buff [1024] ; 
char *p; 
if (! fmtstr) 
return(O); 
(void) sprintf (buff, fmtstr, v); 
p = xmalloc((unsigned) (strlen(buff)+l»; 
(void) strcpy(p, buff); 
xfree(fmtstr) ; 
} 
return (p) ; 
/* 
* Given a command name and a value, run the command with 
the given value and 
* read and return its first output line (only) as an 
allocated string, always 
* a copy of prevstr, which is set appropriately first 
unless external 
* functions are disabled, in which case the previous value 
is used. The 
* handling of prevstr and freeing of command is tricky. 
Returning an 
* allocated string in all cases, even if null, insures cell 
expressions are 




do ext (command, value) 
char * command; 
double value; 
{ 
error ("Warning: External functions unavailable on VMS"); 
if (command) 
xfree (command) ; 
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return (strcpy (xmalloc ((unsigned) 1), "\0"»; 
} 
#else /* VMS */ 
char * 




static char *prevstr 
char buff [1024] ; 
permanently alloc */ 
o· , /* previous result */ 
/* command line/return, not 
if (lprevstr) { 
} 
prevstr = xmalloc((unsigned)l); 
*prevstr = 0; 
if (!extfunc) { 
error (IIWarning: external functions disabled; using 
%s value", 
prevstr ? "previous" : "null"); 
if (command) xfree (command); 
} else { 
if (prevstr) xfree (prevstr); /* no longer 
needed */ 
prevstr = 0; 
if ((! command) I I (! *command» { 
error ("Warning: external function given null 
command name"); 
if (command) xfree (command); 
} else { 
FILE *pp; 
(void) sprintf (buff, "%s %g", command, value); 
/* build cmd line */ 
xfree (command); 
error ("Running external function ... "); 
(void) refresh(); 
if ((pp = popen (buff, "r"» == (FILE *) NULL) 




error ("Warning: running \"%s\" failed", 
else { 
if (fgets (buff, 1024, pp) == NULL) one 







buff[1023] = 0; 
if (cp = strchr (buff, '\n')) 
contains newline 
*cp = 0; end 
string there 
(void) strcpy (prevstr = 
xmalloc «unsigned) (strlen (buff) 
+ 1)), buff); 
save alloc'd copy 
} 
(void) pclose (pp); 
*/ 
} else 
} /* else */ 
} /* else */ 
return (strcpy (xmalloc «unsigned) (strlen (prevstr) + 
1) ), prevstr)); 
} 
#endif /* VMS */ 
/* 
* Given a string representing a column name and a value 
which is a column 
* number, return the selected cell's string value, if any. 
Even if none, 
* still allocate and return a null string so the cell has a 
label value so 
* the expression is saved in a file, etc. 
*/ 
char * 




struct ent *ep; 
char *label; 
label = (ep = getent (colstr, rowdoub)) ? (ep -> label) 
" " . , 





* Substring: Note that vI and v2 are one-based to users, 
but zero-based 
* when calling this routine. 
*/ 
char * 
dosubstr(s, vI, v2) 
char *s; 
register int vl,v2; 
{ 
register char *sl, *s2; 
char *p; 
if (! s) 
return(O) ; 
if (v2 >= 
v2 
strlen (s)) 
strlen (s) - 1; 
if (vI < 0 I I vI > v2) { 
return null string */ 
xfree(s) ; 
} 
p = xmalloc«unsigned)l); 
p[O] = 0; 
return (p) ; 
/* past end */ 
/* to end */ 
/* out of range, 
s2 = P = xmalloc«unsigned) (v2-vl+2)); 
sl = &s[v1]; 
} 
for(; vI <= v2; sl++, s2++, vl++) 
*s2 = *sl; 
*s2 = 0; 
xfree(s) ; 
return (p) ; 
char * 
seval(se) 
register struct enode *se; 
{ 
register char *p; 
if (se==O) return 0; 
switch (se->op) { 
case 0 SCONST: p 
xmalloc«unsigned) (strlen(se->e.s)+l)); 
(void) strcpy(p, se->e.s); 
return (p) ; 
case 0 VAR: { 
struct ent *ep; 
ep = se->e.v.vp; 
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(void) strcpy(p, ep->label); 
return (p) ; 
case '#': return (docat (seval (se->e.o.left) , 
seval(se->e.o.right))) ; 
case 'f': return(seval(se->e.o.right)); 










{ register r,c; 
register maxr, maxc; 
register minr, minc; 
maxr se->e.o.right->e.r.right.vp -> row; 
maxc = se->e.o.right->e.r.right.vp -> col; 
minr = se->e.o.right->e.r.left.vp -> row; 
minc = se->e.o.right->e.r.left.vp -> col; 
if (minr>maxr) r maxr, maxr minr, minr 
if (minc>maxc) c = maxc, maxc = minc, minc 
return dostindex(eval(se->e.o.left), minr, 
minc, maxr, maxc); 
} 
case EXT: return(doext(seval(se->e.o.left), 
eval(se->e.o.right))); 
case SVAL: return(dosval(seval(se->e.o.left), 
eval(se->e.o.right))); 
case SUBSTR: return(dosubstr(seval(se->e.o.left), 
(int)eval(se->e.o.right->e.o.left) - 1, 





error ("Illegal string expression"); 
exprerr = 1; 
return (0) ; 
* The graph formed by cell expressions which use other 
cells's values is not 
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* evaluated "bottom up". The whole table is merely 
re-evaluated cell by cell, 
* top to bottom, left to right, in ReaIEvaIAII(). Each 
cell's expression uses 
* constants in other cells. However, ReaIEvaIAII() notices 
when a cell gets a 
* new numeric or string value, and reports if this happens 
for any cell. 
* EvaIAII() repeats calling ReaIEvaIAII() until there are 
no changes or the 
* evaluation count expires. 
*/ 
int propagation = 10; 
calculation */ 




if (i<l) { 
error("iteration count must be at least 1"); 
propagation = 1; 
} 
else propagation = i; 
} 
EvalAII () { 
int lastcnt, repct = 0; 
while «lastcnt = ReaIEvaIAII()) && (repct++ <= 
propagation)) ; 
if«propagation>l)&& (lastcnt >0 )) 




* Evaluate all cells which have expressions and alter their 
numeric or string 
* values. Return the number of cells which changed. 
*/ 
int 
RealEvalAII () { 
register int i,j; 
int chgct = 0; 
register struct ent *p; 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, eval fpe); 
if(calc_order == BYROWS ) T 
for (i=O; i<=maxrow; i++) 
for (j=O; j<=maxcol; j++) 
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if «p=tbl[i] [j]) && p->expr) RealEvalOne(p,i,j, 
&chgct) i 
} 
else if ( calc_order == BYCOLS ) { 
for (j=Oi j<=maxcoli j++) 
for (i=O; i<=maxrow; i++) 




else error("Internal error calc_order"); 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, quit); 
return (chgct) i 
RealEvalOne(p, i , j, chgct) 
register struct ent *Pi 






if (p->flags & is_strexpr) { 
char *v; 
if (setjmp(fpe save)) { 
error("Floating point exception %s", v_name ( 
v = ""; 
} else { 
v = seval(p->expr); 
} 
if (!v && !p->label) /* Everything's fine */ 
return; 
if (!p->label II !v II strcmp(v, p->label) != 0) 
(*chgct) ++; 
} 
p->flags 1= is_changed; 
if (p->label) 
xfree(p->label) ; 
p->label = v; 
} else { 
} 
double v; 
if (setjmp(fpe_save)) { 
error("Floating point 
v = O.Oj 
} else { 
} 
v = eval (p->expr); 
if (v ! = p- >v) { 
p->v = v; (*chgct)++; 
exception %s", 
} 
p->flags 1= is_changed 1 is_valid; 
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struct enode * 
new(op, a1, a2) 
struct enode *a1, *a2i 
{ 
register struct enode *Pi 
P = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned)sizeof (struct 
enode)) i 
} 
P->op = 0Pi 
p->e.o.left = ali 
p->e.o.right = a2i 
return Pi 
struct enode * 
new_var (op, a1) 
struct ent-ptr ali 
{ 
register struct enode *Pi 
P = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned)sizeof (struct 
enode) ) i 
} 
p->op = 0Pi 
p->e.v = ali 
return Pi 
struct enode * 
new_range (op, al) 
struct range s ali { -
register struct enode *Pi 
p = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned)sizeof (struct 
enode) ) i 
} 
p->op = 0Pi 
p->e.r = ali 
return Pi 




register struct enode *Pi 
p = (struct enode *) xmalloc ((unsigned)sizeof (struct 
enode))i 
} 
p->op = 0Pi 
p->e.k = ali 
return Pi 





register struct enode *Pi 
p = (struct enode *) xmalloc «unsigned)sizeof(struct 
enode) ) i 
} 
p->op = O_SCONSTi 
p->e.s = Si 
return (p) i 
copy (dv1, dv2, v1, v2) 
struct ent *dv1, *dv2, *v1, *v2i 
{ 
int minsr, minsci 
int maxsr, maXSCi 
int mindr, mindci 
int maxdr, maxdci 
int vr, VCi 





if (mindr>maxdr) r 









if (minsr>maxsr) r = maxsr, maxsr minsr, minsr 
if (minsc>maxsc) c = maxsc, maxsc minsc, minsc 
if (maxdr >= MAXROWS II 
maxdc >= MAXCOLS) { 
error ("The table can't be any bigger")i 
return; 
} 
erase area (mindr, mindc, maxdr, maxdc); 
if (mInsr == maxsr && minsc == maxsc) { 
/* Source is a single cell */ 
for(vr = mindr; vr <= maxdri vr++) 





copyrtv(vr, vc, minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc) i 
} else if (minsr == maxsr) { 
/* Source is a single row */ 
for (vr = mindri vr <= maxdri vr++) 
copyrtv(vr, mindc, minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc)i 
} else if (minsc == maxsc) { 
/* Source is a single column */ 
for (vc = mindc; vc <= maxdci vc++) 
copyrtv(mindr, vc, minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc); 
} else { 
/* Everything else */ 





copyrtv(vr, vc, minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc) 
int vr, vc, minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc; 
{ 
} 
register struct ent *p; 
register struct ent *n; 
register int sr, SCi 
register int dr, dc; 
for (dr=vr, sr=minsr; sr<=maxsr; sr++, dr++) 
for (dc=vc, sc=minsc; sc<=maxsc; sC++, dc++) { 
n = lookat (dr, dc); 
(void) clearent(n); 
if (p = tbl [sr] [sc] ) 
copyent( n, p, dr - sr, dc - sc); 
} 
eraser (v1, v2) 




flush saved () ; 
erase-area (v1->row, v1->col, v2->row, v2->col); 
sync refs() i 
/* Goto subroutines */ 
9 free () {-
} 
switch (gs.g type) { 





go last () { -
switch (gs.g type) { 
case G NONE: 
error("Nothing to repeat"); break; 
case G NUM: 
num search(gs.g n); 
break; -
case G CELL: 




/* Don't free the 
string */ 
str search(gs.g s); 
break; -




int row, col; 
{ 
} 
currow = row; 
curcol = col; 
9 free () ; 
gs.g_type = G_CELL; 
gs.g_row currow; 




register struct ent *p; 
register int r,c; 
9 free () ; 
gs.g_type G_NUM; 
gs.g_n = n; 
r = currow; 
c = curcol; 
do { 
if (c < maxcol) 
C++j 
else { 
if (r < maxrow) { 
while(++r < maxrow && row_hidden[r]) /* */j 
c = 0; 
} 
} else { 
} 
r 0; 
c = 0; 
if (r == currow && c == curcol) { 
error("Number not found"); 
return; 
} 
p tbl [r] [c] ; 
} while (col_hidden[c] 
is_valid) 
II !p II p && (! (p- >flags & 
I I 
I I 








register struct ent *p; 
register int r,c; 
char *tmp; 
#if defined (BSD42) I I defined (BSD43) 
if ((tmp = re_comp(s)) != (char *)0) { 
xfree(s) ; 




#if defined (SYSV2) I I defined (SYSV3) 




error("Invalid search string ll ); 
return; 
9 free () ; 
gs.g_type G_STR; 
gs.g_s = s; 
r = currow; 
C = curcol; 
do { 
if (c < maxcol) 
c++; 
else { 
if (r < maxrow) { 
while(++r < maxrow && row_hidden[r]) /* */; 
c = 0; 
} else { 
} 
r 0; 
c = 0; 
} 
if (r == currow && c == curcol) { 
error("String not found"); 
#if defined (SYSV2) I I defined (SYSV3) 




p tbl [r] [c] ; 
} while (col_hidden [c] II !p II p && (! (p- >label) 
#if defined (BSD42) I I defined (BSD43) 
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/I 
(re exec(p->label) 0»); 
#else 
#if defined(SYSV2) I I defined (SYSV3) 
II (regex(tmp, 
p->label) == (char *)0»); 
#else 
II (strcmp(s, 
p->label) != 0»); 
#endif 
#endif 
currow = r; 
curcol = C; 
#if defined (SYSV2) I I defined (SYSV3) 
free (tmp) ; 
#endif 
} 
fill (vI, v2, start, inc) 
struct ent *vl, *v2; 
double start, inc; 
{ 
register r,c; 
register struct ent *n; 
int maxr, maxc; 





if (minr>maxr) r = maxr, maxr = minr, minr 
if (minc>maxc) c = maxc, maxc = minc, minc 
if (maxr >= MAXROWS) maxr MAXROWS-l; 
if (maxc >= MAXCOLS) maxc = MAXCOLS-l; 
if (minr < 0) minr 0; 
if (minr < 0) minr = 0; 
FullUpdate++; 
if( calc order == BYROWS ) { 
for (r =-minr; r<=maxr; r++) 
} 
for (c = minc; c<=maXCi c++) { 
n = lookat (r, C)i 
(void) clearent(n); 
n->v = start; 
start += inc; 
} 
n->flags 1= (is_changed I is_valid) ; 
else if ( calc order == BYCOLS ) { 
for (c = minc;-c<=maxc; c++) 
for (r = minr; r<=maxr; r++) { 








n->v = start; 
start += inc; 
n->flags 1= (is_changedlis_valid); 
else error(" Internal error calc_order"); 
let (v, e) 
struct ent *v; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
double val; 
exprerr = 0; 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, eval_fpe); 
if (setjmp(fpe_save» { 
error ("Floating point exception in cell %s", 
v name (v->row, v->col»; 
} 
- val = 0.0; 
} else { 
val = eval(e); 
} 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, quit); 




if (constant(e» { 
if (! loading) 
} 
v->v val * prescale; 
else 
v->v val; 










v- >expr = e; 
v->flags 1= (is_changed I is_valid) ; 
v->flags &= -is_strexpr; 
changed++; 
modflg++; 
slet (v, se, flushdir) 
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struct ent *v; 




exprerr = 0; 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, eval fpe); 
if (setjmp(fpe_save)) { -
error ("Floating point exception in cell %s", 
v_name (v->row, v->col)); 
} 
p - "H. 
} else-{ , 
p = seval(se); 
} 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, quit); 




if (constant(se)) { 
} 
label (v, P, flushdir); 
if (p) 
xfree (p) ; 
efree(se) ; 
if (v->flags & is strexpr) { 
efree (v->expr); 
v->expr = 0; 
} 
v->flags &= -is_strexpr; 
return; 
efree (v->expr); 
v->expr = se; 
v->flags 1= (is_changedlis_strexpr); 
if (flushdir<O) v->flags 1= is_leftflush; 











if (arg > MAXROWS-2) { 
} 














if (arg > MAXCOLS-2) { 




col_hidden [arg] 1· , 
clearent (v) 
struct ent *v; 
{ 
} 
if (1 v) 
return; 
label (v, II II , -1) ; 
v->v = 0; 
if (v- >expr) 
efree (v- >expr) ; 
v->expr = 0; 
v->flags 1= (is_changed); 








register struct enode *e; 
return «e == 0) I I «e -> op) O_CONST) 
I I «e - > op) O_SCONST) 
I I « (e - > op) 1 = ° VAR) 
&& «(e -> op) & REDUCE) 1= REDUCE) 
&& constant (e -> e.o.left) 
&& constant (e -> e.o.right) 
&& (e -> op 1= EXT) /* functions look like 
constants but aren't */ 
&& (e -> op 1= NVAL) 
&& (e -> op 1= SVAL) 
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&& (e -> op != NOW»); 
} 
efree (e) 
register struct enode *e; 
{ 
if (e) { 





&& (e->op & REDUCE) 
efree(e->e.o.left) ; 
efree(e->e.o.right) ; 
!= REDUCE) { 
if (e->op == 0 SCONST && e->e.s) 
xfree(e->e~s) ; 
xfree «char *)e); 
label (v, s, flushdir) 
register struct ent *Vj 
register char *s; 
{ 
if (v) { 
if (flushdir==O && v->flags&is_valid) { 
register struct ent *tv; 
if (v->col>O && 
«tv=lookat(v->row,v->col-l»->flags&is valid) ==0) 
v = tv, flushdir = 1; -
else if «(tv=lookat 
(v->row,v->col+l»->flags&is valid) ==0) 
v = tv, flushdir = -1; 
} 
} 
else flushdir = -1; 
} 
if (v- >label) xfree ( (char *) (v- >label) ) ; 
if (s && s[O]) { 
v- >label = xmalloc «unsigned) (strlen (s) +1) ) ; 
(void) strcpy (v->label, s); 
} else 
v->label = 0; 
if (flushdir<O) v->flags 1= is_leftflush; 




struct ent~tr v; 
{ 
register struct range *r; 
if (!v. vp) (void) sprintf (line+linelim, "VAR?") ; 
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else if (r = find range«char *)0, 0, v.vp, v.vp)) 
(void)sprintf(line+linelim, "%S", r->r_name); 
else 
(void)sprintf (line+linelim, "%s%s%s%d", 
v.vf & FIX COL? "$" 1111 
} 
coltoa(v.vp->col) , 
v.vf & FIX ROW? "$" 
v.vp->row); 







static char rname[3]; 
register char *p = rname; 
if (col > 25) { 
} 
*p++ = col/26 + 'A' - 1; 
col %= 26; 
*p++ = col+ 'A' ; 
*p = 0; 
return(rname); 
1111 
* To make list elements come out in the same order 
* they were entered, we must do a depth-first eval 




struct enode *p; 
{ 
} 
if (!p) return; 
decompile list(p->e.o.left); 
decompile(p->e.o.right, 0); 
line [linelim++] " '; 
decompile(e, priority) 
register struct enode *e; { 
register char *s; 
if (e) { 
int mypriority; 
switch (e->op) { 
default: mypriority = 99; break; 
case '?': mypriority 1; break; 
case ,.,. mypriority 2; break; 
case' I': mypriority 3; break; 
case '&': mypriority 4; break; 
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/* depth first */ 
break; 
*s++; ) ; 
case ' < ' : case ' =' : case ' >' : mypriority 6; break; 
case ' +' : case ' - , : case '#' : mypriority 8; break; 
case ' * , : case ' / ' : case I g..., • o • mypriority 10; 
case ,A,. mypriority = 12; break; 
} 
if (mypriority<priority) line [linelim++] = '('; 
switch (e->op) { 
case 'f': for (s="fixed "; line [linelim++] 
case 'm': 
case , -, . 
case 'v' : 
linelim- -; 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 30); 
break; 
line [linelim++] = '-ii 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 30); 
break; 
line [linelim++] = '-ii 






























linelim += strlen (line+linelim); 
break; 
(void)sprintf (line+linelim, 
linelim += strlen(line+linelim) ; 
break; 
' + ' : range_arg( "@sum(" , e) ; break; 
' * , : range_arg( "@prod (" , e) ; break; 
'a' : range_arg( "@avg (" , e) ; break; 
' s ' : range_arg( "@stddev (" , e) ; break; 
MAX: range_arg( "@max (" , e) ; break; 
MIN: range_arg( "@min(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@acos(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@asin (" , e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@atan (" , e) ; break; 
two_arg( "@atan2(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@ceil(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@cos(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@exp (" , e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@fabs(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@floor (" , e) ; break; 
two_arg( "@hypot(", e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@In ( " , e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@log (" , e) ; break; 
two_arg( "@pow(" , e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@sin ( " , e) ; break; 
one_arg( "@sqrt(", e) ; break; 
































one arg( "@dtr(", e); break; 
one=arg( "@rtd(", e); break; 
one arg( "@rnd(", e); break; 
one=arg ( "@hour ( ", e); break; 
one arg ( "@minute (", e); break; 
one=arg ( "@second ( ", e); break; 
one arg ( "@month (", e); break; 
one-arg ( "@day (", e); break; 
one - arg ( "@year (", e); break; 
one - arg ( "@date (", e); break; 
one - arg ( "@ston ( ", e); break; 
two=arg ( n@fmt (n, e); break; 
two_arg ( "@eqs (", e); break; 
for ( s = "@now"; line [linelim++] 
linelim- -; 
break; 
list arg ("@max ( ", e); break; 
list - arg ( "@min (", e); break; 
thre~ arg("@fv(", e); break; 
three - arg ("@pv (", e); break; 
three - arg ("@pmt (", e); break; 
two arg ("@nval (", e); break; 
two=arg ("@sval (", e); break; 
two arg("@ext(", e); break; 
thr~e arg ("@substr (", e); break; 
index - arg ("@stindex (", e); break; 
index - arg ("@index (", e); break; 
index=arg ("@lookup (", e); break; 
decompile (e->e.o.left, mypriority); 
line [linelim++] = e->op; 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 
break; 
if (mypriority<priority) line [linelim++] 
} else line[linelim++] = '?'; 
, ) , ; 
} 
index arg(s, e) 
char *s; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
for (; line [linelim++] *s++;); 
linelim- -; 
} 
decompile ( e-> e.o.left, 0 ); 
range_arg(", ", e->e.o.right); 
list arg(s, e) 
char-*s; 
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struct enode *e; 
{ 
} 
for (; line [linelim++] 
linelim- -; 
*s++;) ; 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ','; 
decompile_list (e->e.o.left) ; 
line[linelim - 1] = ') '; 
one arg(s, e) 
char *s; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
} 
for (; line [linelim++] *s++;); 
linelim- -; 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ') '; 
two arg(s,e) 
char *s; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
} 
for (; line [linelim++] = *s++;); 
linelim- -; 
decompile (e->e.o.left, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ','; 
decompile (e->e.o.right, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ') '; 
three arg(s,e) 
char *s; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
} 
for (; line [linelim++] = *s++;); 
linelim--; 
decompile (e->e.o.left, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ','; 
decompile (e->e.o.right->e.o.left, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ','; 
decompile (e->e.o.right->e.o.right, 0); 
line [linelim++] = ') '; 
range arg(s,e) 
char *s; 
struct enode *e; 
{ 
struct range *r; 
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} 
for (; line [linelim++] = *s++;); 
linelim--; 
if (r = find_range((char *)0, 0, e->e.r.left.vp, 
e->e.r.right.vp» { 
(void) sprintf (line+linelim, "%s", r->r_name); 
linelim += strlen(line+linelim); 
} else { 
} 
decodev (e->e.r.left); 
line [linelim++] = 1:1; 
decodev (e->e.r.right); 
line [linelim++] = I) I; 
editv (row, col) 
int row, col; 
{ 
} 
register struct ent *p; 
p = lookat (row, col); 
(void) sprintf (line, "let %s =" v_name (row, col»; 
linelim = strlen(line); 
if (p->flags & is_strexpr I I p->expr == 0) { 
(void)sprintf (line+linelim, "%.15g", p->v); 
linelim += strlen (line+linelim); 
} else { 
editexp (row, col) ; 
} 
editexp (row, col) 
int row, col; 
{ 
} 
register struct ent *p; 
p = lookat (row, col); 
decompile (p->expr, 0); 
line [linelim] = 0; 
edits (row, col) 
int row, col; 
{ 
register struct ent *p; 
p = lookat (row, col); 
(void)sprintf (line, "%sstring %s = ", 
((p->flags&is_leftflush) ? "left" 
"right") , 
v name (row, col»; 
linelim strlen(line); 




} else if (p->label) { 
(void)sprintf (line+linelim, "\"%s\"", p->label); 
linelim += strlen (line+linelim); 
} else { 
} 
(void)sprintf (line+linelim, "\""); 
linelim += 1; 
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LEX.C 
















#include "gram tab.h" 
typedef union T 
int ivaI; 
double fval; 
struct ent *ent; 
struct enode *enode; 
char *sval; 
struct range s rval; 
} YYSTYPE; -
extern YYSTYPE yylval; 
extern int VMS read raw; 
#else /* VMS-*/ -
#include "y.tab.h" 
#endif /* VMS */ 
char *strtof(); 
jrnp buf wakeup; 
jrnp-buf fpe buf; - -




struct key experres[] { 
#include "experres.h" 
0 , O}; 




0, O} j 
#define ctl(x) ('x'&037) 
yylex () 
{ 
register char *p = line+linelimj 
int retj 
while (isspace(*p» p++j 
if (*p==O) ret = -lj 
else if (isalpha(*p» { 
char *tokenst = pj 
register tokenlj 
register struct key *tblpj 
tokenl = OJ 
/* 
* This picks up either 1 or 2 alpha characters (a 
column) or 
* tokens with at least three leading alphas and I_I 
or digits 
* (a function or token or command or a range name) 
*/ 
while (isalpha(*p) I I ((*p 
&& (tokenl > 2» { 




if (tokenl <= 2) { /* a COL is 1 or 2 char alpha 
(and not pi or In!) */ 
if (tokenl == 2 && tokenst[O] == 'pI && 
tokenst [1] , i') { 
ret = K PIj 
} else if (tokenl 2 && tokenst [0] '1' && 
tokenst [1] 'n') { 
ret = K_LNj 
} else if (tokenl 
tokenst[l] 'v' ) { 
2 && tokenst [0] If' && 
ret = K_FVj 
} else if (tokenl 
tokenst[l] 'v' ) { 
2 && tokenst[O] 'pI && 
ret = K_PVj 
} else { 
ret = COLj 




ret = WORDj 




&& tblp->key[tokenl] ==0) { 
register i = Ii 
while (i<tokenl && 
((tokenst[i]A t blp->key[i])&0137)==0) 
} 
i++· 
if (i>=tokenl) { 
} 
ret = tblp->vali 
breaki 
if (ret==WORD) { 
struct range *ri 
if (r = find range (tokenst, tokenl, 
- (struct ent *)0, (struct 




yylval.rval.left = r->r_lefti 




ret = VARi 
} else { 
linelim = p-linei 
yyerror ("Unintelligible word"); 
} 
} else if ((*p 1.1) II isdigit(*p)) { 
double v = 0; 
int temp; 
char *nstart = Pi 
if (*p ! = I. I) { 
} 
do v = v*10 + (double) (*p- 10 1) i 
while (isdigit(*++p)) i 
if (*p==I.1 II *p == lei II *p == lEI) { 
ret = FNUMBERi 
P = strtof(nstart, &yylval.fval) i 
} else { 
/* A NUMBER must hold at least MAXROW and MAXCOL 
/* This is consistent with a short row and col 
in struct ent */ 
if (v > (double)32767 I I v < (double)-32768) { 
ret = FNUMBERi 
yylval.fval = Vi 
} else { 
temp = (int)v; 
if((double)temp != v) { 
ret = FNUMBERi 
yylval.fval = Vi 
} else { 








} else if (*p=='''') { 
char *ptr; 
ptr = p+l; 
tempi 
while(*ptr && *ptr++ != ''''); 
ptr = xmalloc((unsigned) (ptr-p)); 
yylval.sval = ptr; 
p += 1; 
while (*p && *p!='''') *ptr++ = *p++; 
*ptr = 0; 
if (*p) p += 1; 
ret = STRING; 
} else if (*p==' [I) { 
while (*p && *p!='] ') p++; 
if (*p) p++; 
linelim = p-line; 
return yylex () ; 
} else ret = *p++; 
linelim = p-line; 
return ret; 
* Given a token string starting with a symbolic column name 
and its valid 
* length, convert column name ("A"-"Z" or "AA"-"ZZ") to a 
column number (O-N). 
* Never mind if the column number is illegal (too high) . 
The procedure's name 
* and function are the inverse of coltoa(). 
* 








register int COli 
col = (string [0] & 0137) - 'A'; 
if (len == 2) /* has second char */ 
col = ((col + 1) * 26) + ((string [1] & 0137) -




#if defined(BSD42) I I defined (SYSIII) I I defined (BSD43) 
#define N_KEY 4 
struct key_map { 
char *k str; 




char *tgetstr() i 
char *getenv(); 
char *kSi 
char ks buf[20]; 
char *kei 
char ke_buf[20] i 
#ifdef TIOCSLTC 
struct ltchars old chars, new_chars; 
#endif 
char dont use[] = { 
ctl(z), 
ctl ( [) , 
ctl (h) , 
ctl(t), 





ctl (r) , 
ctl (m) , 
ctl(v) , 
ctl(l), 
ctl (j ) , 





ctl (b) , 
ctl (n) , 
ctl (a) , 
register struct key map *kPi 
register i,j; -
char *p = keyarea; 
char *ktmp; 
ctl(c), ctl (f) , ctl (g) , 
ctl (p) , ctl (q) , ctl(s), 
ctl (i) , ctl (w) , 0, 
static char buf[1024]; /* Why do I have to do this 
again? */ 
if (tgetent(buf, getenv("TERM"» <= 0) 
return; 
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kIn[O].k str tgetstr("kl", 
kIn [1] . k - str tgetstr ("kr" , 
kIn [2] .k=str tgetstr("ku", 
kIn[3].k str tgetstr("kd", 
ktmp = tgetstr (Ilks ", &p) ; 
if (ktmp) { 
&p); kIn [ 0 J . k val 
&p) i kIn [ 1] . k - val 
&p) i kIn [2] . k - val 
&p); kIn [3] . k = val 
(void) strcpy(ks buf, ktmp); 
ks = ks buf; -
tputs(kS, I, charout); 
} 
ktmp = tgetstr("ke",&p); 
if (ktmp) { 
} 
(void) strcpy(ke buf, 
ke = ke_bufi -
ktmp) ; 
ctl (b) ; 
ctl(f); 
ctl (p) ; 
ctl (n) ; 
/* Unmap arrow keys which conflict with our ctl keys 
*/ 
/* Ignore unset, longer than length I, and 1-1 mapped 
keys */ 
for (i = 0; i < N_KEYi i++) { 
kp = &kIn [iJ ; 
if (kp->k_str && (kp->k_str[l] == 0) && 
(kp->k str[O] != kp->k val)) 
- for (j = 0; dont use[j] 1= 0; j++) 
} 
if (kp->k_str[O] == dont_use[j]) { 




(void)ioctl(fileno(stdin), TIOCGLTC, (char 
*)&old chars); 
new chars = old chars; 
if (old chars.t-lnextc == ctl(v)) 
new-chars.t-lnextc = -1; 
if (old=chars.t=rprntc == ctl(r)) 
new_chars.t_rprntc = -1; 




kbd again () { -
if (ks) 
tputs(ks, I, charout); 
#ifdef TIOCSLTC 
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tputs(ke, 1, charout); 
#ifdef TIOCSLTC 






register int c; 
register struct key_map *kp; 
register struct key_map *biggest; 
register int i,j; 
int almost; 
int maybe; 
static char dumpbuf[10]; 
static char *dumpindex; 
#ifdef SIGVOID 
void time out () ; 
#else -
int time out(); 
#endif -
/* 




c=getchar() & Ox7f; 
if (recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock effect[u.id]»O) { - -
getyx(sc_wn,i,j); 
handle master request (u.lock effect [u.id] ); 
wmove(sc wn,i~j); -





c getchar() & Ox7f; 
#else 




biggest = 0; 
almost = 0; 
for (kp = &km[O]; kp < &km[N KEY]; kp++) { 
if (!kp->k_str) -
continue; 
if (c == kp->k_str[kp->k_index]) { 
almost = 1; 
} 
kp->k index++; 
if (kp->k str[kp->k index] == 0) { 
c = kp->k val; -
} 
for (kp =-&km[O]; kp < &km[N_KEY]; kp++) 
kp->k index = 0; 
return(c); 
if (!biggest && kp->k index) 
biggest = kp; -
else if (kp->k index && biggest->k_index < 
kp->k index) -
- biggest = kp; 
} 
} 
if (almost) { 
} 
(void) signal (SIGALRM, time_out); 
(void) alarm (1) ; 
if (setjmp(wakeup) == 0) { 
maybe = nmgetch(); 
(void) alarm (0) ; 
return (maybe) ; 
} 
if (biggest) { 
} 
for (i = 0; i<biggest->k index; i++) 
dumpbuf[i] = biggest~>k str[i]; 
dumpbuf [i++] = c; -
dumpbuf[i] = 0; 
dumpindex = &dumpbuf[l]; 
for (kp = &km[O]; kp < &km[N_KEY]; kp++) 
kp->k index = 0; 
return (dumpbuf[O]); 

















* This converts a floating point number of the form 
* [s]ddd[.d*] [esd*] where s can be a + or - and e is E or 
e. 
* to floating point. 













void (*sig save) () ; 
#else -
int (*sig_save) () ; 
#endif 
sig save = signal (SIGFPE, fpe_trap); 
if (setjmp(fpe buf» { 
error("Floating point exception\n"); 
*res = 0.0; 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, sig_save); 
return (p) ; 
} 
acc = 0.0; 
sign = 1; 
exp = 0; 
exps = 1; 
if (*p == '+') 
p++; 
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else if (*p == '_I) { 
p++; 
sign = -1; 
} 
while (isdigit(*p)) { 
} 
if 
ace = ace * 10.0 + (double) (*p - '0'); 
p++; 
(*p Ie' I I *p I I 'E') { 
p++; 
if (*p -- ' +' ) 
p++; 
else if (*p == '-') { 
p++; 




exp = exp * 10 + (*p - '0'); 
p++; 
} 
if (*p== '.') { 




ace += (*p - '0') * fpos; 
fpos *= 1.0/10.0; 
p++; 
} 
if (*p == Ie' II *p 
exp = 0; 
, E') { 
exps = 1; 
p++; 
if (*p == '+') 
p++; 
else if (*p == '-') { 
p++; 
exps = -1; 
} 
while(isdigit(*p)) { 




if (exp) { 
} 
if (exps > 0) 
else 
while (exp- - ) 
ace *= 10.0; 
while (exp- - ) 
ace *= 1.0/10.0; 
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} 




(void) signal (SIGFPE, sig_save); 














static struct range *rng_base; 
add range(name, left, right, is_range) 
char *name; 
struct ent~tr left, right; 
int is range; { -
struct range *r; 
register char *p; 
int len; 
int minr,minc,maxr,maxc; 
int minrf, mincf, maxrf, maxcf; 
if (left.vp->row < right.vp->row) { 
minr left.vp->row; minrf = left.vf & FIX_ROW; 
maxr right.vp->rowj maxrf = right.vf & FIX_ROW; 




right.vp->row; minrf = right.vf & FIX_ROW; 
left.vp->row; maxrf = right.vf & FIX_ROW; 
if (left.vp->col < right.vp->col) { 
minc left.vp->col; mincf = left.vf & FIX COL; 
maxc right.vp->colj maxcf = right.vf & FIX_COL; 




right.vp->colj mincf = right.vf & FIX_COL; 
left.vp->col; maxcf = left.vf & FIX_COL; 
left.vp = lookat(minr, minc); 
left.vf = minrf I mincf; 
right.vp lookat(maxr, maxc); 
right.vf = maxrf I maxcf; 
if (find range (name, strlen(name), (struct ent *)0, 
(struct ent *)0)) { 
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} 
error("Error: range name already defined"); 
xfree (name) ; 
return; 
if (strlen(name) <= 2) { 
} 
error("Invalid range name - too short"); 
xfree (name) ; 
return; 
for (p=name, len=O; *p; p++, len++) 
if (1 ((isalpha(*p) && (len<=2» I I 
((isdigit (*p) II isalpha (*p) II (*p 
(len>2»» { 






r = (struct range *)xmalloc((unsigned)sizeof(struct 
range) ) ; 
} 
r->r name = name; 
r->r left = left; 
r->r=right = right; 
r->r_next = rng_base; 
r->ryrev = 0; 
r->r_is_range = is_range; 
if (rng base) 
rng=base->ryrev = r; 
rng_base = r; 
del range (left, right) 
struct ent *left, *right; 
{ 
register struct range *r; 
int minr,minc,maxr,maxc; 
minr = left->row < right->row ? left->row 
minc left->col < right->col ? left->col 
maxr left->row > right->row ? left->row 
maxc left->col > right->col ? left->col 
left lookat(minr, minc); 












r->ryrev->r_next = r->r_next; 
else 
rng base = r->r next; 
xfree((char *) (r->r-name)); 
xfree((char *)r); -
clean range () { -
} 
register struct range *r; 
register struct range *nextr; 
r = rng base; 
rng base = 0; 
while (r) { 
} 
nextr = r->r next; 
xfree((char *) (r->r name)); 
xfree((char *)r); -
r = nextr; 
/* Match on name or lmatch, rmatch */ 
struct range * 
find range(name, len, lmatch, rmatch) 
char-*name; 
int len; 
struct ent *lmatch; 
struct ent *rmatch; 
{ 
struct range *r; 
register char *rp, *np; 
register int c; 
if (name) { 
} 
for (r = rng base; r; r = r->r next) { 
for (np ~ name, rp = r->r name, c = len; 
} 
c && *rp && (*rp *np); 
rp++, np++, c--) /* */; 
if (!c && !*rp) 
return (r) ; 
return (0) ; 
for (r = rng base; r; r= r->r next) { 
if ((lmatch == r->r_left.vp) && (rmatch 






sync ranges ( ) { -
register struct range *ri 
r = rng base; 
while(r) { 
r->r left.vp = lookat(r->r_left.vp->row, 
r->r left.vp~>col); 
- r->r right.vp = lookat(r->r_right.vp->row, 
r->r right.vp->col) ; 
} 
} 




register struct range *r; 
for (r = rng base; r; r = r->r next) { 
(void) f~rintf(f, "define ~"%s\" %s%s%s%d", 
r->r name, 
"$ " : " II , 
"$".""  , 
} 
} 
r->r-left.vf & FIX COL? "$":"", 
coltoa(r->r left.vp->col), 
r->r left.vf & FIX ROW? "$":"", 
r->r-left.vp->row); 
if (r->r is range) -
(void) fprintf (f, ": %s%s%s%d\n" , 
r->r_right.vf & FIX_COL? 
else 
coltoa(r->r right.vp->col), 
r->r_right.vf & FIX_ROW? 
(void) fprintf(f, "\n"); 
list range (f) 
FILE-*f; 
{ 
register struct range *r; 
(void) fprintf (f, "%-30s %s\n\n", "Name", "Definition") ; 
for (r = rng base; r; r = r->r_next) { 
(void) f~rintf(f, "%-30s %s%s%s%d", 
r->r name, 
r->r-left.vf & FIX COL? 
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"$".""  , 
coltoa(r->r left.vp->col), 
r->r left.vf & FIX ROW? "$":"", 
r->r=left.vp->row); 
if (r->r is range) 
(void) fprintf(f, ":%s%s%s%d\n", 
r->r_right.vf & FIX_COL? 
"$"'" " . , 
coltoa(r->r right.vp->col), 
r->r right.vf & FIX ROW? - -
"$" : " " , 
r->r_right.vp->row) ; 
else 




v name (row, col) 
int row, col; 
{ 
} 
struct ent *v; 
struct range *ri 
static char buf[20]; 
v = lookat(row, col); 
if (r = find range((char *)0, 0, v, v)) { 
return(r~>r name) ; 
} else { -
} 
(void) sprintf(buf, "%s%d", coltoa(col), row); 
return (buf) ; 
char * 
r name (rl, cl, r2, c2) 
int rl, cl, r2, c2; 
{ 
struct ent *vl, *v2; 
struct range *r; 
static char buf[lOO]; 
vl = lookat(rl, cl); 
v2 = lookat(r2, c2); 
if (r = find range((char *)0, 0, vl, v2)) { 
return(r~>r name) ; 
} else { -
(void) sprintf(buf, "%s", v_name (rl, cl)); 
(void) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), ":%s", v_name (r2, 
c2) ) ; 




are ranges ( ) { -





GROUPSC A Groupware Spreadsheet Calculator 
Main driver 
* * original none groupware sc by James Gosling, 
September 1982 
* modifications by Mark Weiser and Bruce 
Israel, 
* University of Maryland 
* * More mods Robert Bond, 12/86 
* More mods by Alan Silverstein, 3-4/88, see 
list of changes. 
* * groupsc developed by Frank Morrissey 8/92 













/* used in sc main */ 














u.id=l; /* default to slave process */ 
progname="groupsc"; 




argc- - ; 






/* note that 'm' is used to indicate 
the master */ 
/* process in the group version of 
sc */ 













(void) fprintf (stderr, "%s: 
unrecognized option: \"%c\"\n",progname,argv[O] [1]); 




if (u.id==O) /* master */ 
{ 
} 








printf ("master needs a file name\n"); 
return; 






















if (u.id==O) /* master */ 
master(argv[l]); /* pass the spreadsheet file name 
to the master */ 




user(argv[l]): /* pass the master server name to the 









char action[100] ,mess [110] : 
FILE *master file; 
struct sockaddr_in from: 
set master wn() ; 
users accepted=O: /* must have at least one user before 
exiting *7 
for (i=O:i<MAX USERS:i++) { -
u.user[i]=-l: 




u.lock effect[i] [0]=0; } -
u.user count=O; /* init. user count */ 
setup to accept (5,MASTER PORT,&master soc); 
i=l: - - - -
if (ioctl(master soc,FIONBIO,&i)==-l) { -







new soc=accept(master soc, (struct sockaddr 
*)&from,&fromlen); -
if (new soc!=-l) { -




for (i=o;I<MAX USERS;i++) /* look for a vacant 










i=MAX USERS; -} -
u.user count++; /* increment user count */ 
users accepted++; /* increment # of users 
accepted */ -
*/ 
to user") ; 
/* send new user current copy of the spreadsheet 
strcpy(mess,filename); 
strcat(mess,".temp") ; 
if (! (master file=fopen (mess, "w") ) ) { -
} 
strcat(mess,": could not write file to send 
wprintw(wn,mess); 
(void) wrefresh (wn) ; 
/* terminate user */ 
else 
{ 
/* save current copy of spreadsheet */ 
write fd(master file, 0, O,maxrow,maxcol) ; 
fclose(master fIle); 











user a lock */ 
strcat(mess,":") ; 
strcat(mess,action) ; 
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
/* send file */ 







send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); } -





if (u.user_count==l) /* indicate first user 
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,"0"); 
else -
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,"1"); 
/* update user's of each others status */ 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -
if (i!=u.id && u.user[i]>-l) 
{ 





send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 







itoa(u.lock row[i] ,action); 
strcat(mess~action) ; 
strcat(mess,":") ; 
itoa(u.lock col[i] ,action); 
strcat(mess~action) ; 
strcat(mess,":") ; 
mess [strlen(mess) +1] =0; 
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mess[strlen(mess)]=u.lock type[i]; 
- send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 







/* send other current users status 
strcpy(mess,"a:") ; 
strcat(mess,u.ids) ; 
send msg(u.user[i] ,mess); } -
for (u.id=OiU.id<MAX USERSiU.id++) /* check for 
any user requests */ 
{ 
if (u.user[u.id] >-1) /* check if valid user 
*/ 
{ 
if (recv_msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess»O) /* 
check for request */ 
{ 
a cell */ 
release locked cell */ 
*/ 
other users */ 
if (mess[O]=='x') /* request to lock 
lock cell (mess) ; 
else -
if (mess[O]=='r') /* request to 
release cell (mess) ; 
else -













/* send delete user request to 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -
if (u.user[i]>-l) 









(master file=fopen(filename, "W")) 
- { 
write fd(master file,O,O,maxrow,maxcol); 
- - fclose(master file); 
/* send OK to-user 
requesting save */ 
other users */ 
u.user[i]>-l) 
send_msg(u.user[i] ,mess); 









send msg(u.user[u.id] ,"0"); 





for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -
if (i!=u.id && 
} 
/* send NOT OK to user 
send_msg(u.user[u.id] ,"n"); 
while (users accepted==O I I u.user_count>O); 
endwin () ; -
return; 
} 











while (mess [++i] ! =' : ' ) ; 
type=mess[++i] ; 
lock=l; 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -
} 
if (u.lock row[i]==row && u.lock col [i]==col && 
u.lock=type[i]==type) /* cannot lock */ 
lock=O; 












/* send other users the cell blocked */ 
strcpy (mess, "x: ") ; 
itoa(u.id,wn temp); 
strcat(mess,wn temp); 
strcat (mess, ": ") ; 
itoa(u.lock row[u.id],wn temp); 
strcat(mess~wn temp); -
strcat (mess, ": II) ; 
itoa(u.lock col[u.id],wn temp); 
strcat(mess~wn temp); -
strcat (mess, ": ") ; 
mess [strlen(mess) +1] =0; 
mess[strlen(mess)]=u.lock type [u.id] ; 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++)-{ -
if (i!=u.id && u.user[i]>-l) 
} 
send_msg(u.user[i] ,mess); 







/* change data here */ 
i=-l; 
while (mess [++i] ! =' : ' ) ; 
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} 















strcat(wn temp,u~lock effect[u.id]); 
u.lock effect [u.id] [0]=0; 
strcat(wn temp,":"); 
strcat(wn-temp,&mess[2]) ; 
/* send other users the change to the cell */ 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -





char *master host; { -
int i,j; 
char action[lOO] ,mess[110]; 
FILE *user_file; 
for (i=O;i<MAX USERS;i++) { -
u.user[i]=-l; 




u.lock-effect [i] [0] =0; } -
u.user count=l; /* init. user count */ 
u.user[O]=connect to master(master host,MASTER PORT); 
recv_msg(u.user[O],mess); - -



















action[++j] =mess [++i] i 
} 
while (action [j] ! =0) i 
set user wn() j 
i=atoi (action) j 
user file=fopen ("temp", "w") j 
do -
{ 
j=recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
fwrite(mess,j,l,user_file) i 




/* get message telling if any other users active */ 




readfile ("temp", 0) ; 
i=l; 
ioctl(u.user[u.id] ,FIONBIO,&i); 
help_up=' n' j 







wn_temp [i] =' '; 
wn temp[i]=O; 
strcat (wn temp, "MASTER") ; 
for (i=strlen(wn temp) ji<COLSji++) 
wn_temp [i] =1 '; 
wn temp[i]=Oj 





mvwaddstr(wn,l,O,"USER: CELL LOCKED:"); 
mvwadds t r (wn, 2 , ° , " ---- -----------" ) ; 
mvwaddstr(wn,3,O,"user count: 0"); 






wn temp [i] = ' '; 
wn temp[i]=O; 
strcat(wn temp, "OTHER USER ACTIVITY"); 
for (i=strlen(wn temp);i<COLSii++) 





mvwaddstr(wn,l,O,"USER: CELL LOCKED: CELLS 
AFFECTED:") ; 
} 
mvwadds t r (wn, 2 , 0, " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ") ; 
for (i=0;i<COLS/2-3;i++) 
wn temp [i] = , '; 
wn temp[i] =0; 
strcat (wn temp, "USER "); 
strcat(wn-temp,u.ids) ; 
for (i=strlen(wn temp);i<COLS;i++) 
wn temp [i] =' '; 




wrefresh (wn) ; 
return; 
display users() { -
int i,rowi 
row=2; 
for (i=Oii<MAX USERSii++) { -













if (u.lock type[i]=='E') 
mvwaddstr(wn,row,21,IInone 
else 















wclrtoeol (wn) ; 
mvwaddstr(wn,row,O,"user count: 
itoa(u.user count,wn temp); 
mvwaddstr(wn,row,12,wn temp); } -
else 
if (u.user count<2) { -
} 
wmove(wn,++row,O) ; 










wclrtoeol (wn) ; 







char req, temp [10] ; 
struct ent *p; 
struct ent **t; 
req=mess[O] ; 

















display users() i } -
else 





display users(); } -
else 




while (mess [++j] ! = 1 : 1 ) ; 
u.lock row[i]=atoi(&mess[++j]); 
while (mess [++j] !=I: I); 
u.lock col [i]=atoi(&mess[++j] ); 
while (mess [++j] ! = 1 : I) ; 
u.lock_type[i] =mess [++j] ; 
strcpy(u.lock[i] ,v_name (u.lock_row[i] ,u.lock_col[i])); 
/* inverse blocked cell here */ 
p=lookat(u.lock row[i] ,u.lock col[i]); 
p->block='y'; - -










t=&tbl [j] [k] ; 
if (*t!=O) 
(*t)->affected='f' ; 
strcpy(wn temp, line) ; 






t=&tbl [j] [k] ; 
if (*t!=O && (*t)->affected=='t') 
{ 
strcat(u.lock effect[i],v name(j,k»; 
- -strcat(u.lock effect[i] ,","); } -
} 
if (u.lock_effect [i] [0] !=O) 
u .lock effect [i] [strlen (u .lock effect [i] ) -1] =0; 
*/ 
- } -
display users(); } -
else 
if (req=='r') /* mark a cell released */ 
{ 
i=atoi(mess) ; 
/* un-inverse un-blocked cell here */ 
p=lookat(u.lock row[i] ,u.lock col[i]); 
p->block='r'i - -
/* change data here */ 
j=-l; 
while (mess [++j] !=':'); 
if (mess[j+1] !=O) /* if null data then user hit ESC 
{ 




(void) yyparse () ; 
linelim=ji 
strcpy(line,wn temp); } -








EvalAII () ; 
if (help up=='n') 
update () ; 
display users(); } -
else 
if (req=='s') /* another user has saved the spreadsheet 
{ 
strcpy(wn temp, "user II); 
wn_temp[S]=mess[O] ; 
wn temp[6]=0; 
strcat(wn_temp," has saved the spreadsheetl"); 
error (wn temp) ; } -
return; 
/* display other cells affected by locked cell */ 




char temp [100] ; 






p=&tbl [i) [j] ; 
if (*pl=O) 
{ 





strcpy (temp, line) ; 
if (temp[O]=='@') 
{ 
if (within range(lock,temp» { -
(*p)->affected='t' ; 
set locked cell effects (v name(i,j»; 









while «temp[++x]>='A' && 
temp [x] <= ' z') I I 
(temp[x]>='O' && 
temp [x] <= ' 9 ' ) ) ; 
z=x-y; 




set locked cell effects (v name(i,j»; 
- - - - } 
else 
if (temp [x] 1=0) 
{ 
while (temp [++x] 1=0 && 
I «temp[x]>='A' 
&& temp [x] <=' z') II 










x- - . ,
while (temp [x] 1=0); 
(temp[x]>='O' 







while (cell [++x] < ' 0 ' I I cell [x] >' 9' ) ; 
i=atoi(&cell[x]); 
x=-l; 




while (range[++x]<'O' I I range[x]>'9'); 
si=atoi(&range[x]) ; 
while (range [++x] < 'A' II range [x] >' Z'); 
ej=cal letter val(&range[x]); 
while (range [++x] <'0' I I range[x]>'9'); 
ei=atoi(&range[x]) ; 
if (si<=i && i<=ei && sj<=j && j<=ej) 
return (1) ; 
else 






i=temp [0] - 65; 








struct sockaddr in sin, from; 
sin. sin family=AF INET; 
sin.sin-addr.s addr=INADDR ANY; 
sin.sin~ort=htons(port); -
*skt=socket(AF INET,SOCK STREAM, 0) ; 
error check(*skt,"net setup anon listener socket"); 
rc=bind(*skt, (struct sockaddr *)&sin,sizeof(sin)); 
error_check (*skt, "net_setup_listener bind"); 
rc=listen(*skt,backlog) ; 
error_check (rc, "net_setup_listener listen"); 
return; 





struct sockaddr in listener; 











bcopy«void *)hp->h addr, (void 
*)&listener.sin addr,hp~>h length); 
listener.sin_family=hp~>h_addrtype; 
listener.sin-F0rt=htons(port); 
s=socket(AF INET,SOCK STREAM, 0) ; 
error check(s,"net connect to server socket"); 
rc=connect(s, (struct sockaddr-
*)&listener,sizeof(listener» ; 
error check(rc,"net connect to server connect"); 




























while (buf [i] 1=':'); 
buf[i]=O; 

















































#define MAXROWS 200 
#define MAXCOLS 40 
SC.H 
#define RES COL 4 /* columns reserved for row numbers */ 
#define RESROW 3 /* rows reserved for prompt, error, and 
column numbers */ 
#define DEFWIDTH 10 /* Default column width and precision */ 
#define DEFPREC 2 
/* gfm area */ 
#define RECV OK 0 
#define RECV-EOF -1 
#define MASTER PORT 5001 
#define MAX_USERS 5 
struct user array { -
int id; 
char ids[10]; 
int user count; 
int user1MAX USERS] ; 
char lock[MAX USERS] [5]; 
int lock row[MAx USERS] ; 
int lock-col[MAX-USERS]; 
char lock type [MAx USERS]; 
char lock-effect [MAx USERS] [40]; 
} u; - -
WINDOW *wn; 
WINDOW *sc wn; 
int WNLINES; 
char wn temp [100] ; 
char help_up; 
char *sys errlist[]; 
/* gfm area end */ 
/* 
#define error wmove(sc wn,l,O), wclrtoeol(sc_wn), (void) 
wprintw(sc_wn) ; -
*/ 
struct ent-ptr { 
int vf; 
struct ent *vp; 
} ; 
struct range_s { 
} ; 
struct ent-ptr left, right; 
/* 
* If you want to save room, make row and col below into 
unsigned 
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* chars and make sure MAXROWS and MAXCOLS above are both 
less 
* than 256. 
char) . 
(128 if your compiler doesn't support unsigned 
* * Some not too obvious things about the flags: 
* is valid means there is a valid number in v. 
* label set means it points to a valid constant string. 
* is_strexpr set means expr yields a string expresslon. 
* If is strexpr is not set, and expr points to an 
expression tree, the 
* expression yields a numeric expression. 
* So, either v or label can be set to a constant. 
* Either (but not both at the same time) can be set 
from an expression. 
*/ 
#define VALID CELL(p, r, c) ((p = 
tbl[r] [c])&&((p->flags&is_valid) I Ip->label» 





struct enode *expr: 
short flags: 
char block: /* gfm : used for blocking a cell */ 
char affected: /* gfm : used for marking affected cell 
short row, col: 
struct ent *next: 
struct range { 
} : 
struct ent-ptr r_left, r_right: 
char *r_name; 
struct range *r_next, *r-prev: 
int r_is_range: 
#define FIX ROW 1 
#define FIX-COL 2 




struct ent-ptr v: 
struct range s r: 
char *s: -
struct { 





/* op values */ 
#define 0 VAR 'v' 
#define O-CONST 'k' 
#define O-SCONST '$' 
#define REDUCE 0200 
range */ 
/* Or'ed into OP if operand is a 
#define OP BASE 256 
#define ACOS OP BASE + 0 
#define ASIN OP BASE + 1 
#define ATAN OP-BASE + 2 
#define CEIL OP-BASE + 3 
#define COS OP BASE + 4 
#define EXP OP-BASE + 5 
#define FABS OP BASE + 6 
#define FLOOR OP BASE + 7 
#define HYPOT OP BASE + 8 
#define LOG OP BASE + 9 
#define LOG10 OP BASE + 10 
#define POW OP BASE + 11 
#define SIN OP BASE + 12 
#define SQRT OP BASE + 13 
#define TAN OP BASE + 14 
#define DTR OP-BASE + 15 
#define RTD OP-BASE + 16 
#define MIN OP-BASE + 17 
#define MAX OP-BASE + 18 
#define RND OP BASE + 19 
#define HOUR OP BASE + 20 
#define MINUTE OP BASE + 21 
#define SECOND OP BASE + 22 
#define MONTH OP BASE + 23 
#define DAY OP BASE + 24 
#define YEAR OP BASE + 25 
#define NOW OP BASE + 26 
#define DATE OP BASE + 27 
#define FMT OP BASE + 28 
#define SUBSTR-OP BASE + 29 
#define STON OP BASE + 30 
#define EQS OP_BASE + 31 
#define EXT OP BASE + 32 
#define ELIST OP BASE + 33 
#define LMAX OP BASE + 34 
#define LMIN OP-BASE + 35 
#define NVAL OP BASE + 36 
#define SVAL OP-BASE + 37 
#define PV OP BASE + 38 
#define FV OP BASE + 39 
#define PMT OP BASE + 40 
#define STINDEX OP BASE + 41 
#define LOOKUP OP BASE + 42 
/* List of expressions */ 
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#define ATAN2 OP BASE + 43 
#define INDEX OP-BASE + 44 
/* flag values */ 
#define is valid 0001 
#define is=changed 0002 
#define is_strexpr 0004 
#define is left flush 0010 
#define is-deleted 0020 
#define ctl(c) ('c'&037) 
#define ESC 033 
#define DEL 0177 
#define BYCOLS 1 
#define BYROWS 2 
#define BYGRAPH 4 
#define TBL 1 
'tbl' */ 
#define LATEX 2 
'LaTeX' */ 
#define TEX 3 
'TeX' */ 
/* Types for etype () */ 
#define NUM 1 
#define STR 2 
/* Future */ 
/* tblprint style output for 
/* tblprint style output for 
/* tblprint style output for 
extern struct ent *tbl[MAXROWS] [MAXCOLS]; 
extern char curfile [] ; 
extern int strow, stcol; 
extern int currow, curcol; 
extern int savedrow, savedcol; 
extern int FullUpdate; 
extern int maxrow, maxcol; 
extern int fwidth[MAXCOLS] ; 
extern int precision [MAXCOLS] ; 
extern char col hidden [MAXCOLS] ; 
extern char row=hidden[MAXROWS]; 
extern char line[1000]; 
extern int linelim; 
extern int changed; 
extern struct ent *to_fix; 
extern int showsc, showsr; 
extern struct enode *new () ; 
extern struct enode *new_const() ; 
extern struct enode *new_var() ; 
extern struct enode *new_str () ; 
extern struct enode *new_range() ; 
extern struct ent *lookat () ; 
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extern struct enode *copye(); 
extern char *coltoa(); 
extern FILE *openout(); 
extern struct range *find range(); 
extern char *v name(); -
extern char *r-name(); 
extern double eval(); 
extern char *seval(); 
extern int modflg; 
extern int Crypt; 
extern char *mdir; 
extern char *xmalloc(); 
extern int xfree(); 
extern double prescale; 
extern int extfunc; 
extern int propagation; 
extern int calc order; 
extern int autocalc; 
extern int numeric; 
extern int showcell; 
extern int showtop; 
extern int loading; 
extern int tbl_style; 
extern char *progname; 




















/* used in sc main 
extern int arg; 
extern int narg; 
extern int Mopt; 
extern int Nopt; 
extern int Copt; 







* CODE REVISION NUMBER: 
* 
SC1.C 
* The part after the first colon, except the last char, 
appears on the screen. 
*/ 
char *rev = "$Revision: 1.0 $"; 
#ifndef DFLT PAGER 
#define DFLT-PAGER "more" 
widespread than less */ 
#endif /* DFLT_PAGER */ 
#define MAXCMD 160 /* for 
/* Globals defined in sc.h */ 
/* more is probably more 
command below */ 
struet ent *tbl[MAXROWS] [MAXCOLS]; 
int strow, stcol; 
int currow, cureol; 
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int savedrow, savedcol; 
int FullUpdate; 
int maxrow, maxcol; 
extern int fwidth[MAXCOLS]; 
extern int precision [MAXCOLS] ; 
char col hidden [MAXCOLS] ; 
char row-hidden [MAXROWS] ; 
char line[1000]; 
int changed; 




int showsc, showsr; /* Starting cell for highlighted 
range */ 
extern char curfile[1024]; 
char revrnsg[80]; 
int linelim -1; 
int showtop 











int showexpr 0; 
*/ 
displayed, highlighted 









int calc order BYROWS; 
Causes current cell value display 
Causes current cell to be 
Causes ranges to be highlighted 
Causes cells needing values to be 
Causes cell exprs to be 
1 to calculate after each update 
int tbl_style = 0; /* headers for T command output */ 
int lastrnx, lastmy; 
int lastcol; 
in last */ 
/* Screen address of the cursor */ 
/* Spreadsheet Column the cursor was 
char *under cursor " "; /* Data under the < cursor */ 
#ifdef VMS 




char *err; { 
0-, 
if (seenerr) return; 
seenerr++; 
(void) wmove (sc_wn,O,O); 
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(void) wclrtoeol (sc wn)i 
(void) wprintw (sc wn,"%s: 
%.*s<=%s",err,linelim,Iine,line+linelim) i 
} 
struct ent * 
lookat(row,col) { 
register struct ent **Pi 
if (row < 0) 
row = 0 i 
else if (row> MAXROWS-l) 
row MAXROWS-l; 
if (col < 0) 
col = 0; 
else if (col> MAXCOLS-l) 
col = MAXCOLS-l; 
p = &tbl[row] [col]; 
if (*p==O) { 






if (row>maxrow) maxrow row; 
if (col>maxcol) maxcol = col; 
(*p)->label 0; 
(*p)->flags 0; 
(*p)->block In'; /* gfm : used for blocking a cell 
(*p) - >row = row; 
(*p)->col = col; 
(*p) - >expr = 0; 
(*p)->v = (double) 0.0; 
return *p; 
* This structure is used to keep ent structs around before 
they 
* are deleted to allow the sync_refs routine a chance to 
fix the 
* variable references. 




register struct ent *Pi 
{ 
} 
p->next = to_fixi 
to fix = Pi 





register struct ent *p; 
register struct ent *q; 
if (! (p = to_fix» 
return; 
while (p) { 
} 
(void) clearent(p): 
q = p->nexti 
xfree((char *)p): 
p = q; 










int minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc; 
register r; 
register i; 
while (row hidden[currow]) 
row or col */ -
/* You can't hide the last 
currow++; 
while (col hidden[cureol]) 
eurcof++; 
/* First see if the last display still covers curcol */ 
if (steol <= eureol) { 
for (i = stcol, eols 0, col = RESCOL; 
(col + fwidth[i]) < COLS-l && i < 






col += fwidth[i]; 




if (steol - 1 
stcol--; 
eureol) { 
} else if (steal + eols 
steol++; 
} else { 
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/* How about back one? 
eureol) { /* Forward 
/* Try to put the cursor in the center of the 
screen */ 
col = (eOLS - RESeOL - fwidth[curcol]) /2+ 
REseOL; 
stcol = curcol; 
for (i=curcol-l; i >= 0 && col-fwidth[i] > 




if (col hidden[i]) 
continue; 
col -= fwidth[i]; 
/* Now pick up the counts again */ 
for (i = stcol, cols 0, col = RESeOL; 
(col + fwidth[i]) < eOLS-l && 






col += fwidth[i]; 
/* Now - same process on the rows */ 
if (strow <= currow) { 
for (i = strow, rows = 0, row=RESROW; 








while (strow + rows - 1 < currow 
FuIIUpdate++; 
I I currow < strow) { 
*/ 
*/ 
if (strow - 1 == currow) { 
strow- - ; 
} else if (strow + rows 
strow++; 
} else { 
/* How about up one? 
currow) { /* Down one? 
/* Try to put the cursor in the center of the 
screen */ 
{ 
row = (LINES-WNLINES - RESROW) / 2 + RESROW; 
strow = currow; 
for (i=currow-l; i >= 0 && row-l > RESROW; i--) 
} 






/* Now pick up the counts again */ 
for (i = strow, rows = 0, row=RESROW; 




if (row hidden[i]) 
continue; 
row++; 
mxcol stcol + cols - 1; 
mxrow strow + rows - 1; 
if (Full Update) { 
(void) wrnove (sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wclrtobot-(sc wn); 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
(void) wrnove(sc wn,RESROW-1,O); 
(void) wprintw (sc_wn, " ") ; 
for (row=RESROW, i=strow; i <= mxrowi i++) { 
if (row hidden[i]) 
continue; 
(void) wrnove(sc_wn,row,O)i 
#if MAXROW < 1000 
#else 
#endif 
(void) wprintw(sc wn, "%-*d", RESCOL-1, i) i 
(void) wprintw(sc wn,"%-*d", RESCOL, i); 
row++; 
} 
(void) wrnove (sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wprintw(sc_wn,"%*s", RESCOL, " "); 
for (col=RESCOL, i = stcol; i <= mxcol; i++) { 
register int k; 
if (col hidden[i]) 
continue; 
(void) wrnove(sc wn,2,col); 
k = fwidth[i]/2; 
if (k == 0) 
(void) wprintw(sc wn,"%ls", coltoa(i)); 
else -
k "" , (void) wprintw(sc wn, "%*s%-*s", 
fwidth [i] -k, coltoa (i) ) ; -
} 




(void) wrnove(sc wn,2,col); 
(void) wprintw (sc wn," "); } -
(void) wstandend(sc_wn); 
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/* Get rid of cursor standout on the cell at previous 
cursor position */ 
(void) wmove(sc wn,lastrnx,lastmy); 
if (showcell) -
repaint (lastrnx, lastmy, fwidth[lastcol]); 
if ( showrange ) { 
maxsc) ) j 
} 
minsr showsr < currow ? showsr 
minsc showsc < curcol ? showsc 
maxsr showsr > currow ? showsr 
maxsc showsc > curcol ? showsc 
if (showtop) { 
(void) wmove(sc wn,l,O); 





(void) wprintw(sc_wn,"Default range: %s", 
r_name(minsr, minsc, maxsr, 
} 
/* Repaint the visible screen */ 
for (row = strow, r = RESROW; row <= rnxrow; row++) { 
register c = RESeOL; 





for (p = &tbl[row] [col = stcol]; col <= rnxcol; 
fieldlen) { 
p += nextcol - col, col = nextcol, c += 
nextcol = col+l; 
if (col hidden[col]) { 
fieldlen = 0; 
continue; 
} 
fieldlen fwidth[col] ; 
/* 
* Set standout if: 
* * - showing ranges, and not showing cells which 
need to be filled 
* in, and not showing cell expressions, and 
in a range, OR 
* * - if showing cells which need to be filled in 
and this one is 
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* of that type (has a value and doesn't have 
an expression, or 
* it is a string expression), OR 
* * - if showing cells which have expressions and 
this one does. 
maxsr) 
maxsc) ) 
expr) ) ) 
II 
do stand) { 
*/ 
if ((showrange && (1 showneed) && (1 showexpr) 
&& (row >= minsr) && (row <= 
} 
&& (col >= minsc) && (col <= 
I I (showneed && (*p) && ((*p) -> flags & 
&& (((*p) -> flags & is_strexpr) I I , I I . ( (*p) - > 
(showexpr && (*p) && ((*p) -> expr») 
if (*p && ((*p)->block=='y' I I I I (*p) - >block== ' r' 
(*p) -> flags & is_changed I I FullUpdate) I I 
(void) wmove (sc WTI,r,c); 
if (I*p) -
*p = lookat(row, col); 
if (do stand) { 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
(*p) -> flags 1= is=changed; 
} else { 
} 
(*p) -> flags &= -is_changed; 
/* 
* Show expression; takes priority over 
other displays: 




if (showexpr && ((*p) -> expr» { 
linelim = 0; 
*/ 0, 
editexp (row, col); /* set line 
linelim = -1; 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && 1 do_stand) /* 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
showstring (line, /* leftflush = */ I, 
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row, col, & nextcol, rnxcol, 
& fieldlen, r, c); 






* Show cell's numeric value: 
*/ 
if ((*p) -> flags & is_valid) { 
char field[1024]; 
(void)sprintf(field,"t*.*f", 
fwidth[col], precision [col] , (*p)->v); 
/* gfm */ 
/* gfm */ 
/* gfm */ 
is_Ieftflush, 
rnxcol, 
/* gfm */ 
} 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && I do_stand) 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
if (strlen (field) > fwidth[col]) { 
for(i = 0; i<fwidth[col]; i++) 
(void)addch('*') ; 
} else { 
} 
(void)waddstr(sc_wn,field) ; 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && I do_stand) 
(void) wstandend(sc_wn); 
/* 
* Show cell's label string: 
*/ 
if ((*p) - > label) { 
} 
/* 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && I do_stand) 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
showstring ((*p) -> label, 
(*p) -> flags & 
(*p) - > flags & 
row, col, & nextcol, 
& fieldlen, r, c); 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && I do_stand) 
(void) wstandend(sc_wn); 
* repaint a blank cell: 
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*/ 
if (! ((*p)->flags & is_valid) && 
! (*p) - >label ) { 
/* gfm */ 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && !do_stand) 
fwidth[col], II II); 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
(void) wprintw (sc wn, "%*s II , 
/* gfm */ 
} 
if ((*p)->block=='y' && !do_stand) 
(void) wstandend(sc_wn); 
} /* else */ 
if (do_stand) { 
(void) wstandend(sc wn); 
do_stand = 0; -
} 
} 





(void) wmove(sc wn,lastmy,lastmx+fwidth[lastcol]); 
#ifndef INTERNATIONAL 
if((winch(sc wn) & Ox7f) 
#else -
if((winch(sc wn) & Oxff) 
#endif /* INTERNATIONAL */ 
, < ' ) 
, < ' ) 
(void) waddstr(sc wn,under cursor) ; 
lastmy = RESROW; - -
for (row = strow; row < currow; row++) 
if (!row hidden[row]) 
Iastmy += 1; 
lastmx = RESeOL; 
for (col = stcol; col < curcol; col++) 
if (!col hidden[col]) 
Iastmx += fwidth[col]; 
lastcol = curcol; 
(void) wmove(sc_wn,lastmx,lastmy); 
if (showcell && (! showneed) && (! showexpr» { 
(void) wstandout(sc wn); 
repaint (lastmx, lastmy, fwidth[lastcol]); 
} 
(void) wstandend(sc_wn); 
(void) wmove(sc wn,lastmy,lastmx+fwidth[lastcol]); 
#ifndef INTERNATIONAL /*changed to make consistent with 
other uses of INTERNATIONAL */ 




*under cursor = (winch(sc wn) & Oxff); 
#endif /* INTERNATIONAL */ -
(void) waddstr(sc_wn,"<"); 
(void) wmove(sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wclrtoeoI (sc wn) ; 
if (linelim >= 0) { -
(void) waddstr (sc wn,"» II); 
(void) waddstr (sc-wn,line); 
} else { -
if (showtop) { 
register struct ent *p1; 
int printed 0; 
something? */ 
/* show top line */ 
/* printed 
(void) wprintw (sc wn,"%s%d ", coltoa (curcol), 
currow) ; 
if (p1 = tbl [currow] [curcol]) 
{ 
type */ 
to expr */ 
is_Ieftflush) 
and this ,}, 
if (p1 -> expr) /* has expr of some 
{ 
linelim = 0; 
editexp (currow, curcol); /* set line 
linelim = -1; 
} 
/* 
* Display string part of cell: 
*/ 
if ((p1 -> expr) && (p1 -> flags & 
{ 
(void) waddstr (sc_wn, (pI -> flags & 
? "<{" : ">{"); 
(void) waddstr (sc wn,line); 
(void) waddstr (sc=wn,"} II); 
is for vi % */ 
} 
printed = 1; 
-> label) /* has 
/* 
constant label 




(void) waddstr (sc_wn, (p1 -> flags & 
? "<\"" : ">\""); 
} 
(void) waddstr (sc wn,pI -> label); 
(void) waddstr (SC=wn,II\II II); 
printed = 1; 
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/* 
* Display value part of cell: 
*/ 
if (p1 -> flags & is_valid) /* has value 
or num expr */ 
{ 
if ((! (p1 - > expr)) I I (p1 - > flags & 
(void) sprintf (line, "%.15g", p1 -> 
v) ; 
(void) waddstr (sc wn,"["); 
(void) waddstr (sc-wn,line); 
(void) waddstr (sc=:wn,"] II); 
printed = 1; 
} 
} 
if (! printed) 
} 
(void) waddstr (sc_wn,"[]"); 
} 
(void) wmove(sc_wn,lastmY,lastmx + fwidth[lastcol]); 
if (revmsg [0]) { 
(void) wmove(sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wclrtoeoI (sc wn) ; 
topline display */ -
} 
} 
(void) wprintw(sc wn,revmsg); 
revmsg[O] = 0; - /* don't 
(void) wmove(sc_wn,lastmy,lastmx 
FullUpdate = 0; 
repaint (x, y, len) 
int x, y, len; 
{ 
char *buf; 
buf = " "; 
while(len-- > 0) { 
(void) wmove(sc_wn,y,x); 
#ifndef INTERNATIONAL 
*buf = winch(sc_wn) & Ox7f; 
#else 
*buf = winch(sc wn) & Oxff; 






/* get rid of 
show it again */ 
+ fwidth[lastcol]); 
char *progname; 
sc main () { -
int inloop=l; 






* Build revision message for later use: 
*/ 
(void) strcpy (revrnsg, progname); 
for (revi = rev; ( * revi + + ) ! = ':'; ); / * copy 
after colon */ 
(void) strcat (revrnsg, revi); 
revrnsg [strlen (revrnsg) - 2] = 0; /* erase 
last character */ 
















setbuf (stdin, NULL); 
#endif 
FullUpdate++; 
while (inloop) { running 
while (running) { 
nedistate = -1; 
narg = 1; 
l' ,
if (edistate < 0 && linelim < 0 && autocalc && 
(changed II FullUpdate» 
EvalAll (), changed = 0; 
update () ; 
#ifndef SYSV3 
(void) wrefresh(sc wn); /* 5.3 does a refresh in 
getch */ -
#endif 
c = nmgetch(); 
(void) wmove (sc wn,l,O); 
(void) wclrtoeol-(sc_wn); 
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/* (void) fflush (stdout); */ 
seenerr = 0; 
showneed 0; 
showexpr 0; 




/* reset after each update */ 
( c DEL » 
switch (c) { 
#ifdef SIGTSTP 
#endif 
case ctl (z): 
deraw () ; 
(void) kill (getpid() ,SIGTSTP); 
/* the pc stops here */ 
goraw () ; 
break; 
case ctl (r): 
case ctl (1): 
FullUpdate++; 
if (c == ctl (r» 
showneed = 1; 
(void) clearok(stdscr,l); 
break; 
case ctl (x): 
FullUpdate++; 




error ("No such command ("'%c)", c + 
0100); 
0) ; break; 
0) ; break; 
0,-1); break; 
break; 
case ctl (b): 
backcol (arg) ; 
break; 
case ctl (c): 
running = 0; 
break; 
case ctl (e): 
switch (nmgetch () ) 
case ctl (p) : case 
case ctl (n) : case 
case ctl (b) : case 
case ctl (h) : 
case ctl (f) : case 
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{ 
'k' : doend ( - 1 , 
' j , : doend ( 1, 
'h' : 
doend ( 






case ctl (i): case I I. 
case ESC: 
case ctl (g): 
break; 
default: 
doend ( 0, 




case ctl (f): 
forwcol(arg); 
break; 
case ctl (g): 
case ESC: /* ctl ([) */ 
showrange 0; 
linelim = -1; 
(void) wmove (sc wn,l,O); 
(void) wclrtoeol-(sc wn); 
/* gfm - send no change back to master 
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,lIr:II); 
break; 
case DEL: 
case ctl (h): 
if (linelim <= 0) { /* not editing line 
backcol (arg) ; 
break; 
} 
while (--arg>=O) if 
line [--linelim] 
break; 
case ctl (i): 
if (linelim <= 0) { 
} 
forwcol (arg) ; 
break; 
if (!showrange) { 
startshow() ; 
} else { 
showdr(); 
/* treat like AB 
(linelim > 0) 
= 0; 
/* tab */ 
/* not editing line 
linelim = strlen(line); 
line [linelim++] = I I; 
line [linelim] = 0; 







case ctl (m): 
case ctl (j): 
showrange = 0; 
if (linelim < 0) 
line [linelim 0] 0; 
else { 
linelim = 0; 
(void) yyparse (); 
c=-l; 
while (line[++c] !='=' && 
if (line[c]=='=') 
{ 
register struct ent *p; 
if (u.lock type[u.id]=='e') { -
p = lookat(currow,curcol)i 
(void)sprintf (line, "let %s 
" v_name(currow,curcol))i 
linelim = strlen(line); 
if (p->flags & is_strexpr I I 
n-.".""Ynr == 0) r - ---r- - I 










/* gfm - send change back to 
strcpy(mess,"r:") ; 
strcat(mess,line) ; 




case ctl (n): 
f orwrow (arg) ; 
break; 
case ctl (p): 
backrow (arg) ; 
break; 
case ctl (q): 
break; 
case ctl (s): 




%sabled. " , 
break; /* ignore flow control */ 
case ctl (t): 
error ( 
a:auto c:cell e:ext funcs n:numeric t:top 
$:pre-scale") ; 
(void) wrefresh(sc_wn}; 
switch (nmgetch(}) { 
case 'a': case 'A': 
case 'm': case 'M': 




case 'n': case 'N': 
numeric = (! numeric); 
error ("Numeric input %sabled.", 
numeric? "en" : "dis"); 
break; 
case 't': case 'T': 
showtop = (! showtop); 
repaint (lastffiX, lastmy, 
fwidth[lastcol]} ; 




Crypt? "en" "dis") ; 
error ("Top line %sabled.", 
break; 
case 'b': case 'B': 
{ 
} 
register struct ent *p; 
p = lookat(currow,curcol); 
p->block = 'y'; 
break; 
case 'c': case 'C': 
showcell = (! showcell); 
repaint (lastffiX, lastmy, 
error ("Cell highlighting 
showcell ? "en" : 
break; 
case 'x': case 'X': 
Crypt = (! Crypt); 
error (" Encryption %sabled.", 
break; 
case '$': 
if (prescale == 1.0) { 
error ("Prescale enabled."); 
prescale = 0.01; 
} else { 
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disabled.") ; 




prescale = 1.0; 
error ("Prescale 
break; 
case 'e': case 'E': 
extfunc = (! extfunc)j 
error ("External functions 
extfunc? "en" : "dis"); 
break; 
case ESC: 
case ctl (g): 
break; 
default: 




case ctl (u): 
narg = arg * 4; 
nedistate 1; 
break; 
case ctl (v): /* insert variable name */ 
if (linelim > 0) { 
(void) sprintf (line+linelim,"%s", 
v_name (currow, curcol»; 
expression */ 
"%.*f", 
- > v) ; 
} 
else 
linelim = strlen (line); 
} 
break; 
case ctl (w): /* insert variable 
if (linelim> 0) editexp(currow,curcol); 
break; 
case ctl (a): /* insert variable value */ 
if (linelim > 0) { 
} 
} 
struct ent *p = tbl[currow] [curcol]; 
if (p && P -> flags & is_valid) { 
(void) sprintf (line + linelim, 
precision [curcol] ,p 




if ('0' <= c && c <= '9' && ( (numeric && 
edistate >= 0) I I 
edistate >= 
left col */ 
) ) 
*/ 
(!numeric && (linelim < 0 I I 
0) ) ) ) 
{ 
if (edistate != 0) { 
if (c == '0') 
} 
else 
curcol = 0; 
else { 
} 
nedistate = 0; 
narg = c - '0'; 
/* just a '0' goes to 
} else { 
nedistate = 0; 
narg = arg * 10 + (c - '0'); 
} 





if (showrange) { 
showdr() ; 
showrange = 0; 









else if (! numeric && ( c == '+' I I c == '-' 
/* increment/decrement ops 
{ 








if( c == '+' ) p -> v += 
else p -> v (double) arg; 
} 
switch (c) { 
case , . , . 
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users */ 
, 3 ' : case '4' : 
, 8 ' : case ' 9 ' : 
%c" , 
curcol) , c) ; 
numeric cell */ 
block request */ 
break; /* Be nice to vi 
case '@' : 
EvalAII 0; 
changed = 0; 
break; 
case ' 0 ' : case ' l' : case ' 2' : case 
case ' 5 ' : case ' 6 ' : case ' 7' : case 
case '-': case ' ,. case '+': 










strcat (mess, " : ") ; 
itoa(curcol,wn temp); 
strcat(mess,wn-temp) ; 
strcat (mess, " : e") ; 
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
do -
{ 
/* receive OK or not OK for 
while 
(recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock effect[u.id])<l); 
- - if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [0]=='0') /* OK */ 
{ 
%s = ", 





linelim strlen (line); 
if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]=='n') /* not OK */ 
error("cell already in 
use by another user") ; 
else 
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handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]); 
- - - } 
while 
(u.lock effect[u.id] [0] !='o' && 




#else /* VMS */ 
stdin) ; 
/* clobber \n */ 
/* repeat? */ 
lastcmd) ; 
cmd) ; 
since last change] II) ; 




* "! command" executes 
* "!" forks a shell 
* "!!" repeats last command 
*/ 
error("Not implemented on VMS"); 
char *shl; 
int pid, temp; 
char cmd[MAXCMD] ; 
static char lastcmd[MAXCMD] ; 
if (! (shl = getenv ("SHELL") ) ) 
shl = "/bin/sh"; 
deraw () ; 
(void) fputs("! ", stdout); 
(void) fflush(stdout); 
(void) fgets(cmd, MAXCMD, 
cmd [strlen (cmd) - 1] = '\0'; 






(void) puts ("[No write 
(void) fflush (stdout); 
} 
if (! (pid = fork())) 
{ 
(void) signal (SIGINT, 
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if (strlen (cmd) ) 
(void)execl(shl,shl,"-c",cmd, (char *)0); 
else 
shl , (char *) 0) ; 
continue "); 





[range start inc] II); 
/* 
(void) execl(shl, 
exi t ( - 127) ; 
} 
while (pid != wait(&temp»; 









v:value c:copy f:fill d:define 
(void) wrefresh(sc_wn); 
switch (nmgetch(» { 
case 'c': 
(void) sprintf(line,"copy 
linelim = strlen(line); 
startshow () ; 
break; 
case 'x': 
(void) sprintf(line, "erase 
linelim = strlen(line); 
startshow () ; 
break; 
case 'v': 
(void) sprintf(line, "value 
linelim = strlen(line); 
startshow() ; 
break; 
case 'f I: 
(void) sprintf(line,"fill 
linelim = strlen(line); 
startshow () ; 
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linelim = strlen(line); 





sprintf(line,"undefine [range] "); 
linelim strlen(line) ; 
") ; 








if(are ranges(» { -
FILE *f; 
int pid; 
char px [MAXCMD] 
char *pager; 
(void) strcpy(px, "I sort 
if (! (pager = 
pager = DFLT PAGER; 
(void) strcat(px,pager); 
f = openout(px, &pid); 
if (!f) { 
error("Can't open pipe 
break; 
} 
list range (f) ; 
closeout(f, pid); 
} 
else error("No ranges 
break; 
case ESC: 

















while (arg--) duprow(); 




case ii' : 
case 'a' : 
case 'd' : 
case 'p' : 
case 'v' : 








error (""); /* clear 
if ( rcqual ESC I I rcqual 
break; 
switch (c) { 
case 'i': 


















repeat count */ 
rowshow_op() ; 
colshow_op() ; 
curcol) && curcol > 0) 
curcol) && currow > 0) 
while (arg- - ) 
break; 
case 'v': 












/* special case; no 








register struct ent *p; 








register struct ent *p; 







case I WI: 
1) 
- 1) { 
MAXROWS - 1 && 





register struct ent *p; 
while (--arg>=O) { 
do { 




if (currow < MAXROWS 
while (++currow < 
curcol = 0; 
} else { 
error ( "At end of 
break; 
} 




case I b I : 
&& 




register struct ent *p; 





if (currow) { 
while (--currow 
curcol MAXCOLS 
} else { 







- \"" - , 
v_name (currow, curcol»; 
string cell */ 
block request */ 











case I" 1 : 
(void) sprintf (line, "label %s 
linelim 
break; 
case 1 < 1 : 
strlen (line); 
/* send a block request for a 







send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
do -
{ 
/* receive OK or not OK for 
while 
(recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock effect[u.id])<l); 
- - if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [0]==10 1) /* OK */ 
{ 
"leftstring %s - \"" - , 





linelim strlen (line); 
if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]==ln ' ) /* not OK */ 
error("cell already in 
use by another user"); 
else 
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handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]); 
- - - } 
while 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [0] !='o' && 
u.lock_effect [u. id] [0] ! =' n I) ; 
break; 
case '>': 
string cell */ 
block request */ 
/* send a block request for a 







send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
do -
{ 




(u.lock_effect[u.id] [0]=='0') /* OK */ 
{ 
"rightstring %s = \"", 





linelim strlen (line); 
if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]=='n') /* not OK */ 
error("cell already in 
use by another user") ; 
else 
handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]); 
- - - } 
while 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [0] !='o' && 
u.lock_effect [u.id] [0] !='n') ; 
break; 
case 'e': 
/* send a block request for a 
numeric cell */ 
strcpy(mess, "x: II); 
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strcat (mess, " : e") ; 
send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
do -
{ 
/* receive OK or not OK for 
while 
(recv_msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock_effect[u.id] )<1); 
if 





editv (currow, curcol); 
if 
(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]=='n') /* not OK */ 
error("cell already in 
use by another user"); 
else 
handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]); - - - } 
while 
(u.lock effect [u.id] [0] !='o' && 
u.lock effect [u.id] [0] !='n'); 
- break; 
string cell */ 
block request */ 
case 'E': 








send msg(u.user[u.id] ,mess); 
do -
{ 
/* receive OK or not OK for 
while 
(recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock effect[u.id))<l); 
- - if 








(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]=='n') /* not OK */ 
error("cell already in 
use by another user"); 
else 
handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]); - - - } 
while 
(u . lock_effect [u. id] [0] ! =' 0' && 







"format [for column] %s " 
coltoa(curcol)) ; 
else { 
(void) sprintf(line, "format 
[for columns] %s:", 
coltoa(curcol)) ; 
(void) 
sprintf(line+strlen(line), "%s " 
coltoa(curcol+arg-1)); 
} 
error ("Current format is %d %d", 
fwidth[curcol] ,precision[curcol]); 
linelim strlen (line); 
" ) ; 
[\"dest\" range] \""); 
\"%s\"",curfile) ; 
[\ "source \ " ] \""); 
break; 
case 'g': 
(void) sprintf (line, "goto [v] 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case 'P': 
(void) sprintf (line, "put 
if (*curfile) 
error ("Default path is 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case 'M': 
(void) sprintf (line, "merge 




(void) sprintf (line,"merge 
[\"macro_file\"] \"%s/", mdir)i 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case 'D': 
(void) sprintf (line, "mdir 
[\"macro_directory\"] \""); 
[\ "source \ "] \""); 
\"%s\"",curfile) ; 
[\"dest\" range] \""); 
/* gfm 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case 'G': 
(void) sprintf (line, "get 
if (*curfile) 
error ("Default file is 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case 'W': 
(void) sprintf (line, "write 
linelim = strlen (line); 
break; 
case '8': set options 
(void) sprintf (line, "set "); 
error ("Options: byrows, bycols, 
iterations=n, tblstyle=(Oltblllatexltex) "); 
*/ 
message */ 









/* receive file saved 
while 
(recv msg(u.user[u.id] ,u.lock effect[u.id])<l); 
- - if 









(u.lock_effect[u.id] [O]=='n') /* not OK */ 
error("spreadsheet 
NOT saved!") i 
else 
handle master request (u.lock effect[u.id]) i - - -} 
while 
(u.lock effect[u.id] [0] !='o' && 
u.lock_effect [u.id] [0] !='n') i 
[\"dest\" range] \""); 
MAXCOLS; cl++) { 
MAXROWS; cl++) { 
} 
break; 
case 'T': /* tbl output */ 
(void) sprintf (line, "tbl 




register struct ent **p; 
register int cl; 
flush saved() ; 
if (calc_order == BYROWS) { 
for (cl = curcol; arg-- && cl < 
p = &tbl[currow] [cl]; 
if (*p) { 
free_ent (*p) ; 
*p = 0; 
I } 
else { 
for (cl = currow; arg-- && cl < 
p = &tbl[cl] [curcol]; 
if (*p) { 
free_ent (*p) ; 














MAXCOLS; c1++) { 




backcol (arg) ; 
break; 
case 'j': 
forwrow (arg) ; 
break; 
case 'k': 
backrow (arg) ; 
break; 
case ' ,. 
case '1': 






case 'c': { 
currow; 
curcol; 
register struct ent *p 
register c1; 
register struct ent *n; 




for (c1 = curcol; arg-- && c1 < 
n = lookat (currow, c1); 
(void) clearent(n); 
copyent( n, p, currow -






if «c & 0177) != c) doesn't 
this depend on INTERNATIONAL 




error ("No such command 
(%c) " , c) i 
break; 
} 
edistate = nedistate; 
arg = narg; 
} /* while (running) */ 
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/* gfm - not needed for each individual user 
inloop = modcheck(" before exiting"); 
*/ 
inloop=O; 
} /* while (inloop) */ 
deraw () ; 
endwin() ; 











showrange = 1; 
showsr currow; 
showsc = curcol; 
showdr () 
{ 
int minsr, minsc, maxsr, maxsc; 
minsr showsr < currow ? showsr 
minsc showsc < curcol ? showsc 
maxsr showsr > currow ? showsr 
maxsc showsc > curcol ? showsc 






if ((i == BYROWS) II (i BYCOLS» 
























(void) wmove (sc wn,LINES-WNLINES - 1,0); 
(void) wclrtoeol(sc_wn); 
(void) wrefresh(sc wn); 
} 
VMS_read_raw = 0; 
#else /* VMS */ 
goraw () 
{ 
#if SYSV2 I I SYSV3 
fixterm () ; 
#else /* SYSV2 I I SYSV3 */ 
cbreak(); 
nonl () ; 
noecho (); 
#endif /* SYSV2 I I SYSV3 */ 
kbd_again () ; 
} 




(void) wmove (sc wn,LINES-WNLINES - 1,0); 
(void) wclrtoeol(sc_wn); 
(void) wrefresh(sc wn); 




nl () ; 
















(void) signal (SIGINT, SIG IGN); 
(void) signal (SIGQUIT, quit); 
(void) signal (SIGPIPE, quit); 
(void) signal (SIGTERM, quit); 
(void) signal (SIGALRM, time out); 
(void) signal (SIGFPE, quit); 














if (modflg && curfile[O]) { 
char ch, lin[100]; 
(void) wmove (sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wclrtoeol-(sc wn); 
save%s? 
(void) sprintf (lin,"File \"%S\" is modified, 
",curfile,endstr); 
(void) waddstr (sc wn,lin); 
(void) wrefresh(sc-wn); 
ch = nmgetch(); -
if ( ch != 'y' && ch != 'Y' && ch != In' && ch != 
'N' ) { 
0) 
error("y or n response required"); 
return (1); 
} 
if (ch != In' && ch != 'N') { 
if (writefile(curfile, 0, 0, maxrow, maxcol) < 
return (1); 
} else if (ch == ctl (g) II ch == ESC) return(l); 
} else if (modflg) { 
char ch, lin[100]; 
(void) wmove (sc wn,O,O); 
(void) wclrtoeol (sc_wn); 
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(void) sprintf (lin, "Do you want a chance to save 
the data? "); 
(void) waddstr (sc_wn,lin); 
(void) wrefresh(sc wn); 
ch nmgetch(); 
if ( ch != 'y' && ch != 'Y' && ch != In' && ch != 




error ("y or n response required") i 
return (1) i 
if (ch == In' II ch == 'N') return(O); 
else return(l); 
return(O); 




(void)wmove(sc wn,O,O) i 
(void)wclrtoeoI(sc wn)i 




if (ch!='y' && ch!='Y' && ch!='n' && ch!='N') 
{ 
} 
error ("y or n response required"); 
return (0); 















extern char *malloc()i 
#ifdef SYSV3 
extern void free()i 






register char *ptri 
XMALLOC.C 
if ((ptr = malloc(n + sizeof(double))) == NULL) 
fatal ( "xmalloc: no memory") i 
*((int *) ptr) = 12345; /* magic number */ 





if (p == NULL) 
fatal ("xfree: NULL") i 
P -= sizeof(double)i 
if (* ((int *) p) != 12345) 







deraw () i 
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